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MAYFIELD — Calloway County
average ranging from .96 cents to $1 per
tobacco growers may be casting a
pound. The market averaged $1.06 last
watchful eye toward Graves County as
Year on opening day, Ellis said.
the first dark air-cured tobacco ( one
"Some of the tobacco has a good bit of
sucker, Type 35) went on sale today.
moisture in it and that could be hurting
The two Murray markets, Farris
the prices," Ellis said.
Loose Leaf Floor and Growers Loose
Some 450,000 pounds went on sale at
Leaf Floor, open Friday.
Humphreys and Mayfield Loose Leaf
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
floors at Mayfield today, Ellis said.
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
"Ellis said the price- support is up
Association, said today from Mayfield
about $5 this year compared to last
that "the tone of the market is better
year. That support averages about $80
than expected."
this year. "A majority of the leaf
Top leaf grades were bringing up to
grades are bringing well above the
$1.30- fr-potteld% -Mitt saidT- witte•therk.,---issiewaspipssWilEtlis 4.-

Rob
McCallum
of Growers
Warehouse in Murray, today called the
1978 crop a "nice one compared to last
year." He indicated some 150,000
pounds will be ready for sale on the
Growers floor Friday.
Cecil Farris of the Farris warehouse
in Murray said he expects about 100,000
pounds to go on sale' on his floor
tomorrow, an amount up from the first
day of the air-cured sale last year.
"Most of the tobacco is a pretty good
quality but there is some moisture,"
Farris said. The first Murray sale will
4411 anibe Farr flOPV.ErIdaY• Farrit_
IRK bail nlitillaintic about Uiessale,

the gunman took over $2,000 from her
while the other woman said she lost
$480. Police received the reports shortly
after 10 p.m. Wednesday.
The gunman also attempted to rob
Doris Boggess, Route 1, Dexter. All
were confronted on theliospital parking
lot
The police spokesman said today the
gunman first confronted the Dexter
woman. Finding that she did not have a
purse,the gunman ordered her to get in
her car. Police said he then apparently
confronted the two Paris, Tenn.,

give a concert at 11 a.m. Saturday in
the Old Recital Hall. Jay Holtzhouser
will be the director, and Christian will
be soloist. The MSU Jazz Lab Band will
perform at 4 p.m. Saturday in the Old
Recital Hall. Robert Scribner and
Marta Hofacre, MSU faculty members,
will direct the band, and Jerry Coker,
University of Tennessee faculty
member, will be the soloist.

Clinic registration and auditions will
begin at 8 a.m. Friday in the Old Fine
Arts Building. The MU Wind Sinfonietta will present a concert in the
Student Center Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Friday with MSU director of bands,
Paul Shahan, conducting. Kelly
Singfried of Lone Oak High School,
Quad State High School soloist of the
year, and Bobby Christian, percussion
performer-clinician, will perform_ Mth
the group.
The Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note will

even,'
ig to final
time with
a. We qualify
rnuinely
king of

Tije Quad State students will give a
coatfert beginning at 1:15 p.m. SuRay
lr
e University Theatre. The Gold
Band will be conducted by Dr. Donald
Hunsberger, conductor of the Eastman
Wind Ensemble and the Eastman Wind
Orchestra. litie Blue Band, conducted
by Col. Arnald D. Gabriel, conductor of

pounds of air-cured tobacco this year
and an estimated 2-million fire-cured.
He said -hopefully" fire cured
markets will open in mid-January.
Farris said Murray markets continue
receiving dark fire-cured tobacco for
sales early rif,Xt

"Murray's avert& last year was
$11019 per hundredwrIght, and we
expect prices to be comparable this
year," Ellis said earlier. Another
Murray sale will be held Dec. 15, with
the Mayfield markets opening a day
earlier.

"1,11.1.001141.1361.

woman, shortly afterward.
Police said the Dexter woman was
the first to report the incident.
The police spokesman said
authorities had no suspects early today.
But he indicated the description of the
man resembles the description of the
man who attempted to rob the Fina
station last week.
The robbery Wednesday night marks
the third in Murray in recent weeks.
Gunmen have also robbed a service
station on South 12th Street and Murray

briveqn.
MINISTERS MEETING — Mrs. Juanita Spiceland, second from left, and_Mrs-Ilettye Jones, second from right, are
shown here looking at plaques awarded them by Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association during a meeting
Wednesday. They re pictured here with Rev. Lawson Williamson, president-elect of the group, and outgoing
president, Rev, Dr. William P.-Mullins Jr. Pictured below are officers elected Wednesday. Seated, from left, is Bob
- ell White, R.E. Rabatin and Frank Brat t.
Brockoff, Bill Whittaker, Williamson, Martin Mattirffing from left, rerr

the United States Air Force Bend,
Symphon;,Orchestra, and The Singing
Sergeants, will also perform.
A retention for all band students and
parents will be held following the
concert in the Art Gallery of the Fine
Arts Building.
Murray High School students in Quad
State are Leslee Grogan, Sharon
Blodgett, Jaina Washer, Mary AnnRoberts, Amy Noffsinger, Sharon
Outland, Paul Kiesow, Kent Eversmeyer, Chuck Wilson and James
Harrison.
Calloway County High School
students who will be attending are Judy
French, Jana Hopkins, Tad Dowdy,
Angela Manning, Charissa Glass and
Liz Wojcik.

1ndude
Gov.Carroll-Says
Staelud
tl
get In
Entire
flooding the executive budget Start wan
her own last-minute demands for information."
That was a reference to Mrs.
Stovall's continuing requests from
executive agencies for fiscal information.
Mrs. Stovall also has asked state
In her letter to Senate and House
members, Mrs. Stovall asked them to
make decisions independent of the
governor's office.
Her program includes a partial
freeze on state property taxes, a
reduction in state income taxes for
those using the standard deduction,
more consumer imput into electric bill
increases, the removal of the 5 percent
state sales tax on home utilities and the
elimination of the $15 increase voted in
the regular session for all traffic fines.
Carroll has called the special session
call irresponsible and politically
motivated.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
Gov.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Julian Carroll will amend the special
legislative session call to include the
entire state budget "in order for the
General Assembly to resp*sibly
consider the items in the call."
Those items include a tax relief
package . and consumer-oriented
proposals offered by U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall, who called the extaordinary
session last month. It begins Monday.
"It is obvious that the lieutenant
governor was unaware of the
magnitude of her call when she made it
and is now admitting that her political
promises will rtlquire reductions in
various programs in the budget,"
Carroll said in a statement Wednesday.
"However, at the same time she is
hampering the legislative committees
from obtaining needed information
about the state's financial picture by

He also has commented that he may
have to stay in the state to block Mrs.
Stovall from. other moves as acting
.
governor.
Auditor George Atkins to audit the $211
million capital construction fund,
presumably to determine if it could
finance any tax cuts passed during the
special session.
The lieutenant governor sent her
legislative program to the lawmakers
Tuesday.
"I have read her suppposed program
and find it no more enlightening than
the original news accounts of her press
conference explaining her Call for a
special session," the governor said.
"I am convinced she has failed to
provide the leadership and guidance
she promised."
Mrs. Stovall is a Democratic candidate for governor in 1979.

Ministers Association Elects
Officers, Awards Certificates
Ministers in Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association have
elected Rev. Lawson Williamson of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
president of the organization for the
coming year.
Also, during a monthly meeting at St.
Leo's Catholic Church in Murray, the
ministers awarded association certificates of appreciation to Mrs. Juanita
Spiceland and Mrs. Bettye Jones for
their assistance to the association and
service to the community.
Mrs. Jones is the activities director at
West View Nursing Home in Murray.
She attended the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga and came to

Murray in 1972 from Memphis. She and
her husband Bob Jones have two sons,
Fred and Robert Jr. They live at at 1701
Ridgewood Road.
Mrs. Spiceland has been the MurrayCalloway County Hospital hostess and
activites director of the convalescent
unit for 11 years. Prior to her employment with the hospital, she worked
for a number of years as a volunteer
worker. And prior to that she was a
volunteer worker with retarded
children. She lives at,Route 4, Murray.
"Both of these ladies have rendered
valuable service to Murray and
Calloway County through their
ministeries of love and care," said the

Food Prices Up Also

Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
president of theministerial association.
"Their assistance to the ministers of
the area has made our ministry so
much easier and richer. We thank them
from the bottom of our hearts."
Other ministerial association officers
elected for the coming year included
the Rev. Martin Mattingly, St. Leo's
Roman Catholic Church, vice
president, the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
First Baptist Church, secretary, the
Rev. Robert Brockoff, Immanuel
Lutheran Church, treasurer, the Rev.
Frank Bratt, Hazel-Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church, the Rev. R.
E.RabOtin, First Presbyterian Church,
social concerns, and the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White, Memorial Baptist
Church, worship. The new officers will
begin their duties beginning early next
year, a spokesman said.

Gas,Tires Help Drive Wholesale Prices Up In November today's index
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices leaped by 0.8 percent in
November as the cost of gasoline, tires
and alcoholic beverages posted big
Increases while the advance of food
pricas..slowed, the Labor Department
said today.
Food prices rose bf 0.6 percent, a
much slower rate than in previous

months, because of declines in prices of
meat, fruit and rice.
The 0.8 percent wholesale price increase, if it continued all- year, means
an annual rate of about 10 percent,
which is about the average this year for
the cost of living. The November rise
followed consecutive increases of 0.9
percent in September and October:The wholesale price figures are
important because they usually influence retail price changes within a
few months.
The November report covered the
first full month since President Carter
announced his anti-inflation program
Oct. 24. However, the administration
says it may take six-months for results
of the program to be reflected in prices.
While food prices were•easing, the
wholesale price of gasoline rose 1.6
percent in November and was 5.7

GOOD GRIEF' I HAVEN'T
EVEN MADE UP MY
CHRISTMAS LIST YET!

ILTY

Baker 753-2409

adding, "This is going to be about the
only money crop some farmers will
have this year."
- Ellis estimated the Western District
(dark tobacco growing counties located
west of the Land Between the Lakes)
/ill produce an estimated

urray Police Investigating
Another Armed Robbery Here

Murray State University will host the
31st annual Quad-State Senior Band
Festival on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. Coordinator of the Festival is
David A. Wells, MSU faculty member.

I

No 288

DarkAir-Cured TobaccoMarkets Open Here Friday

MSU To Hosf 31st Quad State
Festival Here This Weekend

wing

Volume

Selling Begins On Mayfield Floors Today

Murray Police today are looking for a
gunman who robbed two Paris, Tenn.,
women of over $2,000 on the parking lot
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
last night.
A police spokesman said the man,
who police say resembles the
description of a man who attempted to
rob Fina _Service Station last week, also
attempted to rob another woman.
According to the police spokeosan,
the victims were Mrs. Miller Davidson
and Mrs. Wesley Smith, both of Paris.
Police said one of the women told them

OFF-IEG.
RICE

k Per Copy

--perrent-Merin/TM
•

be passed along to consumers by
winter.
On Wednesday, Alfred . Kahn,
chairman of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, acknowledged there is
"tension between the inflation
problem" and spiraling energy costs,
but he said prices may have to rise to
assure adequate fuel supplies.

The Labor Department report
showed that food price increases were
not as big at the early stages of
processing as in the past three months.
That might mean slower price increases in months to come.
Food prices actually declined by 0.3
percent at the middleman's level and
rose by 1.3 percent at'the farm level,

the smallest increase in three months.
The department said prices declined
for beef, veal and fresh fruit and increases were smaller for pork. Prices
of fresh and dried vegetables, chicken,
eggs and sugar were higher.
Elsewhere, prices were higher for
passenger cars, silverware, tires and
tubes and alcoholic beverages.

Thieving Magpies To Perform
Children and adults will find a
holiday delight in in evening of
theatrical antics presented by the
Community Theatre and the Calloway
County Public Library when The
Thieving Magpies perform at 7:30 p.m.
Friday. The free show la titled "We
Need A LitUe Christmas."

. --iattorar-7.

Prices of kerosene, fuel oil old other __...2rovisatihnal theatre h. aerie!! of livs
plays for young people presented the
PetrOlenin Prdeucti
roie
an indication these costs probably Ilk
first Saturday of every month.

Audiences have been surprised,to see
the Magpies on stage creating and
recreating their original stories, right
before their eyes. Many unsuspecting
people -find themselves performing in
the show before the hour is over.
Jane Bailey, Rich Simon, Dana
Silcox, Richard Valentine, and Joe
.1facksoer-et.-the pesive---nvehe-34,- the
tclren
al
l nY that perform unrehearsed
The Magpies wilbob for Christmal

carols, recruit an orchestra for the
- spectacular finish to the show, and
perform "The Twelve Days of
Christmas." A performance by Suy
Snowflake will highlight the hour.
A different form of theatre for the
Magpies will .be introduced when they
, present their original ,story "The
tells thetale of an elderly toymaker and
ito k-ho-tlie-box' in toveytttraittscrr
dancing ballerina .doll

Two ections —22 Pages
5-B,6-B
Classifieds
I4-A
Comics.
5-R
Crosswoitl-4-A
Dear Abby
15-A
Deaths & Funerals
4-A
Dr. Lamb
5-A
Garrott's Galley
2-A
Horoscope
s 5-A
Inside Report
2-A, 3-A,4-A
Local Scene
5-A
Opinion Page
11-A, 12-A, 13-A
Sports

- cloudy
and showers
Generally cloudy tonight
through Friday with showers and
thunderstorms likely. Highs,
t°dP1
ifithe It*tot.Ergbilrriday in the
50s.
• -
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday,December 7
Bread for the World Chepter
of Calloway County will hoed
regular monthly meedng at
730 p.m. at First Christian
Church 1Library.
Zeta Department of Murray
Annual fall concert by the
Woman's Club will meet at Murray State Symphony
7:30 p.m. at Gene & Jo's'Orchestra will be at 8:15 p.m.
Each member is at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
lt asked to bring a guest.
State. This is free and open to
the public.
;
:
1 -Seek Night" will be held by
Christmas Craft Bazaar and
;f• the Murray Cnotan Club at
will be held at Hart
Workshop
Restaurant.
Seven Seas
Hall Coffeehouse, Murray
Nondenominational Bible State, at 8 p.m. For inStudy is scheduled at Scion formation call 762-2310.
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Each one is
Annual Arts and Crafts
asked to bring a Bible.
Fair, sponsored by Delta
Sigma Phi, Murray State, will
Memorial Baptist Church be at Beshear Gymnasium,
week of prayer program will Student Center, from 9 a.m. to
be at 7 p.m. at the church.
5p.m.
•
•
116 --*•
••••••4

*a.. •

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Tburailey,December 7
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC w'W hear Grades
8,7, and 8 in a Christmas
program, "Different Lands,"
at 7 p.m. at the school.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Friday, December 8
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Edgar Morris at 11:45
a.m. A potluck luncheon will
be served and a gift exchange
will be held.
Friday, December*
Annual arts and crafts fair,
sponsored by Delta Sigma
Phi, Murray State, will con&AlitGymnasium Student

Friday,December 8
Rummage Sale, sponsored
Christian
Women's
by
Fellowship, will be from I to 4
p.m. in the basement of the
educational building, First
Christian Church.
Harold G. Doran, Jr.,
Peoples Bank of Murray, will
speak at the luncheon meeting
of Murray State University
Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at twelve noon.
The Thieving Magpies will
perform at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library. The public is invited.
Saturday,December 9
Singles Unbolted will have
a potluck supper at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist church at 6:30 p.m.
This is open to all single adults
over 18 years of age.
Rummage gale of Christian
Women's Fellowship will
continue in the basement of
the educational building,First
Christian Church, from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

TV Special
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER
8, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be?.To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARLFS
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Plan a festive outing With a
loved one. Whether you decide
to travel or to seek nearby
entertairuirients, it should be a
pleasant time.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
You can make plans with
confidence re mutual financial
interests and home improvement projects. A private
meeting should go well.
GEMINI
--4 May 21 to June 20)
Friends and associates are
receptive to your ideas now.
Make sure you do your best to
be the h of ,the
_fe

erdA

XI your plans for the future
and attend parties.
PL$CES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A good day for buying
presents or exchanging gifts.
Money prospects are good,
and career gains are possible
Accent the positive!

YOU BORN TODAY are
dependable, self-reliant, and
have a good business head.
You can succeed in real
estate, banking, investment
counseling, and with large
corporations. You are at your
best dealing with tangibles
and you want results.
However, your.... greatest
success will come through an
idealistic approach to career.
Inclined to philanthropy and
reform, you'd do well as a
writer, teacher, religious
leader, and a patron of the
arts. You like to impress

ESP gibes power to spare
for your carpet care . . .
No other vac has ESP With a Ilip of the
switch you II go from normal speed to
ESP power and cut any cleaning choth
down to size

Use
!Huh

FRANKE(
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proper pr
decorations o
the season.
decorations
used, hazard
Christmal
electric ligh
popular do
statisticall)
hazardous, a
Moore, mi
Department
Resources, c
safety brand
Evergreen
cut and
aespecially
Moore. Mos
tress that c
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CANCER
(June 21 to July =)eD(C)
Seek ways of improving
Senior High Quad State
income. Mentally, you're
Band Festival Clinic will be at
sharp and can further your
Fine Arts Center from 1 to 4
business interests. Buyp.m., instrument repair clinic
something that makes you
for band directors will be in
happy.
Old Recital Hall, and a conLEO
cert by Meade County Band
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
will be at Lovett Auditorium,
If you feel like a small trip,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Murray State University, at 7
Kirksey Camp 170 will hold today's the day to travel or to
Mrs. Orval Beach of
admission
p.m. No
and public its Family Night supper and make
arrangements. Advice Kirksey has been dismissed
is invited.
Christmas party at the you receive could lead to from Lourdes Hospital,
Kirksey United Methodist financial gain.
Paducah.
Blue-Gray Affair, weekend Church Fellowship Hall at VIRGO
devoted to Civil War hitory in 6:30 p.m. All food will be o Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ffP
western Kentucky and Ten- furnished by the camp.
A good day for investigating
ngssee, will be at Lake
home improvement plans or
Barkley State Resort Park.
Chitterling Supper will be at making credit applications.
Pacer
Chestnut Grove AME Church, You should be particularly
Shopping for Senior-Citizens Hazel, with serving to start at effective in presenting your
on the Senior Citizens van will 4 p.m.
viewpoints.
LIBRA
be held. Call 753-0929 by 9 a.m.
for morning shopping to
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Let others know of your
Nothside and town, and by will have its annual Christmas
11:30 a.m. for afternoon dinner and party for members plans, for ,they'll surely
--stropping to South-side and and their families at 6:30.p:m. cooperaieraritia,-yeti today.
town.
at the Community Room,'Netept- - -invitations, send
tNorth Branch, Peoples Bank, Christmas carts, and return
Golden Age Club will meet with Harold and Ruth phone calls.
at twelve-noon in the social Eversmeyer as wagon- SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
hall of the First United masters.
Follow through on moneyRex
Methodist Church.
making ideas now. CoKing
Second 4-H Craft Day will be workers are helpful and
Senior Citizens Bazaar will from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at the amenable to your suggestions.
be held at the Ellis Corn- Calloway County Extension Greet the day with optimism.
munitY -Center from 4:30 to Office, 209 Maple Street. All SAGITTARIUS
8:30p.m.
youth,9 to 19 years of age, are tNoV. 22 to gee. 21) eçP
Make. the most of this
si;ch Velour upper -wail+
- Elm Grove Baptist Church
pleasurable day for romance
durable vinyl sole
Women will meet at the home
Kentucky Roping Cham- and recreational activity. If
Machine washable and
of Lavine Carter at 1:30 p.m.
pionship, sponsored by the traveling, some of you may
dryable Colors Brown,
Ropes Association, will be at plan an early start.
Red Blue Camel
Rachel Sunday School Class 7:30 p.m. at the West Ken- CAPRICORN
of - First Baptist Church will tucky
Livestock
And Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
A
perfect
for
day
have a potluck supper at the Exposition Center..
straightening things up
Fellowship Hall of the church,
ierbY •
at :30 p.m.
Senior , High Quad State around the house! You'll find
sired
Intsenr
everything
in order:
•
Band Festival will feature a that with
•
your
tarn
ideiBrin
take
form.
_
Memorial Baptist_ ChurCh --elinie,
- 4.4-4Mlatip404141#44194Caitilt ,
'
Women will meetfrom 11 a.m. percussionist, inS, the Old AQUARIUS'
to 1 p.m. at the church for a .Recital Hall, . Fine Arts (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
'
0
Share good will with others,
luncheon and prayer study Building, Murray State: at 9
whether
letter
by
phone,
or a
session.
a.m. This is open to the public. personal visit. Include friends
-

EUREKA E.S.P.
•Six position Dial-A-Nap has
precise settings tor maximum
power on every carpet—even
problem shags
e Powerful 8-amp motor
•All-metal Vibra-Groomer
0,Wide, bright headlight
•King-size top-filling dust bag
and dual Edge Kleener
•8 piece tool kit, model 2677,
optional at additional cost

SAVE $50.00
Model 2087

COMFORT... ,

Tomorrow.

jill

ani

varantedd Lowest Prices

Olympic Plaza, Murray, 759-1636

Shoe Store-...aw”..

tArr,REAPI)M5 I
Ld
*Red

fleS

*Pink
*Powder Blue

*Beigtiew-e"
*Green
."- White
$700
Machine
Washable

Pre-

WOMAN'S CLUB— Roy Weatherly,special guest, acted as chef for the final number,
"Fruit Cake," presented at the Christmas musical program by the Chorus of the Musk
Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Sunday. Dec: 3, al 1 -p.m. at the- club
house. Others pictured in the top photo, left to right, were Karen Bolrs, Louise
Weatherly, Margaret Portef, and Jill O'Brien. B. J. Berra' directed the nhorui With
Norrine Winter as accompanist, Jill O'Brien as narrator, and Eugene Berrill playing the
bells. Special chamber music was presented by Marie Taylor and Irma Collins. About
2i members of the chorus participated in the program. In the bottom photo, Bonnie
Jones, second left, president of the Murray Woman's Club, serves coffee during the
ial hour (ha; followed. Shown in the pit • ure "0 right, include Pauline WagAener
Jerry Bolls, Bill and Marjorie Major, and Delano M aldrop.

H
IR(
Lone Oak Plaza
,Lone Oak,Kentucky
Near The Pixie Palace
Hwy.45 S.

ii
TO

.savs-aol
rhinnour
eolleetia
at this pi'
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Stubblefield Home Scene Of Chapter Meet

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. — With
Santa Claus corning soon,
Kentuckians
are
busy
"decking the halls." With
proper precautions, the
decorations can add beauty to
the season. But when such
decorations are improperly
1lMsd, hazards can occur.
Christmas trees with
electric lights are the most
popular decorations and
statistically
the
most
hazardous, according to Edsel
Moore, manager of the
Department for Human
neeources, consumer product
i safety branch.
:I. Evergreens that have been
cut and harvested are
'.specially dangerous, said
0 Moore. Most cut evergreen
trees that can be bought_ at

Christmas tree stands have
been cut from one to two
months. Even though many
such trees may have been
sprayed with a • flame retardant green dye to make them
more appealing, they can be
very vulnerable to fire, he
said.
Aluminum trees may also
be hazardous,said Moore. The
trees' capacity to conduct
electricity may cause serious
shock if the aluminum
"needles" are caught in
Christmas tree light sockets.
Hazardous situations can
occur, he said, when proper
precautions are not taken. He
listed some preventive
measure rules to follow:
— Christmas tree lights
should not be left on_while the

'Bp

has
naximum
et—even

FIVE GENTRATIONS — Shown here are the five*
generations of the Mrs. Hugh (Iva lee) Gibson family of
Mayfield. Starting from the left, Mrs. Joe Don (Laurel)
Wilson of Lynnville, 4th generation; William (Hardrock)
Gibson, Mayfield, 2nd generation; Mrs. R. C. (Marie)
Jones, Murray, 3rd generation; center, Mrs. Hugh (Iva
tee)-Gibson, Mayfield, 1st generation:taking iteasy-ivIth
generation, Joshua Earl Wilson, Lyrpyille. The family was
of Mrs.
celebratima family et together in honor
Hmgfilt_
—
y•-•
va feefiiibsonrSTOrcfbi-itrda

Christmas games and

Singing led by Mrs. Gerald
Hudder.
Other members present
were
Mesdames Lewis
Bossing,
Maurice
Christopher, John E. O'Brien,
Harlan
Hodges,
Olga
Freeman, James Parker,
Harry
Sparks,
Henry

McKenzie, Nate Beal Witham
Major, Hugh Oakley, John C
C.
A.
Quertermous,
LaFollette, L J. Hortin, and
Miss Ann Herron.
It is the male sea dragon
rather than the female that
carries the young through thr
hatching period

ORDER FORM
GIFT IDEA
New Testament Palestine
By Dr. Jarrell White
NAME _
ADDRESS
No. of Book at $3.50 each or 13.00 each for 10 or more.
Payment enclosed_ _ _
.
Maketheck to Jerrell White or Memorial Baptist Church and Mailtol. White 906 Main, Murray,Ky. 42071.

6aiar

Dunn Home Scene

Tar
12

ust bag

- Of Suburban Meet

Or

)1

family is asleep or away train
home.
— Stand cut trees in water
and keep water replenished.
— Never use a string of
Christmas tree lights as an
extension cord. It is easy to
overload a string of lights.
— Before placing lights on
the tree, check wiring for
frayed wires, loose connections and broken light
sockets. Lights showing any of
these characteristics should
be discarded.
— Never
set up a
Christmas tree near a
fireplace.
— Do not rely on the flameretardant chemicals with
which a Christmas tree might
be treated. Flame retardant
does not mean fireproof.
— Never light a Christmas
tree with candles.
smoking oponnt,-flammable decorlations.
•
— Keep a fire extinguisher
handy and know howl° use it.
— Always use a screen to
enclose burning logs in a
fireplace.
— Avoid wearing loose,
flowing clothes around lighted
candles and open fireplaces.
— Never use indoor lights
to decorate the exterior of a
house or a tree that is outside;
outdoor lights may be used...
indoors but indoor lights may
not be used outdoors.
— Outdoor electrical
decoration should not be installed in wet weather.

Mrs. Frank Stubblefield
entertained on Monday, Dec. 4
when she was hostess to
members of Chapter M of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood for their
December meeting.
Red candles in silver candelabra graced the table from
which refreshments of pie and
coffee were served following
the meeting. To these were
added the glow of llrepLace
light to 'add Christmas atmosphere in the beautiful
home.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
president of the chapter,
Presided over the business
meeting daring which gifts
were allotted to four
educational projects- sponsored by the Sisterhood.
Mrs. Paul Sturm announced
the three-fold program of the
evening. A true story, centered around the "Peace and
Good Will message of the
Christ Chile was presented
by Mrs. Edward Nunnelee.
This .w.ts, tolloyed
tWQ

2677,
cost.

• The home of Mrs. Prentiss
Dunn was tke. scene of the
Novenber-meeliiireTth -ninemembers present and Mrs.
Holmes Dunn presiding.
Mrs. Jack Wilson presented
'the minor lesson on "Proper
Care of Our Feet."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Robert Hendon. Due to
the illness the major lesson
was not presented.
Others in attendance included Mrs. Harry Russell,
Mrs. Roy Hancock, Mrs
Lenith Rogers, Mrs. Max
Farley, and Mrs. Clyde Miller.
The hostesses, Mrs.?. Dunn
and Mrs. Farley, served
refreshments of strawberry
cake and drinks.
Plans were made for the
annuat Christmas party.

36

Beautiful gifts for Christmas come from Vanity Fair
and Bright's. Choose a Satiny Antron HI long or regular
length gown with a matching or coordinating
robe in Shelva or Satiny Antron Ill. Candleglow,
Heaven Blue, Cameo Rose,Sky Lark and Tender Pink
in Sizes Petite,Small, Medium and Large. Gowns
priced at 9.00 to 25.00 and Robes priced at 16.00
to 40.00. Beautifully gift-wrapped free at Bright's!

SHOP
NIGHTS

Gigantic
Pre-Christmas

SHOE SALE!
Hundreds of pairs!
Regular 24.00 to 46.00

TO

1/3

OFf

-,Samon.tuintirwisof pairs
--from_ouriauktiTL
collection! Buy several
at this price!

'TIL 8:30,
SUNDAYS
1 TO 5

She'll always-treasure her
Vanity Fair Christmas gift!
Select from full or half slips in nylon trico Antron HI
in white, honey beige, candleglow or black Full slips in
knee to floor lenghts, sizes 32 to 42 at 930 to 16.00.
Half-slips in P,S,M,L,XI. priced at 5.00 to 11.00. Briefs and
bikinis are available in white, honey beige, heaven blue, black,
candleglow,sky lark and chestnut. Briefs in sizes 4 to 9 at
2.00 to 4.00; bikinis in sizes 4 to 7 priced 2.50 to 4.00
Or, select a beautiful Vanity Fair matching bra to match the
briefs and bikinis in the above colors. Sizes 32 to 42 ABCD
priced at 0.00 to 10.50. Vanity Fair from Bright's. . your.
friendliest Christmas Store. Hurry insoon!
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Middle School Students Present
Program For Retired Teachers

ik.4
. HEALTH

ii-

react the minutes of the Sparks is president of
Christmas music, directed
previous meeting. Treasurer First
District
by Margaret Porter, was
Retired
Thyra Crawford reported a Teachers and is presidentpresented by Murray Middle
balance of $27997 in the elect of the state-wide
School at the Dec. 4 dinner
treasury of the Association. ft association.
meeting of Calloway Retired
was announced that the total
- Teachers at the Colonial
Mrs. Edward Curd was
membership had reached 125.
House.
Mrs.
Sue
Spann
was
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
Yes, these do have a tendrecipient of a Christmas
session,
business
the
During
son died in 1964 at 36. The ency to occur in families
accompanist at the piano.
teeth certificate states the
a motion was made and poinsettia as door prize. Dr
Featured were Yuletide
You can have more than one
of death was heenor- tumor. For example, both
adopted that Dr. Harry Sparks Sparkman thanked Mrs.
Songs by the 13 girls in the
7hage from the left adrenal adrenal glands can be
contact the national office for Porter, Mrs. Spann and the
Choral group and a vocal solo
tue to pheochrornocytoma. involved.
some
fiscal guidelines on the choral group for presenting
by Mrs. Porter, "An Old
Now my gioncLson, age 24,
Now the good news is that
dates
for paying dues. Dr. the Holiday Season program.
Sacred Lullaby."
who lives in Australia writes if the diagnosis is made,
Helen
Bennett was in charge
that he may have a pheo- about 90 percent of the pachromocytorna. Is it heri- tients with this disorder can
of program arrangements and
tary What is the prognosis' be completely cured. Cure is
Zitelle Goheen was social
I would appreciate any- accomplished by surgical
committee chairperson. The
•••.•
information.
err
You re nvited To Our
removal of the tumor. When
our
dinner tables were decorated
OWN
DEAR READER
A
the tumor has been comholly,
nandini
with
berries
and
•
pheochromocytoma is a tti-- pletely removed, and if evered candles.
mor of the sympathetic ner- rything else is normal, the
•
•
Dr.
Sparkman,
Matt
vous system, that part of
patient is likely to have
SANTA VISITS ;- Santa Claus was one of the special guests of the Kappa Department
your autonomic (automatic ) normal blood pressure
president of the Calloway
of the Murray Woman's Club at the party for the Kappa children. Among the apnervous system that forms thereafter. ,
Retired
Teachers Association,
proximately 21 children present were, left to right, front row, John Galloway, Tory
adrenaline.
A little arithmetic will tell
presided. Dr. E. B. Howton,
Starks,
Whittaker,
Karen
Mary
and
Kay
Alison
Stephanie
Ward,
and
Sharon
Sautel,
Most of these are in the
you that 99 percent of people
professor
emeritus
of
set ond row right, Brian Coop, Jay Newton, and Kathy Stockton, back row, Jason
adrenal gland, the small en- have high blood pressure
Agriculture at Murray State,
docrine gland at the top of from other calises. Readers - c.atkr.Dana Htthma",-Andf
:
rtfaY Wilson Sh.uve Astatine Mickey -grown,
Gaill}waY;
"
OFF_
gave the invocation.
each kidney. The center of who want information on
Jeff IA'atson, Mart Miller. Mist yanna and Deidre Holcomb. June Smith entertained with
5chji14414C
this gland is made up of the _bloed pressure gan-seiad_.50,...,
fhrsturbeisire-Sauia passedsual-144.44efeesiusseitie wefts.eereed-brPtyllr
The
muidle
-swine dame-AVM the -Butre- cents with a long, stamped, - Hof-matt Brenda Coop, Ann Care Dinah
glee club presented the
Vire, Kay Adams, Rita ford, and Cindy Dunn,.
On
.nomic nervous system. This self-addressed envelope for Arm.
Kappa
lios'esses.
has
agreed
Santa
to
Ice-the-Kapp
Department
a
rent
his
1.
suit
to
the-falkwilig
Christmas selecis the major source of adre- The Health Letter number I.v./1/
•
lions: "Angels We Have
pubht and tor more information contact any Kappa menni(l.
naline for the body. The 8. Send your request to me in
"Carol
Birds"
Heard,"
of
the
large amount of adrenaline care of this newspaper, P.O.
Photo br lanet Ward
fflutist, Susan Rogers), and
producing cells in the gland
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
HOSPITAL NEWS
"Carol of the Bells."
is why so many of the tu- New York, NY 10019.
mors are located there.
"The Darkness Is Falling,"
DEAR DR. LAMB'- Is it 1T-17-78
The tumor can occur else- true that the lkowdered
(Jill Morris, Teresa Ford,
where in the nervous tissue. cream substitutes that you Adults 130
Rogers,
Susan
Denise
About 90 per cent of them
can use for your coffee con- Nursery?
Eversmeyer, Alison Marshall,
Refreshments
Newborn Admissions
are in the abdominal cavity.
tains a • lot of cholesterol
and Terri Roberts).
Nivissmatorirmilv
They are very interesting from coconut ,oil?
Burkeen
Baby
Girl
••••••••
"Jingle Bells" (Whitney
DEAR READER - That (Charlotte), Rt. 3, Murray,
and somewhat rare tumors.
Taylor, bells), "Go Tell It on
7_ They are one cause of high question keeps coming up. Humphrey.
Baby
Boy
the Mountain,""Do You Hear
blood pressure. About 1 per- No, it is not true but the
By Abigail Van Buren
cent of the people who have coconut oil is not good for Rheaneta ), Rt. 3, Benton.
What I Hear?" and "Silver
Inc.
ID WS of crucar TritnineN Y News Synd Inc
Discharges
you. Most heart specialists
high blood pressure have
Bells"
(Teresa
Ford,
Mrs. Waltraud Murphy, Rt.
believe that a high consumpone. The blood pressure may
Central Shopping Center
bells,
resonator
Terri
and
be persistently elevated, as- tion of saturated fat as in
Almo, David G. Fitch,312 N.
solo).
Porter
Roberts,
Mrs.
sociated witti spikes in blood coconut oil causes your own 8th, Murray, Mrs. Donna M.
753-7598
led the assembly in singing
pressure or It may be nor- body to form excess Carr, 1710 Plainview, Murray,
"Joy to the World."
mal, punctuated with inter- amounts of harmful fattychnlesterol particles. For Sammy R. Collie, 504 Elrn St.,
mittent episodes of high
Secretary -Mavis MeCarnish
that reason, you should Apt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Geneva
blood pressure.
The high blood pressure avoid, coconut oil even R. Harrison, CR Box 251, New
and other symptoms that the though it does not contain Concord, Janet L. Johnson,
DEAR ABBY: I'm 22 and my boss is 55. What started out
patient has are directly re- cholesterol.
No. 25 Hales Tr. Ct., Coldas friendly business lunches has gradually turned into
Unfortunately,
food
labels
•
lated to the sudden release
ar•
.
water Rd., Murray, Charles
steady dating.
•
of excessive amounts of usually just say vegetable
coconu
mafriage,
proposed
tLast
blue,
out
saying
he
of
week,
the
I
W.
Redden,
423
S.
9th,
Murray,
•
on
is
o
en
•
adrenaline.
That's
why
the
Jor ell .h_iaige,..,_..... __mums orivowtismorirm;.,....;4;41.414 ii, le.fassntsaaea_jaeae:_Mra- Mary_ti.._cinelair .anci.IyaS the.girlISI been Waiting
-.lte's worriterMtelitritrinrconilderate.geuerucia-a-nd-easy'
prepared
products.
-Bali
food
ITECT,T807
College
Fa
-MT
sure are often' associated
along with. And he's wealthy. The trouble is that I am
to
get
Rd.,
Murray,Mrs.
Sadie
N.
with sweating and 'tremunot passionately in love with him. Also. I have the feeling
Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
lousness along with a considthat he is more in love with my youth than he is with me.
Murray,
Garry
W.
Young,
anxiety.
erable amount of
In
Is there any way I can turn him down gently-and-keep the
•
Jones Street, Puryear, Tenn.,
between such attacks, the
•
path open for a platonic friendship? Do you think I'm being
patient may be entirely well.
Regina S. Vance, 1612
overly romantic for wanting to be passionately in love with
The home of Mrs. Wayne Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
•
the man I Mogrry? And am I foolish for not grabbing him?
Hardie was the scene of the Maria M.Shipp and Baby Boy,
WANTS LOI4E
meeting of the Wadesboro 1111 College Cts., Murray,
• An Important akessage
Homemakers Club held on Mrs. Duel V. Thompson, Rt. 3,
DEAR WANTS: Whether you can keep him as a friend
krilimrstsemegened
Nov. 15.
Murray,- MTS. Edna A. Sinter,
• after you turn him deism will depend on him. If bit/skies conalisetffilarissism
Lowell
Mrs.
Palmer Roachdale, Ind., Mrs. Emma
tinue to date you, however, you may think of hint as a friend,
reported on the Area L Palmer, Rt. 3, Box 86,
but you can bet he'll be in there pitching hard trying to get.
•
Homemakers meeting and the Murray, Luster Downs, Rt. 1,
you to change your mind.
•
Annual Day of the Calloway Almo, Mrs. Patty L. Kennedy
No, I don't think you're "overly romantic" for welding to.
be "passionately in love" with the man you marry. If the
Homemakers.
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear,
4;"art,
•
chemistry is wrong, it's wrong. And that's what I'd tell him.
"Feet" was the subject of Tenn., Dianna G. Harrison,
the lesson presneted by Mrs. 507 Chestnut, Murray, Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: My husband of 32 years and father of our
David Palmer.
Ar
Ola Graham, 1213 Dogwood,
four children told me in no uncertain terms that he wanted
Mrs. Clinton Burchett Murray, Alvie Farris, Rt. 1,
f•
weight
me
to
-or
lose
made
else.
said
a
We
deal.
if
I,
He
showed- how to make silk Murray.
would get down to my normal weight, he would quit drinkflowers.
ing.
11
111.•••••.•••••••••••:,•••
Also
present
were 11-18-78
Over the years he has gambled, drunk.to excess and used
Istiera•bap••
14,esela mes Wes Fulton, Adults
street language. He has been unfaithful many times,
rwha pro
Walter
Fuelner, Baron Nursery
too-always coming to me with a confession afterward so I
'Ur"
1••••• Wow'r• sow
be.r•ralr
mirror..IDA*
Palmer, Gusta Conner,
would be sure to know what a lady-killer he;vas. Each time I
;Orr&pow
Newborn Admissions
seell.
ora Moir,
Mid
Imo •
Gladys Mitchell, kind Audra
, forgave him.
Wyatt,
Baby_Girl
IF•••Orr.
re••••=.7
nur.
(Ruth),
Well. I went on a diet, and now I'm nearly down to the
••••••••••• Areror•ism A*
FutrelL Two visitors were. RI 1,
Sedalia, Huey,Baby Boy_ --weight I was when we were merried, but he hasn't stopped
••••••••••r••••••••e 14••_•••••
iT
apilm•••••••••••60
-Mrs. Pearl Short and Mrs. (R. Emma);914 N. 16t1t,
eat,
drinking. I told him no more sex until he stops drinking, so
malt* mar 1••alias i••••••••••
Jean Cloar.
&wit•••11 Arm,
•
Murray.
term) who will give him
he says he will find a "broad"
linu••••&wary par Er rely••••=n,.
A
social
hour
was
held
with
•••••••••••••••••
Discharges
sex whenever he wants it, andse'll drink'as much as he
in /alb hod awry
refreshments being served by
Jody D. Tucker, Rt. 6, Box
wants to and there's no way I can stop him.
the hostess.
16, Murray, Sharon A. Dike,
Was I wrong to give him that ultimatum when his promise
The club will meet on 130 Orchard
LONARDO PIANO CO.
meant nothing? Our sex life was the best thing about our
Heights, Murray,
Wednesday, Dec. 20, at 11:30 Marty E.
-y.....(austpleto Maur vior Marriage and I still love him.
Wallace, Rt. 1, Big
a.m. at the Colonial House Rock, Tenn.,
Acmes From The Post Office
FOOL
Mrs. Cozy P.
Smorgilifsbrd for a luncheon McCuiston,
PARIS, TENN.
1704 College Farm
DEAR FOOL: Yes. Withholding sex from him as a
and gift exchange.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Donna K.
punishment is indeed foolish. Not only do you deprive
Harrawood, Rt. 2, Box I59-A,
yourself when you deprive him, but you provide him with a
Gilbertsville, Randy C. Jones,
perfect excuse for going elsewhere.
105 Franklin Hall, MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Evie R. Todd,
Find out for certain if your chimney or
DEAR ABBY: My sister separated from her husband a
1301 Vine, Murray, James
few months ago. She wants a divorce. He did not hurt or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
misuse her in any way.
Wildy Cooper, 1000 Sharpe St.,
creosote! This offer good in Calloway CounI gave my son a graduation party and invited my sister's
Murray, Mrs. Shirley A.
ty only!
husband. I have a large yerd and thought there would be
Smith, 820 So. 9th, Mw-ray,
plenty of room for both of them.
"
Landon Carr, Rt. 2, Murray,
Whey my sister arrived and saw her husband there, she
Larry. G.,,Jtogers (expired),
left immediately. In a few minutes she called me,cryThg and
159-4878
Westview Nursing Home,
'telling me how upset the- wae-Stie asked why I invitenim if
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
Murray, George R. Blum
I wanted her there. I tried to tell her I thought he had the
(expired), Rt. 2, Puryear,
right to attend his nephew's graduation party. I tried to
Tenn,
calm her down, but she screamed at me and hung up the
phone.
Was I wrong to ask him? My sister is- not talking to me.
Should I try to make amends?
•
HAVING REGRETS

Lawrence E. Lamb— M.D.

Rare tumor can be treated
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FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS

Magic Hat Chimney. Sweeps

Rea) ?Padua)&II
Uttlaweat

STECTO-117 HOILIIMf11WIFIEKK.C.0Z
- A nisini's Curd.s & Gifts

DEAR HAVING: You should not have surprised your
*inter by having her estranged husband there. You should
have asked her In advance if she would be comfortable in his
company. Try to make amends. You were in the wrong.
De yam wish you had sore friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's now booklet; "Hew To Be Popular;
You're Norse Too Young of Tee Old." Send
with a lees,
selfaildreeeed, stamped (28 cents) esvoispe to Abby, 132
Lasky Delve,Beverly Bills, Calif. 90212.

cw-dially,in rite you
to attend their
Christmas Open House'

Perfect to wrap up
in for the holidays.
Great selection.
Regular 2000

Warm
cozy sleep...fear in pretty pastel
colors, with delicate
:ace trim.
Reg. 999 to 1799

Oil

Sunday,December 10th
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

For All
Your Christmas
Gifts!
We Are Open
• Sunday 1-5
For Your Shopping
Convenience!
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Briefs and bikinis.
Half and full slips.

50%. Off!
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Warning To
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Our Senior Citizens
Elderly citizens of the nation
need is a practice that -can't be
are being sold millions of
good for the policyholder or the
dollars worth of unneeded
company."
health insurance policies, aciond.
rs
i ncongressional
cording to Congressman ieT
vestigation
scithp
iegr.
serve
at h
Claude Pepper of Florida,
good purpose, however, by warchairman of a committee inning potential victims among
vestigating the sale of inour senior citizens that there
surance to senior citizens.
are those who will take adThe committee's most senvantage of them. And this apsational case is that of a 76plies not only to insurance but a
year-old Illinois widow who
wide variety of other services
bout 7policiesferheajQ1,...
—Uri and accident coverage in a
Older people should turn to
nine-year period. The lady had
those they trust for advice
an income of $9,400 a year, has
when considering a purchase or
enjoyed good health all her life
an investment with a person
and had to mortgage the family
they do not know, whether it's
insurance, stocks and bonds or
farm in order to pay the insurance premiums.
a set of encyclopedia.
The elderly and the poor have
Fulton Daily Leader
always been targets for on-'
scrupulous operations and con
artists, and the insurance
profession should not be condemned because a few companies and some agents violate
rules of ethics.
The
Health
Insurance
Association of America; ,an,
organization of more than '306
insurance firms,.has issued a
statement saying that it condemns overselling of supplementary Medicare policies.
Association president Robert
F. Froehlke said most corngi
r
_4
-1)=W-artr-refflientiting---11W'rr"
business in a responsible man—
,
ner and that taking advanta0
•
of a senior citizen by selling
them moreinsurance than they
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Garrott's Galley

20 Years Ago

M.C.Gamei

Where Were You And What Were
You Doing On December 7,1941?
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Inside Report

r

It was 37 years ago today —
December 7, 1941 — that the Japanese
launched their sneak and devastating
attack on our naval base at Pearl
Harbor. rve never forgiven therm for
It, either, and probably never will. One
of my best friends was captured in the
Philippines and died on the Bataan
death march.
That day in 1941 and the events of it
were indelible in the minds of all of us
who were old enough to remember
anything at the time. You can ask
anybody who was a teen-ager or older
el&e.seilibtetheY Mere Sklipg and
where they were when they heard the
news of the attack, and, invariably,
they'll respond, "Like- it was yester-

Hy RON land IC•ans andliobert Novak

Carter's -

Biggest Gamble

•
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WASHINGTON — Shortly after
crusty old George Meany,the hammertongued AFL-CIO _president, called
Jimmy Carter the "most conservative
piiiddent" srrieMr—t
in iooridge:aey
presidental aide confided that Meany
was "doing the president's work for
him."
The remark, made netIlan-in feat;
was an insight into the thinking of White
House insiders as President Carter
tries to move the nation into fiscal
austerity. Ahead lies the most fateful
period of his presidency and perhaps
the answer to whether the U. S. still
retains Its ability "to act as a nation
rather than as a collection of special
interests," as he said in his antiinflation speech.
The presumption that Meany is
"doing the president's work" shows
that as of today there is very little
hedging of bets inside the White House
on the president's plan to cut federal
spending and reduce the 1980 fiscal
year deficit to $30 billion. Despite some
ambiguities in the Nov. 7 voting on
various referenda limiting state
spending and taxing power, Carter's
political aides are betting a bundle that
the anti-big government, anti-tax
crusade is no weekend fancy but an
emotional, deeply-ingrained conviction
that will sustain Carter's tough fiscal
arid anti-inflationary policies.
Aside from mixed referenda results,
the election pointed toward a rightward
political swing that far exceeds the apparent numerical and ideological
changes in Congress. Particularly hard
for liberal Democratic operatives, for
example, was not only the defeat of
such liberal stalwarts as Iowa's Sen.
Dick Clark and Colorado's Sen. Floyd
Haskell. It was' also that their
conquerors
conservative
Republicans Roger Jepsen and William
Armstrong -- were less than super candidates.
"To say that Dick Clark was beaten
Just because of the alrrtion question is
to cover our eyes th what really is
happening," one perceptive liberal
Democrat told us. In short, Clark was
thrown out on a whole range of Issues on
which he predictably , and Invariably
voted the liberal cause, often against
the president.
Moreover, the defeat of Clark laid
other liberals is bound to have a
spillover effect on voting habits of other
liberal Democrats in the Senate such as
Iowa's othere Senator, John Culver.
'We • • u. two votes in Iowa not
I
I 1 01'
one,
tla
•

Washington lobbyist told us.
Thus, although the apparent liberalconservative balance betweeq the new
JlafteliZeinge seems not to be all that
different on the surface, deep- political
currents have been set in motion that
will give Carter important assets,
tending to move liberals toward the
-center and tentrists toward the right.
In the House, the new liberalconservative balance is difficult to
assess. But one leading strategist in the
Democratic Study Group, a liberal
pressure group in the House, figures
that the results of the election —
without any spillover effects — cost the
liberals about a dozen votes on
economic-ideological issues. In addition, Carter's "new conservative
tone," according to another liberal
activist in the House, "is having
massive impact up here. It-is shifting
the center of gravity toward the right."
That shift deprives Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, the Democratic party's
tireless liberal leader, of allies in the
battle now shaping over Carter's fiscal
austerity program. Quiet conversations
that have taken place between White
House operatives and Kennedy aides
signal Carter's probably vain hope to
neutralize Kennedy in the battle of the
budget and blunt his drive — aided by
Meany's AFL-CIO — for national health
insurance.
For the first few months of the new
96th Congress, Carter will control most
of the cards and hold the offensive, but
his political dilemma will quickly
sharpen: maintaining his spending and
anti-inflation lines at the risk of losing
one Democratic party constituency
after another. He has lost the leaders of
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Big labor when unemployment starts
creeping up again toward 7 percent he
will risk losing the card-carrying rankand-file. He was in trouble with the
Congressional Black Caucus long
before the election; an economic
Slowdown will hit blacks and other
minorities first.
-The liberal-intellectual bastions at
academia have never loved Carter but
they will not get pleasure out of hating
him for exempting defense spending
from his budget cuts.
Will these Democratic constituencies
force Carter to reverse his course
before 1980? Carter is betting that the
retrenchment mood of the voters, as
reflected in the Nov. 7 election, will
sustain him. If he is wrong, it could cost
him is presidency; if right, it could save
his country.

Bible Thought
Have I any pleasure at all that the
wicked should die? saith the Lord God:
and not that he should return from his
ways, and live? — Ezekiel 18:23.
This whole passage teaches that each
generation is responsible for Its own
sins. Yet each generation also has the
offer of God's redeeming grace.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editohal
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of- the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article On whatever that
10

Jeanne Jarrett and David Smith,
members of. 4-H Clubs in Calloway
County, have been named county
winners of the 4-H Award and
Excellence Program of The
Jeurval newspaper. Second p
in the
boys division was won by
Puckett,
and third plank the girls d sion was
won by Carolyn Scott.
Murray's Christmas spirit can be
seen for several miles since the turning
on of the display of Christmas lights on
the top of Hester Hall, women's dormitory at Murray State University.
New officers of the Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association, elected
at the meeting held at the home of Mrs.
George Hart, are Mrs. George Hart,
Otis Lovins, Mrs. Wilma McCuiston,
and Dr. R. B. Parsons:
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the Mayfield Cardinals 49
to 47 in an overtime basketball game.
Ernstberger was high for the Lakers
with 13 points, and Ford was high for
the Cardinals with 12 points.
Showing at the Capil Thqatre is Elvis
Preslez in "Live A Li e Low

prisoner of the Germans after being
++++++
Take Ed West, for example. Ed sells
captured in the Battle of The Bulge in
cars at Parker Ford, and he instantly
December, 1944, near the end of the
recalled where he was that day. He and
War.
Sadie hadn't been married long. They
++++++
were living in Fulton where he was a
Luther Nance was living on the
supervisor with the Colonial Baking
family farm two miles west of Lynn
Company.
Grove although driving to and from his
They had gone to the movies and the
TVA
job at Keritucky Darn every day.
news of the attack was flashed across
He heard the news on an old, batterythe screen. Too, it wasn't long before
powered radio there at the house.
the beckoning finger of the'Army
Luther never did have to go into the
pointed in his direction, and he was
service.
An Army doctor accidentally
called up. After 16 weeks of basic
draxe..,ia -eas-af- his-ears_
:training -16.thatyrFannin,
during his physical txarnination. He
the infantry, he was shipped right out
still has trouble with it.
into the South Pacific where he was for
the next 26 months.
-4-+++++
Jack Bryan, who is one of the wheels
Where was I?
at Parker Popcorn, was in Greenville,
I was an old soldier when the Jape
Ohio, where he was managing a B. G.
bombed Pearl Harbor, having been
Goodrich company store. He and
drafted nine months earlier. Our outfit
Rosemary had married only a few
had just returned to Fort Knox, and we
weeks before on Oct. 20, and were
were getting ready to sleep under a
having trouble finding a place in which
barracks roof for the first time in seven
to live in Greenville. - — --- —moral's when- a radio korneene had
Some friends had helped them
plugged in the wall blared forth the
temporarily get the pro's house on the
Pearl Harbor news.
grounds of the Greenville Country Club.
We were making up our beds at the
"That was our first home," Jack
time, the first real beds we were to
laughed, "and we were listening to the
sleep in in months. Some of the older
radio when the program was infellows were happily expecting to be
terrupted with the Pearl Harbor news."
released, but the newsdashed all such
The next month, January, 1942, Jack
hopes. One or two broke down and
was called for his physical
cried, they were so disappointed.
examination, and in February he was
We had left Fort Knox in May and
drafted into the Air Force. Later, he
gone through seven months of conwent to Officer Can'didate School, was
tinuous maheuvers • — first in Tencommissioned and spent military time
nessee, then in Arkansas, then in
in the Air Force's training program. ....Louisiana and
then through the
Carolina before rolling into Fort Knox
that very morning — December 7, 194.1.
It was 46 months later that I came
Henry Warren, our retired feed and
home to stay.
seed dealer, of all things, was raising
Do you remember where you were
marijuana.-For rope, of course, and at
and what you were doing that day? ru
the time a perfectly legal, highlybet you do, and well.
promoted, wartime endeavor. His
county agent had encouraged him to
raise it. They called it hemp then.
B1/4 4...4,rgt, Hackett
He and Lemma were living on a farm
near Smithland and were coming home
from Salem that fateful Sunday afternoon. They heard the news over an
old radio when they stopped at a filling
station at Burha. "We went home and,
there beside our wood.stove, listened to
the news well into the night," he said.
Recalling his marijuana crops,
however, he chuckled-as he recalled his
bogs."I had a bunch of hogs sleeping on
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — This
some of the straw from that stuff," he
restaurant is, and always will be,
said."and every morning when I would
closed to the public. But it's always
go to feed them, they would stagger
crowded.
around and wander all over the place. I
Customers and workers are
never did know, until years later, what
monitored constantly by closed circuit
was causing them -to do that."
television, and some of the things that
show up on the screen make Jim
++++++
Compton squirm in his chair.
Ray Brownfield was the assistant
"We find workers who are comcounty agent, living here in Murray,
fortable
in the back of the store but not
and helping relocate the families who
up front. Others fail to make eye conwere being Moved out of the Land
tact when they take your order," said
Between the Lakes, as we know it
Compton, manager of the -icational
was
Geneva
home
teaching
today.
training center operated by Kentucky
economics at Murray High. They had
Fried Chicken Corporation.
been to church at First Baptist and
The center, approximately one-yearlistened to Rev. Sam Martin when they
old, has attracted students from all the
heard the news.
states as well as Japan, South Africa,
Ray went on to help relocate farm
the West Indies and England.
families disPlaced when they expanded
"They spend two weeks learning
Fort Knox and also 'when they built
skills needed to manage a retail
Camp Breckinridge. Then, he, too, was
outlet," Compton explained. "These
drafted,in November of 1942, and spent
have prepared nearly 14,000
trainees
the next three years in the Army as an
chicken dinners and never sold a one."
infantryman, two of those in the South
The food is consumed by other
employees from the corporation's
• +++++4headquarters several miles away.
I. K. Pinkley, down at Purdom's
"We invite them for lunch," Compton
furniture store, was a newly-married
said. "After they arrive, they're taken
mar traveling West Kentucky for the
to a room outfitted and decorated like
Davidson Chemical Company of Nashthe KFC store in your neighborhood.
vWe He and Frances were living at
The only difference is that the people
Hazel, when they came home from
doing the work are trainees."
churl' that day, turned on the radio
The "customer° places his order and
and were shocked by the news
the cost is rung up on the register. No
Pink later was drafted into the Army,
cash changes hands but Compton said

City employees for 1959 were named
by the Murray City Council at the
regular meeting. Among those named
were Charlie Marr as police chief,
Flavil Robertson as fire chief, Jimmie
Billington as street superintendent, and
Jack Bryan as gas superintendent.
Deaths reported include Herman R.
Williams, 66.
.The home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Howard Kelso burned about 3:30 p.m.
on Dec. 5.
The town of Hazel has turned on their
Christmas lights which marked a first
in the history of the town, according to
residents of the town. This is thought to
be the first time decorations for
Christmas have been placed in the
town.
W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, has been
reelected to the Commission on —SemoldarY Nthatefiemaaktheineatthg at
Louisville.
In high school basketball Murray
Douglas beat Paducah Lincoln for the
third win in a row. D. Jackson got 24
points for Douglas.

30 Years Ago
Miss Mildred Hatcher, formerly of
Murray,has_ aecepted a position as
assistant professor of English at
Austin-Peay State College, Clarksville,
Tenn_ She has been teaching at
Padueah.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Seine
Paschall, 85.
Bob
Sanders, junior
from
Georgetown, Ill., has been elected
captain of the 1949 football team at
Murray State College. B. J. Saunders of
Murray was captain of the team for
1948.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whitnell and
children, Eddie, Jimmie, and Linda, of
Beaumont; Texas, are the guests of
their parents, Mrs. Ona Whitnell and
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harrell. - --t
Glin Jeffrey and Bobbie Grogan are
the new owners of Murray Cleaners.
Staff members include Thomas Redden, Niva Barnett, and Mrs. Taz
Rogers.

Kentucky Closeup

Chicken Training
Center Produces
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"We have cameras recording the
transaction at the counter. They also
scan the kitchen to see what's happening there," Compton said.
."In addition, the customer gets a'
special form to critique the service and
the quality of food. Criticism can be
pretty rough if the customer spots
something he doesn't like."
At the end of the day, the film is
replayed for the trainees who "can
Judge for themselves what they're
doing wrong."
In many cases, the simulated
restaurant scene is the student's first
confrontation with the public in that
kind of setting.
"Naturally, the student is nervous
and there have been some pretty zany
incidents," Compton said. "Our purpose is to see that these zany incidents
don't happen in real KFC stOtes with
real customers!'
The restaurant is open two days
during each training session and the
chicken not eaten by employees is
turned over to orphanages and
charitable institutions.
"The curriculum also includes lectures on sanitation, safety, marketing
and equipment maintenance," Compton said,, adding that .KFC never uses
frozen chickens.
"When it comes to taste, chicken is
one product that gives itself away
immediately," he continued. "Our
company pays as much for Chicken as

•.• •
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Computer Students To Face Sellers' Market
and
science
Social
humanities majors were
advised by the report to ma in
courses such as accounting,
personnel management and
computer programming.
Students were also urged to
develop their writing, since
employers frequently complain that a graduate who can
write well is a disappearing
commodity.
Many vacancies not filled by
computer science graduates
will be filled by mathematics
majors with some computer
113`-aining, the report said.
The demand for doctors,

ATLANTA (AP) — Business
administration and computer
science students graduating in
1985 will find a sellers' market
for their skills, and an
educational study predicts the
demand for those skills will be
about twice as high as the
supply.
report, released
The
Wednesday by the Southern
Regional Education Board,
said health field graduates
also have good job prospects,
but the outlook for education,
liberal arts, law, social work
and communication graduates
appears gloomy.

rr

Mike Melson. interpreti‘e specialist, prepares the
ac—OlOttgralisUi..haitri
recenth at The Homeplace-18i0 in the southern portion
of land Between The lakes (110.), TV A's 170,000-acre
•_
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The process revealed to visitors the long standing
traditions ol slaughtering diV on the farm.
--TVA show by Steve Tdih

Committee DefersEnergy
t_ Conservation Regulation
Drake tote tne panel that he
' By MARIA BRADEN
believes the law grants the
Associated
Writer
F
PORT, Ky(
(AP) — department broad regulatory
k-- A legislative review com- 'authority, and said the subes
.._‘...
; trtittee
has deferred con- committee 'provides the
:
'
7 aideration of a proposed safeguard to see that such
regulation — after nearly authority is not abused.
Assistant Energy Secretary
killing it — that would have
established a mandatory Damon Harrison said the code
energy conservation code for is an essential ingredient of
new public and residential Kentucky's energy conservation plan, which must
construction.
The
administrative include five mandatory
—aliel,,t‘_!$_”'*Wes - raviass—aistla- Slawkir41411-404A.P4-41.
,. committee deferred the for lecTeraT MO-0Y. These
regulation Wednesday at the include lighting standards for
„.request
of state energy of- all new public buildings ex.
-facials after the panel had cept federal, and thermal.
efficierrcy- standards for all
. :*
.$3. moved to kill the regulation.
t
Energy officials said at first new and renovated buildings,.
F*p :-. that unless the committee including residential.
_ .. approved the proposed code
Harrison said that, in the
; by the Jan. 1, 1979 deadline, long run, the conservation
-:_ Kentucky would lose $765,000 measures will save money for
' in federal planning funds.
.
consumers.
David Drake, 'secretary of
However, one committee
. the state Energy Department, member said afterward that
said afterward that he would the measures would wind .up
ask the federal government costing new home buyers too
for an extension of the much. •
-7._ deadline, but added that
Russe1.1 Groves, deputy
..,..' Kentucky has already obhousing corrunissfoner, said
:,.....‘ tanned three extensions.
4,
Committee members said adoption of a conservation
...
:•.! the regulation proposed by the code for Kentucky is part of a
;. state Department-fOr Housing,. program to gear up for new
$
0. Building alid Construction did federal regulations expected
'not conform to - legislative to take effect by January,
1980. The' federal regulations
- ., S•'' iatent.
tx,. The committee followed. a Would make construction
1 , staff recommendation which projects not in compliance.
ineligible for federal loans and
_... - said state law allows the other-assistanee, he said.
,. Iiiergy Department only "to
The committee rejected
*develop major conservation
'e..,,programs involving all sec- several other proposed
'
e
-r tons of the Kentucky economy regulations, including one that
and including broad public would ban in elementary
educational efforts as related schools the socalled practice
-to desirable conservation and of. "reclshirting," in which a
utilization practices" — not to pupil is retained a grade for
::•41znplement mandatory the sole consideration of the
school's athletic program.
*-;••:building standards.
"It appears that the
Ed Fossett, general counsel
_21lepartment has perceived for the state Education
specific regulatory authority Department, supported the
• where the Legislature in- regulation, but committee
broad
program members said it was too broad
& tended
"development," the staff and that local school boards
.recommendation said.
should have the final decision.
'4,..
os
..
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Miss Li9on To Represent
State At Orange Bowl
Ranona G. Ligon, reigning
queen
at
HOrnecoming
Murray State University, has
been selected to represent
• Kentucky at the Orange Bowl
Festival in Miami Dec. 26-Jan.
3. She is one of 51 finalists
chosen for this year's Agree

Ramona G. Ligon
A11-4merican Homecoming
Queens program, sponsored
nationally by Johnson Wax,
maker_ of Agree hair care
products.
Miss Ligon, the daughter of
e
,. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ligon of
• Bardwell„ is a sophomore
.1,11

.1.11,11•

11,

.,ediacAtion.he maultatina

perfect 4.0 academic average
and has gained dean's list arid
honor student status. She
aspires to a career as an
English teacher on the
elementary or junior high
school level. She is presidentelect of the Student National
Education Association in
Kentucky.
Judging for the program
was conducted by the
Associated Collegiate Press,
headquartered in New York
City. Finalists, one from each
state ad the District Of
Columbia, were selected for
achievements,
aetidemic
_activities,
extracurricular
personal interests and good
grooming.
Each finalist's college or
university will receive a $500
general scholarship fund
grant. In addition, each queen
will receive an all-expensespaid trip to Miami to participate in Orange Bowl
Festivities, including the
famous Orange'Boil Parade
The Agree All-American
Homecoming Queens will also
.t

liplgre-gainesuemonies.
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Carry Lite
Canadian

Goose
Floaters

$595
Brand New Genuine
Army Field

Attention
Duck
Hunters
Wenzel
Propane Catalytic

Jacket
With Zip-In Hood

Neater
No 265-652
3,009 BTU
Out Put
Reg. $49 95

Phem

Sunday, Dec. 10th

Decoys
199S

Mallard Decoys
•

The home of one of Canada's
best-known suffragettes -Nellie McClung — has been
saved from the bulldozer in
Calgary. Her home of many
years has been declared an
historical site.

Prices Good Through

Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
jackets, vests, insulated WALLS camouflage coveralls in colors, bright orange, o.d. and
blue.
Carry% #6,
Henretta M4E
Weighted Keel
Water Keel
Magnum

$

Included Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texii‘s Virtuna and West
V.
a.
SREB is a nonp fit" organization fouhded in
1949.
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22 Cal. Blank Starter Pistols
$3599

Also 22 Cal. Blank
801 of 100 Blanks
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Insulated
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Hooded With
Zipper Front

W el

50°. Polyester, SO% Cotton

Rubberized

Raincoat
•2 Large Pockets
•Cape Back
•Metal Buckle Front
•Detachable Hood
S & M Sizes Only

1499

Just Received Used klny
$497
Field Jacket Liners
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Underwear
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workers in the United States
has doubled," the report said.
"As a higher percentage of the
total population attends
college, a wider dispersion in
is
levels
achievement
college
by
reflected
graduates.
"As the composition of the
pool of college graduates
changes, it is natural that the
definition of what constitutes a
'suitable' job for a. college
graduate could also change
and encompass an eve*
widening scope of occupations."
The report's area of study

On the other hand, accounting and engineering
ajors will find enough jobs in
the next decade, the report
said.
While many graduates will
have problems finding work in
their fields, about 20 percent
will be unable to find any job
traditionally held by a college
graduate,the report said.
And that 20 percent of
Southern graduates will have
to seek work in sales and
clerical jobs or as blue collar,
service or farm workers.
In just 20 years, the
proportion of college-educated
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physical therapists and health
administration specialists will
also exceed the supply.
Pharmacists won't find such a
situation, however, the report
said.
The report estimated that
there will be 500 more pharmacy graduates, in 1985 than
jobs available in the 14-state
study area.
The communications field
will remain overstocked, and
psychology and1 fine arts
majors will find'job hunting
difficult. The law fteld will
continue its current overcrowding into the mid-1980s.
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Hunting Knife
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Remmington 552
Semi-Automatic

Rifle

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.
auar_amorrameLa_ 2.11_2_22
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Gun Rack
For All Trucks
Red-Green
Blue-White

Thermos all weather blanket is. a by
product of Super Insulation material
which were developed for NASA and were
used inevery America Space flight today.
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Christmas Assortment
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Pit

Jumbo California
English Walnuts
Fancy Mixed Nuts

Candy

,$1 59

M
a

Hai Karate
After Shave
Lotion

The Hot Top
By Schlek

Phone 153-65T5
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY

ome items not exact

Christmas Flowers
Off
Manuf
Price

Reautifulb Pre-Shaped. Flame Retardant. Fas To Assemble 35 Tips
No 46-15-07

7 F,
Scotch Pine

Christmas Tree
No,64-111-07

Scotch Magic
Transparent Tape

All Timex
Watches

Sleek streamlined cord model with 36 ,elf-sharpenine
blades. Pop-nut
sideburn and moustache trurn er.
"Ail HP1131

so $3388

"i450"

fackihiye styling, easy to held, easy to
use, close fast comfortahle sieves,
easy flip up cleaning. Model NP 2127

Comforter

Boys & Men's
Fashion

Jeans

$1A 88
•

Brands By
Wrangler
•Disco Jeans
•Denims
•Corduroy7:•Khakis

Hooded,
V -Neck,
rewneck &
Collars

Underwear

U
s
Ladies
Floor
Length

N
E
N
E
N
E
a
m
a
m
One Size •
FitsAll
U
Only
a
n

Large
Selection
Of Styles
Colors &
Fabrics

Sale Priced
At Only

$16

Sizes 6-13

Sizes 7-14

Now Only

Use' Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

ueepoorerr

Early American

Solder
Gun

Floor Model
Reg.050.00

Fireplace Screei

100/140 Watts
'Instant Neat

With Wick
& Burner
Homesteader
Assorted Colors

Per Pair
9" Litt

26"

85 Piece
SAE
Buffalo
I,"
&

Bench
Grin
der
10 inch,

Vise
$4699

2 h. p_

iii,&432raff

SAVE$9.00

Baa,
419:95 Sale

17 Pc.
SAE
Buffalo

-16.64"ITSale$2497
4-12 8122 Quart

fleg.-$017 Sale

Cookers Also

Mirro Matic
Automatic

$1697

2 BurnergairerrsIsm $2857

Sale$119
95

Schauer

f

6 & 10 Amps
For 6-8-12 & 24 Volt Batteries

DISCOUNT PRICE

8700 Lbs. Breaking
Strength

sale$1937
Mirro 7 Piece
Silverstone Aluminum

_ Hall Tree Cookware Set

Perculator
13'

ala
ala

E
a
ala

a
o
ala

Tow
Rope

Socket Sets
$817

•
U
a
m
a
a
E
a

Battery Booster
Cables

Deep
Sockets

Table Stove

ltag.499:11

Fuller 5"

6 Gauge Copper
Tangle Proof

Superelectric

Tempered Glass Screens

E
N
U
a
•
a
m
•
s
o
m
a
•
a
a
•
E
s
s
o
a
m
e
s

SAVE$18.88

Sale

Sells Elsewhere For $199.99

Buffalo
10 Piece
3/8" Drive

Heaters

ituAft=r
- $49.7

'Franklin Fireplace
Cast Iron Stove

6500 Lb. Capacity

3 Stack
220 Volt
Electric

•

—

1611
7a
le$1 8.97

1 Burner jit.4.-serri SALE

Harthglass

4000 Watt

Bench Type

ala

$159
Sites

Robes

Green-Navy Red
Reg. $11.99

441en's Nylon

4oz Bottle

Ladies

Jackets
Use Our
Convenient Layaway Plan

m
E
N

Reg.S2 1,9,V4

Drill
Press

ala

a.
Trouble
After Shave
U
Lotion

97

Girls
Wrangler

Full Size Reg. $19.99
Sale Price

Carrington
Christmas
Cards
holiday Showcase
Boo of 111
No. 1425

off mfg. list price

Boys

4

U
a
a
n

Norelco.
Lady Bug
Electric Razor

700 to 900 watts power dial stoats
heat and air flow. 4 unique at•
tachments. Model MD le

Norelco Adjustable
Tripleheader Razor

'salt $
2099

I

Adjustable
Styler/Dryer

I

Boots
Insulated Top
Lace Pac &
Insulated Full
Lace Pac

Gillette
Supermax 2

$1 59

Pre-shaped flan e retardant, useful foi
mam sears to come Fas to assen
corre equipped o tth stand 111 tip.

Northerner

Brach's
Yuletide Mix
Christmas Candy

Multi Color or Cleor TWay Rasher. No. P13511

Sale

t
Presto Pine Christmas Tree

$ az Box

•

35 Lights
Detoration Set

Gleamlite

Gillette
Atra Elite ma
Razor •

as •ic tyre

I. t
irvaiciiiirs•••.,•••
240.4.1* eosi

Silk

s
o

Ponds
Dreomflower
Dusting Powder

4 as Bottle

IW

o-

Super Curl
Compact Portable
Curler

E
a
ala

•
a
E
s
E
s
N
E
ala

N
E
a
n
ala

a
m
ala

E
a
a
n
ala
ala

oni

Almond Colored
Bage684/.139
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Bald Eagle Fatal Shooting
Is Now Under Investigation
Robert Standish of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service has
arrived here to assist in the
investigation. He indicated
that an eagle killing takes
priority over all other investigations and that when
necessary a team of U.S
experts is employed.
An estimated 100 eagles
migrate to Kentucky each
winter, much as do ducks and
geese. The largest concentration is in 'western
Kentucky's Ballard County
wildlife mantgement area,
and many also are in the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
Land Between the Lakes.
The state Fish and Wildlife
Resources Department ultra
reward of at least $3,500 is
offered for information
leading to arrest and conviction in such a case. The
agency said information can
114.311.44)4,1_41# ,Riyer ti.Sfi 1).e..Leir.Ph910_01)582A989,a__
61.
flyway in migrating to this 3176 or 695 2446, all in-the 502
code area, with assurance of
state.
The dead eagle has been confidentiality.
Two other cases of fatal
placed in cold storage for use
as evidence if anyone is eagle shootings occurred in
caught and charged. But in- Kentucky last winter — 4P
vestigators said they have no Daviess County and the Land
Between the Lakes.
clues yet.
Dick Farmer, public inA tip from an unidentified
resident about two miles from forrnatton officer for the state
the Franklin County line led .vildlife agency, said conofficers to the scene Monday. victions resulted in both inThey said the caller merely stances.
In the Lakes case, a 19found the dead eagle, but had
not seen or heard the shooting. yearold Man was fined$2,500
The most likely method of and, among other things,
prosecution if someone is ordered to perform BO hours of
apprehended,authorities said, community service in wildlife
would be under a federal act managment.
The leading cause of eagle
which calls for a fine of up to
$5000 and a one-year prison deaths is shooting, authorities
report, with pesticides second.
term for a first offense.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The fatal shooting of a bald
eagle in Henry County has
touched off an, intensive investigation by federal and
state authorities
. Authorities said Wednesday
the bird, about three years
old, had been shot in the back
under a wing with a highpowered rifle, probably
during the past Weekend.
They speculated that the
culprit might have mistaken
the eagle, which does not
mature until about the age of
five, for a hawk or an owl,
which also are protected
undereederal law.
Authorities said it was
unusual for an eagle to be in
area of northcentral
tucky neat the Ohio River
use eagles normally use

ii.

—Stea
Shrimp Mates
arSirloin steak, four
$
golden-fried shrimp,
mates, pptato. Stockade Toast. Thursday, _thru Saturday
this month, lunch or dinner!

All-Amencan Beef

Bel-Air Coster

We take eagles pretty
seriously," said Steve Yontz,
assistant director of wildlife
enforceriient! He said the dead
bird has been X-rayed and
landowners around the area
will be isiterviewed, as well as
deer hunters known to have
been in the vicinity.
"The first thing we'll do is a
hands and knees seerchet des
whole area" in searched speed
cartridges, footprints and
other evidence, Yontz said.
Willie J. Parker of tht
federal wildlife office at Nashville. Tenn., said, "we never
close the file on an eagle case.
Parker said the loss of
eagles to gunfire has just
about offset the population
gains made after 1972 when
DDT, which interfered with
the eagles' reproductive
cycle, was banned.
"When a species reaches a
critical .level, every single
bird islinpasiittilfri-race,
he said.

40111111ir

COW3011%I.9
3E"cococi.
Specials Geed
Dec.6-Bee. 13

1401 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

es*

WE 6U1tY ACCEPT MOO AMPS

Ihmi-711mir

Fri mod Set. t•S

Bonus Special
flBoth with $25.00 Orde3

ORDER
ci.
CHRISTMAS eCAKE SUGAR N
NOW FOR

BAR-B-0 PIT 'BAR-B-0 k;
SHOULDERS BAKED TURKEYS

MIX

29c
imi" 39
5 lb

.

'441111111PsN'Ilft,ft

he

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding 0)
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.

1$',HAM

h $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.

Finest In Custom

Bar-B-Ouing Call Owens 153-4682
......,_

14.414a P1114411

MILK

Dixon Man, Wife
Dead In Apparent
Murder-Suicide
DIXON,Ky.(AP)—A rural
Dixon man is dead and his
wife injured following an
murder-suicide
apparent
attempt in a pickup truck on
Kentucky 132 about three
miles west of here, according
to state police.
George Henry Franklin, 46,
was dead at the scene from a
single .22-caliber gunshot
wound to the head, officers
said. His estranged wife,
Mary Joan Flannery, 43, of
Franklin, was in fair, stable
condition at Hopkins County
Hospital Wednesday with a
_gunshot wound in the head. ,
said the-t-dittie
been separated and apparently had been arguing.
Officers said Mrs. Franklin
told them the two had been
driving when Franklin pulled
off the highway shortly before
the shooting early Wednesday.
The woman told police the
shot blinded her, but she was
able to walk nearly a mile
down the highway for help
before she was spotted by a
motorist.
Officers said an investigation would continue.
•

b LW bails

Iwo he

ro
MIRACLE
j

4

WHIP

32 oz

t°kelY

N.4-‘

CATSUP

32 oz

TbOMATO JUICE

46 oz

Texsun Unsweetened

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE.

46 oz

Bush's Chili Hot

3/89
69
TUNA
99
,
timpis„......_„,„„,_,
ctionrt
--0,
BEANS

16 oz

3arii
Syl;iiE
H

PEACHES

29 oz

Chicken Of the Sea

2 oz
1
6/

U.S. Choice

Baker s

Baker s Angel Flake

COCONUT

STEAK

•

998
......................

C8 L

POWDERED SUGAR

lb.

1 lb box

Pride Of Ill. Cream S4le White or Yellow

CORNHyde

'oz
Soy Sum Whole

Pork

CHILI vv

beans

89'

30 oz

TOMATOES

17 oz

n
p'nMIX
SOUP

Give yourlittle trucker
hisown I*"

3/1
59'
3/1
311
$159

3 az

Del Monte

PINEAPPLE in

juice

Del Monte

•

Chef Way

OIL

413 ax

Duncan Hines Doolale Fudge

BROWNIE MIX
Kroft Philadelphia

CREAM CHEESE
COOKIES
POTATO STICKS
°ac
Fantastic Spray

CLEANER

5 MARSHMALLOWS
'Oiivo
99
5/1
'
79
9C

tçraft Miniature

2 oz. con
1
1/

Owens Best
Slab Sliced

16 oz

605 Maple St

95'

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST

FRY -STEAK

198 CELERY
Cello Pok

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

S1 79

d'ibAGE
iF iu
PORK CUTLETS

SI 29

Fresh Crisp

Ripe

SI 89

AIM

S
Poole's Home Grown

NAPA
.4MEW,

we help keep America moving
••••••,

+mon.

PRODUCE DEPT.
Florida

U.S Choice Chicken

IS Chorcp

Murray Auto Parts.

1 lb

2 lb

4 !,

ma...4..

PUIRK STEAKS ••

16 oz

100 r t

Hyde Park

POPCORN

919
23oz

8 oz

Barbara Dee Christmas

At over two feet long, this realistic toy replica of a big 18 wheel
NAPA tractor/rrailer rig will make a .hit under your tree
on Christmas morning_ It's a $17.99 value, but right now you
can pick it up at your local NAPA store for only $11.95.
This NAPA over-the-road replica is built of sturdy steel and
is equipped with a sleeper compartment, simulated chrome
horns,lights and exhaust stack. It evenleatures simulated C-B
antennas and a roll-up rear door. Plus, its hemmed safety-play
edges and non-toxic finish make it an ideal gift.
Imagine thelook on your little trucker's face w* you give _
him his own rig. And at just $11.95, it should malt a lot of
parents happy, too.

99'
69'
59'
59'
59'

$1 39

TOMATOES

lb

49'
49'

-4
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THE FREE 11130
t:48

189

PREVIEW
NE'S DECEMBER 1O
ONLY on cum TELEVISION

99'
69'
59'
59'
59'

,

44

HBO features motion pictures, •

Murray Cablevision viewers have
been enjoying their Free Preview of the
Channel 13.

But the Free Preview Ends
December 10.

ANNE
BANCROFT
SHIRLEY •
MacIAINE

S119

LOVED NIE-

YOU HAVE SEEN
GREAT ADVENTURES.
YOU ARE ABOUT
TO LIVE ONE.

After December 10, the only way you
can have Home Box Office in your
home is by subscribing to HBO. Call
'1--today. Don't miss any part of the -Entertainment Explosion.
•

59'
/s1
'Si

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BOND 007—
"THE SPY WHO

Take -advarttage-eflhe-ffee HBO
installation offer and save $15.00.
That's right, HBO installation is $15.00
after -December 10.

Nevarrant tro
team is uproarious,
unruly, and hilArious!

nightclub entertainment, sports, family
without. .41411i16 aaore- •
commercial interruption. Coming up
you'll see Oscar Award winning Barry
Lyndon starring Ryan O'Neal and
Marisa Berenson; Paul Newman In
Slapshot; The Spy Who Loved Me
with Roger Moore as James Bond-007;
The Riming Point starring Shirley.
MacLaine and Anne Bancroft;
Jan-Michael Vincent and George
Eepp'ard in Damnation Alley; plus Old
Yeller, The Ten Commandments, The
Christmas That Almost Wasn't and
Bobbie Jo and the Outlaw all uncut
and without commercials. And don't
miss;On Location" and "Standing ,
Room Only", they're both continuing
HBO series; plus the unending HBO
sports season.

1-1111
YOU CAN SEE IT ON

49'
49'

Call Now!
MURRAY CABLEVISION
• 753-9416
Call today and )oin the Entertainment Explosion!

r

29'
15'
19'

=I IMO NMI

=I NM

III1

MO MO MIN M.=I =I IMP NM Mil

1
I
Last Chance
1
I
Tonight
Ends
Preview
The
1
1
.1
1
Act Now Save
i
I
$5.00
1
1
I
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on'
Operator's
1
1
•
until
I
I
9:00 p.m. Weekdays
1
and
I
I
10:00 a.m. fill 3 p.m. Saturday
‘
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State Climate Diversification.
Causes Industrial Problems
•

FRANXFOEtT — It has been
said "If you don't like the
Kentucky weather where you
are, travel 50 miles and it will
change."
This diversification of
*mate in the Commonwealth
'Causes problems for industry,
Construction and agriculture
end makes disaster and
Willy planning difficult.
To help resolve these
problems the Department for
Local Government
has
secured a grant for Western
Kentucky University to
provide a detailed climate
study for each of the 15 Area
Development Districts.
Information
will
be
assembled on a regional basis
, with special data provided
where Area Development
Districts have identified
specific needs.
-Ptirtriers
ibte-'leascertain growing seasons on
ia_ regional hssis And con-tractors will be able•to plan
work days abased on weather
data.

Funds were provided by the
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development.
Data will also be utilized by
the Kentucky Department of
Housing, Buildings and
Construction in planning its
insulation standards for
Kentucky's new building code.
Precipitation data, including snow statistics, can be
utilized by State Disaster and
Emergency Services in
planning and will help local
governments in anticipating
problems.

Page 1

Quantities
Limited

Anticipating exactly what
the weather will do is not yet
possible, but this overview of
climate conditions should
provide help for Kentuckians
in coping with the elements.

by iv
Op
Hey, isi

The owners of six of
Scotland's finest stately
homes have joined together to
promote a 440-mile tour of
Scotland. It involves Cawdor
Castle in the North_Hijr,hlands,
Scone Palace, Glathis Castle
and Inveraray Castle in the
West Highlands.

WATER WHEEL
TABLE-TOP HUMIDIFIER

5-Pc. Aluminum
BAKEWARE SET

Spreads comfortable, moist air in
areas up to 825 sq. ft. 2'i.-galton
reservoir. Wainut-look finish 4009

12" cookie sheet, 12-cup
muffin pan, 9-in. sq.' cake

/
2x
Incl. 9x5-in. loaf pan, 151
pan with no-stick finish.
Plus 12-in, pizza pan. 6-177

While Supplies Last

8

"Sur•-alek"
Simi* press
count.,
button to
oat in
start

WITHOUT
HANDLE

posit On
ROTARUt make3"-Pery -corork"-ii:4 -64
of short, long, high or tow
.ineasurements. Precision engiWITH 32neared. Measures any area up
TELESCOPING
to LOW feet.

BARGAIN
of the MONTH

team can pi
polish up i
before the
league ph
January"

Murray S
that dud, al
record to r
University
tonight in a
H & PE
Orleans.

HANDLE

s

Hamilton Beach

Scold

While Supplies Last

Ooen Stuck Value 15 15

6-PC. COUNTRY
KITCHEN SET
Set incl: 11
/
2-qt. covered

rectangular casserole..

HAMILTON

21/2-qt. covered round

BEACH
Double Mac
Burger
Machine

ROTC SWEETHEART — Mary Ann Riley, freshman
agriculture major from Mayfield, has been selected 1979
ROTC Sweetheart hr the Cadet Corps.in.the department •
' ,Iloactuarig
,
-Qt
•
:atMurraw_tataliaise/sits. Miss
..:Geo-graphy and Geology,
was crowned idav at the 2-th Annual MiRtary Ball. The%
under the direction of state
daughter of Mr. and ‘irs. John.M. Riley, Route 6, Mayfield,
climatologist Glen Conner,
and a graduate of Farmington High School, Miss Riley was
will be utilizing the past 20'
yelecled from 10 candidates, all of whom Were
years of weather station datanomin.i!ed by the Cadet Corps. She will represent the -in preparing the specific
depar meat and ROTC at community and social func.
studies for each Area
101i5.
Development District.

casserole, 11
/
2-, 21
/
2-qt.
bowls.
— CO-48
QUANTITIES LIMITED

THE ONLY FAST
COOKER THAT
FLIPS ITS GRID

We will be open
each nhLuntil
r-YPM. thru
Christmas.
New Store
Hours: 8:00
A.M.-7:00 P.M.

Full temperature range to 500'. Large capacity-,
toasts up to 6 slices of bread at once. Broils
steaks, chops, etc. without need. to turn food.
Up4ront controls, door opens automatically when

"It was
exactly wt
would be
Michigan's
Bill Friede
fast-breakii
who left in
bitter strui
_Freed* H
The scOr
when Grit
into his owl
Cardinals i
a 22-foof j
mark and
stole a Mi
bled the li
and ,hit a
Louisville
85-79 lead.

_
Is not plentiful in this holiday season,and many people neglect
needed health care because they fear the'extra cost during this'
special-time of the-year.
In 1t of this,.as a Public Service, PR. BRYAN L. TRACKER of Hie'
MURRAY ONIROPRACTIC CENTER 903 SYCAMORE STRUT, Misrrey,
Kentucky is offering a flat fee of $25.00 for the COMPLETE '
—111ffilk—fIAIIINATt0N-lirktt---ittOE9IARY- 1-111111 to any hew
patients who come to him fromnow through the end of this month. Thr.s fee will cover all 'tests and examinations necessary to
determine the extent of the problem and a complete report of
finding -tu outline the type of- ti edti,fent- needed tu cou eet
problem. Now you don't have to let money keep you away.
today for an appointment.

753-9909
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00-12:00 &
2:00-5:30; Thursday from 9:00-12:00

Lighted Dial and
Snooie-Digital,
Alarm Clock
.8142-404
Eight *WI: dinner pSetee,
plates, 8-oz. cups,
saucers,
soupicereal
bowls. Three petterns.348L

Special
Friday Only!
Kiddie Burgers
& French Fries

GER ERAL

ELECTRIC

Slice dollars off your. family food
budget! Save by buying quantities..
slice just what you need for flavorful, economical servings. 6 2/3"
stainless steel recessed cutting
disc is serrated, adjusts from paper
thin up to jumbo3/4" slices. Food
grip with thumb guard included plus
illustrated instructions and cord
Algond
storage
4.

limed Mir
_
Round Pyrex Ware baking tube produces
more uniform crust than with conventional
Pans. Carry/storage rack. 381940 J.90

$5.00

•
tm°
SNOT'
SMOKE ALARM
Proted your family from the dangers of firs. Early warning system
detects visible and invisible partclfIs of Tombustion during the
earliest stages of fire loud 85decibel warning arouses even heavy
sleepers. Easy-access test button.
Mounts in minutes. Includes 9-volt
battery. 42/8201-201/101

PYREX' BAKER-014-BASKET
Clear baking dishes go from freezer to oven;
then place in decorative baskets to serve
in sane dish, and protect table top from
heat. Choose 2-qt. covered casserole
or 3-qt. oblong dish—both with has
8.811 Each
Met. 38/6840/2330

By KEh
APS
When the
the cruc
Michigan
they had to
Darrell Gri
But unfor
they couldi
on him.
Louisvilli
guard was
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minutes i
scoring fivi
to help tt
Cardinals
ranked Wo
battle of

'thins Wedi

Money
3

schedule
loaded swat
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ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

_ Portions of the study dealing
• with heating and cooling
degree days will help in
gas
natural
• planning
allocations, if needed, and gas
• and electrical usage. This
portion of the study is based on
,the normal temperature plus
tile degrees that must be
;added or subtracted to bring a
f." residence to 68 degrees or an
2.4 industry to its necessary
". temperatures for operation.
Industries have requested
• climate studies for the various
areas of the state, riot only
from an energy viewpoint, but
-; often from a humidity anticipation that might affect
7 certain types of production.

Bc

Chin
114.—
of Collis
aegis control
Snuggle Up In Warm Goadoet This IfWed

ELECTRIC BLANKETS

klorliiern

LMO STYLE. Polyester /acrylic. 33/500/1/2
Tine HIM Fell 22.0 F.M. deal control nu
CAPIN STYLE. Full 100% acrylic. Control adjusts
to room temperature. gold. 33/990/1/2
22.113 F31.N FA ON oak* 37.IMI

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
753-2571
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Baffle Of New Orleans
51/3x
-cup
cake
rush.
177

by TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Hey, isn't a basketball
schedule supposed to be
loaded with duds on which a
team can pile up the scoilVand
polish up its won-lost record
before the real season league play - begins in
January?
Murray State has yet to find
that dud, and it carries an 0-3
record to do battle with the
University of New Orleans
tonight in a 7:30 p.m. game at
H & PE Center in New
Orleans.

That's the name of the
fieldhouse that the media
guide gives, but Racer coach
Ron cireene affectionately
dubs it "The Chamber of
Horrors."
And the 3,500-seat arena is
expected to be filled tonight
when Greene returns to face a
school he coached for eight
seasons 11969-77). "There will be a lot of people
here just to see Ron Greene,"
said UNO sports information
director Robert Steckel. "He
wits well-respected."
• So is the basketball team.
_The
_ . Privateers were 21-6 last

season and Sun Belt Conference champions. "But like
a lot of 20-win teams," Steckel
said, "we stayed home (from
post-season play).
UNO lost to graduation two
outstanding players in 6-10
center Wayne Cooper and
guard Nate Mills. Cooper, now
with the Golden State
Warriors, of the National
Basketball Assocation, was an
all-conference selection, as
was Mills. The latter led the
league in assists.
"This is a completely different team from last year."
said Steckel. 1.-•10 is 2-2, with
•

wins over Tennessee Tech (7169 in overtime) and Northern
Illinois (76-65 in double
overtime). It has lost to
nationally-ranked Louisiana
State (64-42) and to Fairfield
(58-51)i
Statistically, the Privateers
are barely alive. They are
hitting just 39 percent (95 of
244) from the field and a
measley 48 percent (50 of 105
from the free-throw line.
Murray State owns fieldgoal and free-throw percentages of 47 (64 of 137) and
57(8 of 14), respectively.
The coach of the Division-I

Griffith fiero-ict- PtithItiuiWne

To Triumph Over No.6 Michigan

roils
pod.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
his 25th point of the night on a
Bernard Toone's 22 points
foul shot with 16 seconds led Marquette over Bowling
AP Sports Writer
When the game got down to remaining.
Green. The Warriors, unIn other •games involving beaten in three starts, shot 59
the crucial stage, the
Michigan Wolverines knew ranked teams, No. 3 Notre Percent from the floor.
Steve Martin scored 12 of his
they had to keep their eyes on Dame bombed Northwestern
Darrell Griffith.
101-57; No. 8 North Carolina 16 points during a five-minute
But unfortunately for them, State trimmed Davidson 97- span of the second half aid
they couldn't get their hands 77; No. 11 Southern Cal edged combined with Eric Floyd to
on him.
Georgetown
Stanford 57-55; No. 16 lead
over
Louisville's splendid junior Marquette whipped Bowling Indiana. Floyd led the Hoyas'
guard was an elusive bird on Green 72-57 and 20th-ranked scoring with 21 points.
Elsewhere, Billy Williams
the wing in the last two Georgetown turned back
scored 17 points to lead
minutes and 40 seconds, Indiana 60-54.
Kelly Tripucka and Rich Clemson over South Carolina
scoring five important points
to help the seventh-ranked Branning scored 15 points 70-65; Jim Elenz's two ,foul
Cardinals beat the sixth- apiece to pace Notre Dame shots near the end paced St.
ranked Wolverines 86-84 in a over Northwestern. The Irish Bonaventure over Villanova
battle of poling Juiskethell, scored the game's first five 76-74; Sidney Moncrief Scored
'titans Nitedtiesdnytfght.--28 13Bintacrarid- gfa
-bbid- 18
"It was a hell of a game, by the Wildcats in an error-, rebounds to lead Arkansas
exactly what we thought it. filled game that produced 49 over West Texas State 84-54;
would be," ackowledged turnovers.
Michigan's assistant coach 'Clyde Austin scored 20
Bill Frieder, subbing for the points
and
Charles
fast-breaking Johnny Orr, "Hawkeye" Whitney had 18 to
who left in a hurry after the lead North Carolina State's
bitter struggle.at Louisville's conquest of Davidson. The
/reeddfn Hall.
•
Wolfpack scored the game's
The score was tied at 79 first eight points and jumped
when Griffith took matters - 'out to an insurmountable 56-29
By the Associated Press
into his own hands. He put the lead at the half.
Gene Jones' two free throws
Cardinals ahead for good with
The announcement by the
a 22-foot` jumper at the 2:40 with 10 seconds to play led
Health,
mark and with 1:30 left, he Southern Cal over Stanford in Department of
Welfare that
Education
and
stole a Michigan pass, drib- the Pacific-10 opener for both
money
bled the length of the court schools. Stanford's Darryte- —the same amount of
capita must be spent on
per
and .hit a six-footer to give Morgan had tied the game at
men's
Louisville an insurmountable 55 only 25 seconds earlier with women's sports as on
brought strong
has
sports
85-79 lead. Griffith then scored two foul shots.
negative reaction from

Alan Taylor's 25 points led
Brigham Young past Utah
State 99-80; Lowes Moore's 17
points triggered West Virginia
over Marshall 79-73 and Pat
Cummings scored 27 points to
lead Cincinnati over Miami of
Ohio 70-59.
Also, Wake Forest tripped
East Tennessee State 93-78 as
Frank Johnson scored 24
points; Penn blasted Tulane
76-59 as Tim Smith and Bobby

D&W Auto Supply
Is Relocating

free—throtcstatwirthe game-to
help seal Seton Hall's 67-65
decision over Princeton;

511 South_12th Street
(The Old Johnson Grocery Building)

"We Install Auto Glass"

511 Ss. 12th

several factions of the
collegiate sports world.
The decision exempting
football from the regulations
was accepted gladly by most
schools, however.
In attempting to clarify the
procedures of compliance
with Title IX, the 1972 law
outlawing sex discrimination
on college campuses, HEW
Secretary Joseph A. Callan°
Jr. announced the policy interpretation. Football was
given "special consideration"
and, in essence, excluded
from_lbe...eitual. spending
capita decision.
Susan Hall, coordinator of
women's
athletics
at
Oklahoma State, felt the
announcement was much ado
about nothing.
"It looks nice on paper,"
Hall said,"but when you get to
the nitty-gritty, we want to
survive.",

40VC Boxes

From Their Present
Location To

753-4563

V

Me* OrJeone (2-2)
Probable Startlers
Moony
Pos
Mt. Cl.
G Roy Taylor
6-5 Sr.
6 Hervey McNeal
5-11 Jr.
listiReDiesterick ,114.k..f lora Randall
' -14 V:.
F Keith Oglesby
6-5 Jr.
New Orleans
Pos.
Mt. Cl.
G Jimmy Pittman
6-3 Fr.
G Mike Taylor
6-2 So
Troyd Terry
6-10 Jr.
F Arthur McGee
6-6 Sr.
F Mike Edwards
6-4 So.
")
.(0-3) vs

Wills combined for 36; Ernie
Cobb's 25 points paced Boston
College over Providence 8365;'Howard McNeil hit four

HEW Ruling Brings
Negative Replies

We've Moved

Privateers has, to say the
least, been around. Butch Van
Breda Kolff is in his 27th year
of directing teams at one level
or another. The colorful
mentor has had stints in both
the college (Lafayette, Hofstra,
Princeton)
and
professional (Los Angeles,
Detroit, Pheonix, Memphis of
the old ABA, New Orleans)
ranks. He took over at UNO
before the 1977-78 season after
Greene exited for Mississippi
State.
After being fired as coach of
the Jazz in New Orleans and
prior to accepting the post at
UNO, Van Breda Kolff worked
_at, e beer distributorabig-MNew Orleane. "Anyone that
knows him," said Steckel,
"would say 'that figures."
It was at New Orleans that
Greene had his greatest
success thus far. His 1977
team finished 18-10 and lost by
a single point to North
Carolina-Charlotte in the Sun
Belt tourney finals. Charlotte
went on to finish as a
semifinalist in the NCAA
Tournament.
UNO's starting center
tonight is Lloyd Terry, a
junior who was redsakted last
season after transfeiring from
Western Kentucky University.
The game will be broadcast
locally on WN13S Radio.

Morekead-Nortkern Kentucky
MOREHEAD i71)
Stamper 06.1024, Beckley 30-06, Clay 0
24-2, Coldiron 4 2-2 10, Napier 4 2-4 10,
Kelley 4 2-4 10, Solornbrr 3'04 6, LeMaater 0
1-3 2., Adkins 0 1-3 1. Totals Z 19-24
NORTHERN KY. 1461
Bettis 3 0-1 6, Doellman 10 14-15 34,
Schneider° 4.54, Cra bele 1 2 3 3, Ryan 40-0
2. Gergen 2 1-2 5, Hinnenkamp 2 14 5
Totals 72 21 33
Halftime - Morehead 35, Northern 27.
Total fouls
Morehead 29, Northern
Kentucky 25 Technical Morehead bench.
A- .2,400
Arkansas-Utile Rsek-Anstla Perry
ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK 1711
Reynold 2 1-2 5, Hobbs 20.34, Lowe 4 1-3
9, Blackmon 0-1 16, Laguerre 9 1-1 IS,
Campo 1-2 1, Greenwood 20.04, Bowman 5
1-3 11, Anderson 0 1-1 I, McEwori 2 4-4 6
Total 34 10-20 71.
AlISTEN PEA Yi 11111
Thrwrias 10 4-4 24, Webster S 1-2 13,
Mitchell 1-I 17, Butler 1 11-2 4. Barney 112224 Klngery 30-0 6, Smith 1 0-0 11, Fenn ick
0 2-2 2. Total 43 12-14-OS
Halftime--Austin Peay SO, Arks naisLittie Rock 21 Total foula—ArkarisasLittle Rock 16, Austin Peay 20 A--2500

Laura Lynn scrambles for a loose ball last night against the University Of Kentecky. Lynn hit
10 "
of 14 shots and scored 27 points, but the Murray State women lost 86-68. (siorr.esee12•A
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

• THE FREE
PREVIEW ENDS
DECEMBER 10.
After December 10, only Murray Cablevision subscribers in Murray who have ordered Home Box Office will receive HBO on
Cable Channel 5.
Look forward to Academy Award winner
Julia starring Jane Fonda and Vanessa Redgrave; Coma with Genevieve Bujold and
Michael Douglas; Burt Reynolds and .Kris
Knstofferson in Semi-Tough; Old Yeller, The
Ten Commandments and Barry Lyndon;
plus many more first run movies every month,
uncut and without commercial interruption
Nightclub entertainmer11 from the stage to
your armchair abounds with HBO's "On Location". and -'Standing Room Only" presentatiOns.
Enjoy the rest of the Free Preview but order
now for HBO service after December 10.
Don't miss the best home entertainment
value today. Call now and save $15.00.

INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

MURRAY CABLEVISION
753-9416

7,078
.
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MSU Women's Rally Cut Short;
UK Cruises To 86-68 Triumph
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Take 20 points away from a
basketball team, and someone
is hurting. Unfortunately for
the Murray State women's
squad, it was Cindy Barris.
The senior guard, who
entered last night's game
against the University of
Kentucky with a 20-point
average, played little due to a
flu-like ilthess. Couple that
with a strong Wildcat team,
and the sum is an 86-68
Wildcat victory at the Sports
Arena.
"Cindy was sick, REALLY
sick," said Murray State
coach Jean Smith. Barris
started the game, but didn't
stay long, and with her went
51-percent field-goal shooting
and 100 percent 20 of 20) freethrow success.
Even without BaLris,_the
-RantS-PGied'-adriiiribly at
times- most notably midway
through the second half.
Kentucky led 40-29 at the half,
increasing the margin to its
biggest lead - 57-35 - by
outscoring the Racers 14-6 in
the first six minutes.
A comeback by Murray was
expected, though. It had
trailed at the half in road
games at both East Tennessee
and Louisville, but rallied to
win each and entered the
game with a 3-1 mark.
aria KelschJays in a shot as Kentucky's Caroline Huelskoetter defends. Kelsch chipped in 14
They rallied last night, too,
:
Tolots for. the Murray _State women, but UK won 86-68 to drop the Racers' record to 3-2.
Staff photchy Tony WiLn
but it yips cut short-by a foul.
Just wit? It happened to be
•
the fifth for sophomore guard
Laura Lynn. She left the game
with 6:39 left to play with 27
points on 11-of-17 field-goal
world. He has won four Grand McEnroe.
; By the Associated Press
shooting that ranged from 20-First, McEnroe's earned foot jumpers to layups.
CHO MIRAGE, Calif. Prix events this year and
It's been a year of turmoil played winning doubles with the shot. He's confident by
Lynn and Marla Kelsch, a 5fot the Davis Cup, and the Brian Gottfried in the Davis nature. He isn't as intimidated b freshman guara from
The
last
tahms who battle in the final Cup semifinal last month as some other people.
Augusta, Ky., -keyed a rally

.S.-Englan.d Fight For Cup .

Ueited States and Great
Bfitain. have been in the thick
of:it and emerged on top.
The Ametwariscpuid Jihirja,
has had a different lineup each
tliyie it has played,features-19year-old John McEnroe, the
filth-ranked player in the

Davis Cup singles for the first btitterflies, he did quite well,"
More'head Wins •
time. Gottfried is the other Trabert said, adding that -it
HIGHLAND HEI9HTS, Ky.
singles contender. Veterans had been very difficult to say
Stan Smith and Bob .Lutz are no to the 35-year-old Ashe, - Herbie Stamper's 24 Points
led Morehead State to a 71-65
long a Davis Cup stalwart.
the doubles crew.
"But I - had to take into College basketball victory
American captain Tony
Trabert passed over an eager consideration that John is over Northern Kentucky
•
Wednesday night.
Arthur Ashe in favor of . younger."

that brought the Racers back
from that 57-35 deficit to
within nine - 6344 - with
7:33 remaining:
During that stretch in which
Murray outscored UK 19-6,
Lynn scored 11 points and
KeLsch, who finished as the
second-leading Murray scorer
with 14, added six.
Following the Lynn exit,
however, the Wildcats at one
point stretched their lead to 20
points again and used free
throws to win going away.
This team is strange," said
Smith, in her second season as
Racer coach. -When it plays
together, it is very good, but
sometimes it just takes us a
long time to reach that point."
Kentucky increased its
record to 3-2 with the victory.
It owned a win over Ohio
State, but had lost to Middle
Tennessee and _Missi..4.pp.i,
College for Vtiomen.

Though the Wildcats owned
a superior height advantage,
the two teams battled to a 3333 standoff in rebounds.
Jackie Mounts led Murray
with 12, while Maria Donhoff
and Tanya Fogle grabbed
eight each for the Kentucky.
UK quickly jumped on top
10-3 and, though Murray
pulled ,within a point once,
never trailed. The Wildcats
increased a 23-20 lead with
7:09 left in the half to 38-21 by
outscoring the Racers 15-1
over the next four minutes.
Only Lynn's one-man ter, woman) show to end the half
kept Murray as close as it
was. The 5-5 sophomore hit
two free throws,sank a layup,
came up with a steal for
another easy basket and
ended the half with a 16-foot
baseline jumper.
„MAW .Its.....iktitile4.-t4e. 44600.•
in scoring last season with a

Wednesday Basketball
Medial& y s Basketball
Colleges
EAST
American 101, Rider 72
Army 57, St- Peter'a 56
Boston College M, Providence 64
Connecticut IS. Fairfield 67
Georgetown, D.C. ft, Luken& 54
Howard 86, Buffalo 52
Ions 81, fairleigh Dickinson 63
Robert Morris 91, Delaware St. 69
St Bonaventiwe 76, Valency& 74
St Francis, N.Y. 64, Caninus 79
Scion Hall 67, Princeton 65
Wagner 79, Kings Point 66
W Virginia 79, Marshall 73
- SOUTH
Austin Nay M. Ark-Little Rock 78
Clemson 70, South Carolina 65
Col of Charleston 100, S. Carolina St. 88
Elon College Si, N. Caro
-Asheville 71
James Madison 93, V141 71
Louisiana Col 66, NW Louisiana 62, OT
Lommlle 86, 'Michigan 54
Morehead 71, Northern Kentucky 65
- Morns Harvey 74, W.Virginia St. 73
N Carolina St. 97, Davidson- Ti
N Caro-Wamington 63, Campbell S6
Old Dominion 90, Baptist, S.C. 110
Pennsylvania 76 Wane 511
Southern 90, Sa;annah St. V, OT
Md.
TS
'Catholic 71'
St Karr°
.Cll. •
Virginia St. M, Shim 71
Wake Forest V, E. Tonneaus St. 79
MIDWEST .
Bail St. 66, Hanover 50
Butler 69, Central Michigan 62
Cincinnati 70, Miami, Ohio, 61
Eastern Michigan It Saginaw Volley IS
IBM* St. IS, Southern Illinois 86'
Kent Si. 77, Cleveland St. 75
Loyola, Chicago 106, Baltimore

Marquette 72, Bowling Green 57
N.IllusoLs 86, Lewis 57
Notre Dame 101, Northwestern 57
Ohio 92, Marietta 71
SOUTHWEST
Aritansas 84, W 'fetal St. 54
E. Texas V, E Cent Okialkans 70
Houston in, Hardin-Simmons 86
Oklahoma City OS, Arkansas SL N
Southern Methodist 92, N. ,Texas St. 91
Texas A&M 107, Sam Houston St. 74
FAR WEST
Frisian) Young IS, Utah Si SO
Denver $2, Regis N
Portland St. OS, Montana 54
Southern California 57, Stanford to
WilahingNe Si. 89, N Arizona 79

17-point average, had just
seven points. "We had trouble
getting the ball into her
tanight," said Smith. -They
were playing a sagging zone
defente at times and giving us
the outside shot."
The contest was a Kentucky
Women's Intecollegiate
Conference game, and the loss

. 7
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0
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3
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8
3
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1
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4

8
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Murr
Murr
Calico
Junk
Murray

Cabot
Gymnai
Mum
6:30 p.ir

Marra
Arena.
Marra
Marra

4

1
17
5 - to

Marra
Arena.
Marra

Marra
Ky.
Juniper
East,6

rfI
0
3
5
2
22

9
6
3
8
2
1
7
2
5
1
32 64

Caroline Huelskoet ter
Linda Edlemon
Bonnie Sizemore
Debra Oden
Tanya Fogle
Totals
Halftime, Kentucky 40-29

I
0
4

8
2
33

0
1
3
3
8
33

4

13

2
3
3

6
5
9

0

4

23

86

Murra
Callow
-nasium.

Marra:
Arena.

Golf
On Ai

Boys H1411 Behest
Allen Cogitral rz Sheldon Clark 74
Cords 16 asiniarland 81
M C. Moderall Knott Central 41
Warren Central 71 Franklin Simpson U
Canted City Clunk
Frankfort 83 RIMIMessl Madam 63
Lax Bryan Statics 411 Woodard Co 56
Easters Ky MaiChissie
--Cawood 77 Clay 03-79
Lee Co $7 Breathitt Co 74
Fleming Co 53 Elliott Co $2
East Carter 75 Lewis Co 55

ft°
6
•
3

O
2
0
0

Janet Timperman
Mario Donhott
Liz Loolcschu

Sp

dropped Murray to 1-1 in
KWIC play. The triumph over
Louisville gave the Racers its
conference win.
Murray hosts N9rthern
test
e r.
sn7otphlu
Kentucky, a
K
KWICocontest
opponent,
Saturday in the Sports Arena
before a Monday game at
Eastern Minois in Charleston.

leetocky 46, Mousy el
fg
/
7

Lour° Lynn
Mario Kelsch
Jeanette Rowan
Jackie Mounts
Mary Jone Gales
Kin, Morris
Bridgitte Wyche
Cindy Barris
[(so LaMar
Tommy Boone
Bobbie Herndon
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five years old, or less, you may qualify for
Allstate's"New House
Discount."'
Give me a call and get in on the savings.

rook

Applies to boar homeowners premium

See Agents
Bob trgi.ltrlo_n CPCU
--GdyWorr----- Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley

•

Gliis Genies
Builat Central 55 Henan Co 51
Cumberland IS Barboureale 8
Ft Ktiox 85 St_ Ftamuald 21
Knox Central 64 Jackson Co 33
Millard 104 Fed, Creek 56
Blue Grass Coal Tra
Berea 81 W Anderson 41

'753-4751
Bel-Air Center

By the A
MEXICO
played on
every wee
States, thei
10 or 15 I
qualify," 1
after his fir
;210,000 N
tournament
"You do
'
. so close to
you are in t
any little mi
-Trevino
professional
Nicklaus a
_ began play
yard Club
course in wl
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Parker Ford Murray, Ky.
Home Of The Tough
Ford 4X4
NEW IN STOCK

NEW
BRONCOS

NEW
PICK UPS

TERRY McBRAYER
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
FOR GOVERNOR

F150 Long Wheel Base - Dark jade - 6 cyl. - 4 speed
traction,- oil bath cleaner - bk.- power steering, power brakes
(three to choose from
F150 Long - It. jade'& dark delux paint - 351-V8 - auto traction lok, tilt wheel - speed control - air - power steering power brakes - tow hooks - and much more Ranger XI.T
Package

The Many Friends Of

TERRY McBRAYER
Democratic Candidate
For Governor
Cordially invite you to a reception at
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse, to
meet and talk with the candidate.

F250 Midnight Blue & Lt. Blue Oelus Paint 400V8- auto - traction lok, tilt wheel - air - power steering - power
brakes - heavy duty springs - and more - Supercab Ranger
Package
•
F250 Long - 40048 - Dark Jade 8100 GVW Ihnited slip
rear axle - power steering - power brakes- custom package

F150 Short - 35148 - sand and med copper, power
steering, power brakes,_ deluxe paint, slide window.
automatic, traction lok - tileimheel - air - AM/FM stereo - tow
hooks, tie down hooks, mag wheel cover - and more - Ranger
Package

T-533 '74 Chevrolet - k. ton - green - auto - air

-

steering, brakes -toolbox

T-574 16 Ford - 31 ton- green w/white stripes, auto - p
steering - p. brakes - air AM radio - explorer

T-70 '74 Choy. Blazer - gold & white - auto -air - tinted bLass - full time 4 wheels - bucket seats - power steering
and brakes.

Black & Silver Tu-Tone - 400-V8 auto-traction lok tilt wheel,G.T. bar - sport steering wheel, air-power-steering,
power brakes, flip fold rear seat, console protective group chrome grill - h.d. shocks -chrome bumpers.
White - 400-y8 auto-traction loll-tilt wheel - speed control - air - flip fold rear seat - AM/FM stereo - console protecjive group - aux. transfer oil cooler - tow hook - convenience group - custom package and more.

-

Coral & Sand - 351-V8 - Ranger XLT Package
- auto - power steering • power brakes - traction lok-tilt
wheel, - air - flip fold rear seat - privacy glass - console- beautiful.

Medium Copper Metallic - 351-V8 custom 4 speed traction bolt 'air - power steering - power brakes - AM radio tinted glass - tow hooks.
Dark Aide & White - Cletus Point - 351-VS.
Ranger X LT package auto - p. steering, power brakes.tra cno •lok - tilt wheel drOheed control - air -flip fold rear seat A
M stereo radio - console - H.D. shocks -and still more

rk Jade & Gold - dolux paint - 35148 4 speed
tench seat - traction lok rear - AM/FM radio - dual elect
ho s, also front traction-bk.

T-120 '74 Ford F100 - green & green deluxe paint - .
auto - power steering - power brakes - big mirrors
T-134 '77 Chevrolet -

La ton Scottsdale - Beige - 4
speed - AM radio- low miles - lock out hubs.

T-133'74 Chevrolet T-594 '76 Chevrolet -

1

ton - blue

ton - tan custom deluxe - auto
- air conditioned • power steering - power brakes - white 10
hole wheels - big mirrors.
34

America's Best Selling Truck Line
Go With The Leader

I' oil) rotrricU.
im, Sireei

,1 111 \
I-1H1.

Ed West 753-3064
Carlos Jones 753-2471
David Parker 733-6180
John Parker 753-1833

I.arry Scott 759-1811
'11n Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1651
James Parker 7534180
Joe Parker 753-21)56
John H'itching 759-1916

701 Main

"New Ideas From Murray's Oldest Car Beeler"
••••-0.4 •-•-•••-••••••.0-,
•••

.0
,
•••••••••••re
,
•• •O.*

aaa

753-5273

aa••••••-• •••1•••• ••••-••
•
•
•Ii•Ti

$

•
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to 1-1 in
iumph over
Racers its
Northern
ler KWIC
•.m. contest
Ports Arena
r game at
Charleston.
p#

0

3

Today
Murray State men(S41 at New Orleans
University
Murray High girls(14)at Lewes.
Calloway County girls(64)at Farmington.
Junior-High basketball(boys, girls, -- East
Calloway at
Murray Middle,6:30 p.m.

-"Baseball Owners To Change Game?
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. - Major
league baseball club owners
meet today to consider the
restructuring of baseball to
three division leagues with
doubletiered playoffs.
And, as has often been the
case, the American League
appears to be for the new
system, while at least three

Saturday
Murray State women vs Northern Kentucky,
Sports

ip

Arena.

Murray State men vs Samford; Birmingham, Ala.
Murray High boys vs Ballard County; home.

4

•
2

O
O
3
26

0
0
0
0
68

4
1

10
17

4

Voting Set For Possible Rpalignment

Friday
Calloway County boys p2-3) vs Mayfield;
Jeffrey
Gymnasium; preliminary,6 p.m.
Murray High boys (24) vs Wingo; home;
preliminary,
6:30 p.m.

5 27
5 Ui
10
7
4
'1
3

Sports Upcoming

5 • 10

,

Tuesday
Murray High boys at Symsonia.
Calloway County boys vs Fancy Farm; Jeffrey Gymnasium.

• 13
2
6
3
5
3
9
0
•
23 86

Wednesday
Murray State men vs UT-Martin; 7:30 p.m., Sports
Arena.

Golfers Set To Start
On Mexico Cup Course

CI
LICTS

ur
se is.
Lify for
mt."'

e.
•

ranee

By the Associated Press
MEXICO CITY - "If we
played on a course like this
every week in the United
States, there wouldn't be but
10 or 15 people who could
qualify," Lee Trevino said
after his first look at the site of
$210,000 Mexico Cup golf
tournament.
"You don't need a rough
-tier."rtiere-Ilificrr
-Tuttfirtrar
. so close to the fairways that
you are in the boondocks with
any little mistake," he said.
-Trevino and 46 other
professionals, including Jack
Nicklaus and Billy Casper,
began play today on the 7,238.
yard Club de Golf Mexico
course in what organizers call
the richest golf tournament

1 ever hettlin Latin America.
"This tournament will boil
down to who can hit all the
fairways," Trevino said. "It
will be very different playing
here than playing on the wide
open courses in the United
States. All the golf couses
'there look the same."
Trevino, whose popularity
goes_Acreimrto_...sevezart:-ap...
pearances in the Mexican
Open, shot a 1-under-par 71 in
the pro-am, won by Leonard
Thompson with a67.
The course is lined by thick
towering pine and cedar trees.
The plush fairways are in fine
condition, but several golfers
complained about fast greens
some holes.

change to a majority consent,
but gadded, "it takes a
unanimous vote to make the
change.
The owners held an informal
discussion meeting Wednesday,iand listened to the
report on this radical
restructuring of the game.
Coninussioner Bowie Kuhn
termed the report positive.
Frank Cashen of Baltimore

West Watches Spurs Rally Past Lakers
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
As the National, Basketball
Associationls premiar-guard,
Jerry West was known as
"Mr. Clutch" for his penchant
for hitting the crucial shot late
in the game. If West had been
playing for the Los Angeles
Lakers instead of coaching
them Wednesday night, his
team might have left San
Antonio as winners.
But "Mr Clutch" in the
Spurs' 112-111 victory over the
Lakers was San Antonio's
George
Gervin.
The
"Iceman," as Gervin is
nicknamed, hit a layup with
one second remaining to boost
the Spurs past Los Angeles.
Just seconds before, the
Lakers committed the type of
unpardonable sin West rarely
made -they got greedy,tried
to score a clinching basket and
turned the ball.over.
"This was one of the best

and Joe L Brown, former
Pittsburgh general manager,
presented the committee's
findings on the revolutionary
plan.
If the plan should be acceptecL and the history of
change in baseball would
indicate the subject will be
studied further, 4he two
leagues would divide this
way:

American League - EAST:
New York, Boston, Baltimore
and Toronto. CENTRAL:
Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago
and Milwaulete. WEST:
Kansas City, California,
Seattle, Minnesota, Texas and
Oakland.

No Brake For Mr. Clutch

Monday
Murray State men vs Evansville; 7:30 p.m.,
Sports
Arena.
Murray State women vs Eastern Illinois; Charleston
,
Murray High girls vs Christian County; Hoplunsvil
le,
Ky.
Junior-High basketball (boys, girls) -'Southwest
at
East,6:30 p.m.

National League clubs oppose
giving the grand old game a
brand new look.
It takes a three-quarters
majority of the 14 team
American League and a
unanimous National League
approval to adopt the system
proposed by a 10 man
reorganization committee.
One National executive said
his league might vote to

games we've played ir jlong
time," said West, "luta" that
play was one of the worst I've

Nixon matched his career
National League -.EAST:
high with 28 to pace Los Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Angeles.
.
Montreal and New York.
ove•
.E.inewhere--wr- the- -4.41524;
,
- CE/IrTYCXEr.-TIM elfin irrr7-9helm61000
'
.-end"-Pm**,
Indiana topped Portland 115- Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati
were against the
The play West mentioned 109; Boston beat San
Diego Atlanta. WEST: Los Angeles, plan, unless the evidence
occurred after his club took a 117-111; Philadelph
ia eased San Francisco, San Diego and proved it was in the best in111-110 lead with 13'seconds past Kansas City
terest of baseball.
114-106; Houston.
left on a. slam dunk by Kenny Washington defeated
Houston
The first round of playoffs
The 10-man committee
Carr. As Gervin brought the 101-96; Denver won
over New probably would be best three believes the plan is the game's
ball upcourt, it was stolen by Jersey 92-83;
Phoenix blasted of five, with two division financial salvation.
Ever
Norm Nixon, who had only to Atlanta 136-109
and Golden winners ;meeting, and a increasing player salaries,
hold onto it and run out the State outscored
Milwaukee division winner against a wild multi-million dollar free agent
clock. Instead, Nixon passed 118-111.
card team. The two victors contracts
and
inflated
to Lou Hudson who, not expecting the ball, traveled with
it.
"America's Largest GE Retailer

"

San
Antonio's
Mark
Olberding then spotted Gervin
breaking for the basket "and I
just threw the ball under
(Kareem) Abdul-Jabbar's
arm." Gervin grabbed it and
put it home.

G°°646$16 e''
woov04

Gervin led the Spurs, who
played without star forward
Larry Kenon, with 27 points.

HOLIDAY
SEASON

FTiday, Dec.8th
Hrs: 9:30-8:00
Mon.-Sat.
1-5 Sun.
Until Christmas

GE Color Monitor
19"Diagonal TV

THE SMOKE SHOPF
753-3174

with Automatic Color Control

• Self-Monitors/Adjusts Color—
Consistent Flesh /Bright Color
'
•100`)/0 Solid State Chassis
:•--ElitY-Repair Modular Chassis
*Custom Control Color Contrast,
Intensity, & Brightness

'37988

'fitirrhatSitoet
Model 1773

Stop In
" Today
And
See Our
Good Selection

Enjoy your
CREDIT POWER
at Goodyear

GOODYEAR FIEVOL VI NG • GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT
•It must be right
CHARGE
PAY PLAN
or we make it right
.Fleailote Pay Schedule
•Longer Terms than avaiiable
•Monthly Statement
• We deliver what we sell
on Our Revolving Charge
•Custorner Identification
• Approved
• Monthly Statement
CAR CARD for convenience
factory service
• Low Monthly Payments
at any Goodyear Store
countrywide
• Free parking

GE Mediterranean "VIR" 25"
Diagonal Color-Controlled TV

•eed conunsole >k - con-

ickage

speed
ii radio -

-$28988

$59988

Trash
Compactor

es-tracer seat I more.
4 speed
al elect.

Built-Ins &
Free Standing

GE Heavy Duty, Multi-Speed
Washer/Mini-Baskerm Tub
.• Mint BaSketT• for Small
Loads & Delicates
• Filter Flo' Reduces Lint
on Clothes
• 3 Speed/3 Temp /2 Cycle
• Bleach/Softener Dispensers

• Color Constantly AchuSted
by Broadcaster's Signal
• 100% Solid State Chassis
• Brilliant Color Any Light
• Easy.Repair Modular Chassis

gnaw
Whirlpool

'console -

Kuhn made it clear that
interleague play was not part
of the reorganization.

1047:43400`41:10

{.-

OPENaG

Let MacPhail, American
League president, said the
sentiment in • both leagues
seemed positive. "I'd say a
majority of our clubs are very
much interested," MacPhail
said.

Ws\
Nyto0s4
C‘
oreM

Practicalcifts
For Christmas

ion lok deering,
group -

would vie for the league operating costs have forced
pennant and a spot in the baseball to look for new
World Series.
revenue.
Kuhn said in Wednesday's
While one National
preliminary meeting of source said the
owners there were some League might go with the
conclusions which will be alone, Kuhn said, "it is
placed before the league better if this is done, that
meetings today. Kuhn was done
together.
W
evasive when asked whether discussed this and I
there would be a vote today, believe there is much
however.
of a problem of this nature."
-They (the owners) might
A major factor in the three
think it is a grand ides and
adopt it for 1980. Then, they divisional plan is television
might think it interesting but and the additional money it
would pay for a second tier of
needs more study," Kuhn said
at a news briefing Wednesday. playoffs.
"We• haven't got concrete
"Or it might run into a veto,
but I don't expect that," the figures," Kuhn said, "but if
the enthusiasm is there
Commissioner added.
A National League source (among the owners), we will
indicated
Los Angeles, look for concrete figures."

GE 17.6 Cu. Ft. No-Frost
Refrigerator/Free Ice Maker
Automatic lcemaker FREE with Purchase of
Refrigerator' $6495 Value'
.467 Cu Ft
Zero Degree Freezer
• Twin Dairy & Vegetable Bins
• Energy Saver Switch
• Dual Temperature Controls

GE Microwave-2 Power
Choices!Defrost
• High/Most Food,
—
Med/Defrost
for frozen
Food Tough Meat
• Spacious 1 3 Cu Ft Interio•
• Easy.Read,Set 25 Minute
Timer
•EaSy-Understand Cookbook

$28885

paint -

eige - 4

;e -auto
white 10

'753-3064
723-2471
753-6100
753-1633

Dish washers
Portable and
Built-ins

753-144;3

Goodyear
Muffler

Computer
Wheel Balancing

ILIFETIME• LIMITED WARRANTY
•Lifetime. As long MS yew the '
Original purchaser,
own Me car.

LIFETIME• LIMITED WARRANTY
Not valid if tires are demounted

88
Installed on most
U.S. cars.
AddltIOnal parts
and services extra
If needed.

• Meets or exceeds all U.S
auto car specificatIon• •
Covered upon failure due to
materials, workmanship.
blowouts. rust or %Wilk(Cannot be result of misutte or
accident).

$550
per wheel
You pay
Sully Once!

•As long as you, the original
Purchaser own the tires,
you're entitled to•free tire
rotation and wheel balance
every 4 months or 5,000
miles.

Transmission

Service

Helps protect your auto mat IC I ra ns mission
Drain and replace trariamission fluid • Install new
pan gasket • Rep ace
transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
Additional parts
and bends, where appliMCI wricet ortra
cable • Most U.S. cars,
it seeded
corns imports • Warranted 90 days or 3,000
miles, whichever opines
first

88

Store Manager: Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.

13

ar-ServiCeltore
-Jr

Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday Until 11:00p.m.

721 S. 12th Street

Murray, Ky.
4

753-0595;
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Scientists Get Better At Predicting
Quakes; Chinese Are On -Button Once
By ROBERT LOCKE
AP Science Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP —
Strange things were happening near a Chinese city
called Sung Pan.
Tiny earthquakes came in
swarms and larger jolts
sometimes shook the earth.
The ground tilted. Water
tasted funny, springs went dry
and natural gas gurgled up
through wells. Peach trees
bloomed not once but twice
and the bamboo withered.
Rats climbed telephone poles,
pigs tried to break out of their
pens and the birds left.
Scientists in Szechwan
Province said an earthquake
was coming — a big one.
Several million people were
ordered to evacuate endangered buildings and
emergency centers were
Then, as promised the
earth moved. A major earthquake hit the area on Aug.
16, 1976. Two more warnings
were issued, and the village
shook twice more. There were
few casualties.
"They were right on the
button," Robert Wallace,
chief scientist at the U.S.
Geological Survey's .National
Center for Earthquake
Research here, said of the
Chinese predictions.
Other efforts at quake
prediction — including some
in the United States — are
beginning to show results. A
University of Texas team had
predicted a quake would

Members of the Home Interiors class from left: Crystal Airily, Fort Myers
-Fla. itmior: Cecilia Sims, Elkton senior; Mary Measles. Frankfort senior
Denise Brown Princeton freshman: Robin Whitley. [danger senior, and
‘tirs Conover. assistant professor. prepare decorations for the annual
Christmas Open House weekend at Oakhurst.

shake Mexico City, but not
when. Last week it came. The
Russians had foretold the
quake that hit Central Asia on
Nov. 2.
But Wallace, who led a
delegation of American
researchers to China earlier
this year, said his Chinese
counterparts have the most
successful earthquake
prediction- program in the
world.
The largest portion of the
American effort is centered in
Southern California, where
most
experts
say
a
devastating
quake
is
inevitable along the deadly
San Andreas Fault which
produced the great San
Francisco earthquake of 1906.
Scientists say a quake that
large along the fault's
southern leg could kill more
Ue.
densely
populated
Los
Angeles area.
Americans haVe predicted a
few modest quakes in
California, New York and
South Carolina.
And the University of Texas
researchers foresaw not only
the location but also the size of
last Wednesday's temblor in
Mexico City. However Dr:
Tosimatu Matumoto said his
group's study, published a
year ago, suggested. no time
and thus was not a true
prediction.
The American effort; aided
by more than $50 million in
federal money last fiscal year,
is edging closer to routinely

Auctioned At Rock Bottom Prices

Woman Cries As She Sells Mickey Collection

accurate predictions.
"There was a period, about
five years ago, when many
people ... thought it was going
to be a simple, easy thing to
run out and record any
geqphysicial
changeable
(factors) you could dream up
and a prediction would drop
out," said Jerry Eaton, former chief of the Geological
Survey's earthquake center.
"But now it appears that's
not going to happen and-we're
going to have to do it the hard
way. We're going to have to
the
understand
really
processes and discover which
are the critical parameters.'4r-1
That may be a decade away.
But, most scientists agree,

the ability rna,alreacWie_xist
to foretell the giant that *ill
one day rock Southern
California, possibly the most
thoroughly monitored area in
the world.
Wallace said if a big earthquake started to happen
within his center's network of
sensors, there's a good chance
scientists would see the effects. -And," he said,"if all of
our instruments in one area
started showing anomalies,
we'd probably be on pretty
good ground to make a
prediction."
As many as 200 factors from animal behavior to
swarms of microquakes to
changes in the conductivity of

Mrs. Gideon ahd her husband
to move to Honda from this
southwestern Ohio city. They
didn't want to take the
collection along.
But when the sale was under
way, Mrs. Gideon changed her
rrund.
"I would have felt better, if I
could keep the pieces I wanted
and give the rest away," Mrs.
Gideon said:
The auctioneers refused to

collected all her life are being
given away.
''Very frankly, many of the
watches being -given away
today would have been sold in
New York or Chicago for $250
to $300. Here they are ping
for $40 to $50."
When the bidding was over,
Mrs. Gideon had grossed only
14,200.
feel that we are wasting
our time," Mrs. Gideon said
had
during the sale.

held last Saturday at the
Dayton Alpert Inn in Vandalia, because bidding had
already begun. They said it
had to continue because the
auction had been advertised.
Those who attefided marveled at the treasures *by.
obtained for low prices.
''Jean has one of the biggest
collections we have seen,"said toy collector Elmer
Reynolds of Martinsville, Ind.
"The human tragedy is that
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Tappan Co.
The Tappan Company Is Having An

to which the public is cordially invited. We are inviting you to
tour our plant, register for micrcwave oven and electric or gas
range, and receive complimentary gifts on
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Savings Programs .
Available at Maximum
Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
Ails

Eff. Annual Yield if Paid Annuall
5.65
6.183
6.715
7.518
1.181
8.057

'7%
6%.
• 61 7%
13'.%
rs% '
71
/
4%

Any Certificate in which the amount ormaturity is altered must be re-written within ten days after the maturity of the sitting
Certificate.
All Certificates not.re-written will advance at maturity is Om above new rates, except 36-months Certificates, which mint be
re-written at maturity.
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prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If-the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.
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sickening."
Prices were low froni the
start. Many of.the items attracted bids of -a few dollars.
As the auction came.to a close,
items were piled on the table
and sold in bunches.
• Mrs. Gideon said a rare
Mickey Mouse watch for
which her husband had paid
$250 went for $190.

Earl S
merly of
Fern Tenr
died Wedr
Murray-(

•

S.-CNA+•"AWL-

aretleri

WILE BAILEY

False alarms, Wallace said,
apparently are accepted by
the Chinese goverment and
public.

Our business is
- -your business

'lemma('

OH,q5s
.IN CHAfTER FOUR 1415 LANDLAN SAYS
TO HIM,"IF 40U DON'T'
-PAK 'OUR RENT, L(00
KNOW WHAT I'LL 007"

Part of the Chinese success,
Wallace said, stems from the
fact that "they can afford a lot
of errors. We have no tally of
the number of errors they've
made, but they admit there
have been some."

The Lc

Born Ja
County, h
Waller Bri
1907 an

'

lAP — "I can't believe this is
hapjpening. Mickey Mouse is
my whole life," Jean Gideon
cried as she watched her 800piece Mickey Mouse collection
auctioned off at rock bottom
prices.
Only a few Mickey Mouse
collectors had shown up at the
auction Mrs. Gideon held to
her,. Mickey
liquidate
memorabilia. A collection she
said was valued at $30,000 was
practically given away.

the earth — have been identified as possible precursors of
earthquakes.
The problem is that the
suspected precursors also
occur without a quake and no
single precursor seems to
precede every quake.

Earl S.
Dies VI

BUT HERB,YOU SAID
YOut. HANDLE

TeiE C.i-tECK

The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and thedepositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the date of the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor to be withdrawn.
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Earl S. Brownfield 1: E. Smith Dies
Dies Wednesday At Today At Hospital
John Edward Smith of
The Local Hospital Murray
Route 8 died this
Earl S. Brownfield, formerly of Buffalo, but now of
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
died Wednesday at noon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 85 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Buffalo Baptist
Church in Larue County where
he served as a deacon for over
60 years and taught a Men's
Sunday School Class. He had
been engaged in farming most
of his life in Larue County
until his retirement.
Born Jan. 21, 1893, in Larue
County, he was the son of
Waller Brownfield who died in
1907 and Mary Swim
-Idea disi.itt.
1953.

you to
or gas

ray, Ky.

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Katie Beeler Brownfield,
Fern Terrace Lodge; Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. G. M.
(Allene) Knight, Panorama
Shores, Murray; two sons,
Paul Brownfield, Hodgenville,
and Ray Brownfield, 1103
Circarama, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Lee Keith, Buffalo; seven grandchildren,
Paul Brownfield,
John
Louisville, Bobby Brownfield
and Mrs. Susan Phelps,
Hodgenville, Mrs. _Carolyn
Parman, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Mary Beth Knight, Panorama
Shores, Murray, Mrs. Linda
Bryan, Kansas City, Mo., and
Mary Lee Brownfield, New
York City; 11 great grandchildren.

morning at 9:45 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was 82 years of age and
was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Ruby Louise Smith,
on Feb.27 of this year.
Survivors include four sons,
Thomas Smith, Murray Route
8, Robert and James Smith,
North Cztnton, Ohio, and John
Edward Smith, Jr., Santee,
Calif.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral
and
burial
arrangements.

10

Prices at stock of local !dared at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of stiehisss.
Corp., of lAirray, are as follows:

The American Agricultural
will be
held Monday, Dec. 11, at 7:30
p.m. at the Mayfield Middle
School gymnasium.
Tommy Kersey of Unidella,
Ga., and Al Mania of the
Department of
Illinois
Agriculture, will be the
speakers.
Plans for the Tractor Cade
to Washington, D. C., and the
-Gasohol" will the subjects
for discussion.
All interested persons are
invited to attend, a spokesman
for the group said.
Movement meeting

Industrial Average
Air Products
Aswicas latirs..

Aahleadail
ari..A4
Funeral services for fired America.Telephone
v.„.... SI45-1,5
Ileamess
34.1),S%a
Dilday of Murray Route 3 are Chryahr
Skil inc
being held today at 2 p.m. at ?Ord MOW
,,,,
GAF
I'M
taw
the chapel of the Blalock- General Care.
.I3b, 13via
Coleman Funeral Home with General
Am
110-k.
letcra
We
the Rev. Gerald Owen of- General
General Tire
115% one
ficiating. The choir of the Goodrich
Id% unc
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, .Hardees
He ublein
mune
where he was a member, is IBM
277401,
,Ptrarialt
34
inc
providing the song service Qualltq Oats
with Jack Miller as leader and Tappan
. Pei+ Sii
Texaco
34A4.-14.
Dindy Carrol as pianist.
Wal-Mart
2244+%
Serving as pallbearers are Wendys
35b,254eva
Courtland Ragsdale, Clyde
Phekps, Marvin Holland,
Hayden Anderson, Lowell
Most snakes have four rows
Walker, and Carl Arteberry. of teeth in the upper jaws, a
Burial will follow in the Ivy pair of rows in the roof of the
Cemetery.
mouth, plus a lateral pair just
Mr. Dilday, 80, died inside the lips. t
Tuesday at 10:55 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wife, Launa Hicks Dilday,
8, 1974_ kle-is-sur-.
vived by two daughters, Mrs.
Albert Ragsdale and Mrs. J.
C. Walker, one sister, Mrs.
Eunice Shekell, eight grandchildren, and three great
grandchildren.

UNARY RECEPTION — Cleanth Brooks, center, author and professor emeritus of
English at Yale University, was the !pest of honor at a reception at the Calloway County Public library on Wednesday. Shown talking with Brooks are Philis Alvic, left, and
Edith Wylder, right. The reception followed a lecture by Brooks on the Murray State
University campus. His visit was supported by a grant from the Kentucky Humanities
Council.

Final Rites- Today
„
For MIS. $eanlinds__Aipd Feb
The funeral for Mrs. Lorena
Seamonds was 'held this
'morning at 10 o'clock at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jack Jones officiating.
Pallbearers were John and
Jerry Lassiter, Bob and
Darren Miles, Dick Wilcox,
and Tom Irvin. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery. ,
Mrs. Searnonds, 72, died
Tuesday at 2:25 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Jimmy, died Oct. 15, 1974. She
is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Dorothy Miles, and one
brother, L. L. (Jack) Wilcox,
both of Murray.

George E. Coates
Dies With Funeral
PlannetSaltirdai

The funeral will be held
Saturday at. 10 a.m. at the
Buffalo
Baptist Chnrch,
--IcCW7-the
-attfGeorge E. Coates, Hardin Elmer Warttins, died in a
Patterson officiating.
Burial will follow. in, the Route 1, died this morning at -hospital at Highland Park,
Buffalo Cemetery with thq 4:10 at the Murray-Calloway. Mich. -.
arrangements
by the -"County Hospital., He was 56
Brownfield Funeral Herne, years of age and a retired
Hodgenville, where friends highway 'patrolman for the
may call after 12 noon, on stated CaIifornia.
The deceased was a
Friday.
The family requests that member of the Ledbetter
A closeout rummage sale
expressions of sympathy take Baptist Church and the
the form of memorial gifts to Kentucky Lake Bass Club,and will be held by the Christian
the Buffalo Baptist Church. was a veteran of World War II. Women's Fellowship of the
Born June 9, 1922, in Cairo, First Christian Church " on
Buffalo, Ky.
Ill., he was the son of Susie Friday and Saturday, Dec. 8
Flanagan Coates Windle and and 9, according to Mrs. Jewel
the late Stanley Coats. He and Jones,sale chairman.
Hours of the sale to be held
his wife, Mrs. Ruby Minor
Coats, to whom he was in the basement of the
married on Nov. 26, 1971, had educational building the
Thefinal rites for Mrs. Carl resided here for the past seven church are I to 4 p.m. Friday
tElizabeth-) Voth, native of years.
and 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Calloway Couhty, will be held
SurvivorrhYdude his wife; Saturday.
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the stepfather and mother,' Mr.
Proceeds from the sale will
chapel of -the Nosek Funeral' and Mrs. Willard Windle, be used toward.the fund to pay
Home, Brecksville, Ohio, with Almo; one son, Mark Coates, for the plates ordered for the
burial to follow in the Crown Hardin Route 1; two step sons, church's homecoming this
Hill Cemetery there.
Dennis Sechrest, Sycamore, year, said Mrs. Jones; who
Ill.,
and-4ton,aki- Sechrest, urged the public to attend.
At first the family • had
planned for burial rites to be Rockford, Ill.!' three step
here with the J. H. Churchill daughters, Patricia Coates,
Funeral'Home in charge, but Oakland, Cal., Mrs. Karen
due to the long delay in Brown, Sycamore, Ill., and
transferring the body from Mrs. Ronald (Phyllis)
Salina, Kansas, where she Bowman, Sarasota, Fla.; two
Family Night will be held by
died in an automobile accident brothers, James W. Coates, Kirksey Camp 170 of the
on Tuesday, the burial will be Hardin Route I, and Robert Woodmen of the World on
Coates, Keysport, Ill.; six
tri Ohio.
Saturday, Dec. 9, at 6:30 p.m.
gandchildren.
in the Fellowship Hall of the
Mrs. Voth, 60, was the
Funeral services will be
Kirksey United_ Methodist
daughter of the late Mr. and
held Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Church.
Mrs. Luther E. Hughes of
chapel of the Blalock-Colemah
All food will be furnished by
Calloway
County.
Her
Funeral Home with the Rev. the camp, and
Santa Claus
daughter, Mrs. Suzette Cooper
officiating.
Howard Copeland
will be present.
of Kansas, was also injured in
The body will then be
Members and their families
the
accident
and
is transferred to the Woodlawn
are invited to attend, a camp
hospitalized at Salina.
Baptist Church near Mt. spokesman said.
Survivors include her Vernon, Ill., with services
husband,
Carl
Voth, there Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
Macedonia, Ohio, daughter, Burial will follow in the Mt.
Mrs. Cooper, sister, Mrs. Catherine Cemetery there.
Katherine Dean, and four
Friends may call at the'
brothers, Harry, Jeff, Joe, and Blalock-Coleman_ _Funeral
Brent Hughes.
Home after6 p.m. on Friday.
Temple Hill Chapter, No.
511 Order of the Eastern Star
will serve a noon meal Sunday, Dec. 10, at Temple Lodge
Hall.
The members of Temple
Hill Eastern Star will start
serving at 12:00 ittion. The
proceeds will go toward the
building
Hilt
Temple
program.
The public is invited to
attend and support a worthy
cause, a chapter spokesman
said.

Automatic Shotgun

12 Gauge

5.651
6.183
6.115
1.518
7.781
8.051

of the Atlas

uhich must be

r time deposit
reveal is made.
ienally will be

the maximum
sit all interest
in the amount
necessary to
rn the amount

sgzsAio-pkope,
:Intil,51,141(k Marellear wit[rmilk
Insulated work or play.
coveralls. Strong 50%
Da'cron/50%
Rayon

er—riegErreht -nett

-

Two way front zip.
Black Olive color. Walls
Quality.Style 2466

$5.00
Lay-ltway

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SHOTGUNS
MODEL 0118 SINGLE SHOT

-

ENSIGN

SURVIiintg
Boots that
neversaydie.

Excellent "first" gun to learn marksmanship and responsibility. Stained
hardwood stock: steel barrel, receiver and forearm Lever action, gravity
feed Post front sight,open rear sight I Rngth over all 30', in.

$RISTMAS

$t50

Sale

$2.00

Lay-Away

Temple Hill OES To
Serve Meal Sunday

We Had The
Manufacturer
Build This Suit
To Our Specifications
.Carro-Broin Nylon
Outer Shell
.Water Proofed
Detachablr Hood & Roll
.
.
6.6 ox. Daern Hollofil 808
Insulation
.Full Zipper I egS
WInd Proof
.
.Made in US'
.Snug. Snowmobile Suit
Design

An all purpose binocular for sports, travel
and all outdoors viewing. Most often chosen
as the best all-around glass, best balance of
magnification, brightness, field of view
without burdensome weight or bulk.
pody trade of weight-saving high tensile
strength aluminum alloy encased in non-slip
gutta percha. Porro-tvpe prisms are ftrwl
locked in place and 'oplical magnesium
fluoride coated to prevent light loss by internal reflection. Complete with handsome case and straps.

$6.00
Lay-Away

Hikingjhoe
Full Leather Lined, Vibram
Sole.

DUCK DECOYS
CARRY-LITE SPORT PLAST
MAGNUM

Hunting Boot
-20 Insulation g*
Full Leather Lined
100% Water Proof
Vibram Sole
For the hunter who likes his decoys
big and bold

$5550
Sale

Pr

Lay-Away
$8.00

Qur Special
N.1
Won.,and Fri til
Sundays I-S PM.

Federal-State Market News Service
December 7, 1978.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts • Act 347 Est. 650 Harrows &
Gilts 25t to 50e higher sows steady
HS 1.2 2013.2.101bs
. 349 25-49 55
tIS 2-.3 200-240 I bs
.149.0045.50
Sows
'S 1-2 270.35n Re:
IlS 1-3300-450 Ihs

1.1600-3950
.. 336.00,38.00

sale $16850

Field Gun, Gas-Operated, Ventilated Rib Barrel, 3 Shot
$15.00 Layaway
The supremely accurate, beautifully balanced Model 1400 Mark 11 with a full-floating ventilated rib barrel. It provides a flat, wide sighting plan. and eliminates canting, mirages and heat
distortion to bring out the best in any sportsman.
Supplied with Modified, Full and Improved Cylinder Winchoke tubes plus wrench.
Vent Rib Shotgun With All 3 Chokes.
1111111MINEMIMMINIIIIHK.

Kirksey Camp 170
Plans Family Night

aid Annualli

SANTA'S HEADQUARTERS
For The Sports Man
or Woman

We WILL Lay-Away For Christmas At Sale Prices
The final rites for Mrs.
Robbie Enoch Waclkins of
Highland Park, Mich., were
held today at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Ftin ral Home with the Rev.
Fred French officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Rickey
and Sammy Tucker, Jeffrey
Pierce, Steve Barnett, Lowell
Palmer, and Clay Smith.
Burial was in the Kirksey
Cemetery.

Suggestions in 1820 for
removing freckles ranged
from applying crushed
stra wi;-....rries, green grape
juice, or the milk of asses or
humans.

Many other in store specials

For Christmas
We exchange Christmas
Items Without A Time limit

If you duck hunt, goose hunt, deer hunt or
do any outdoor activity in the weer this is
the suit for you.
Just Received New Shipment

America's Favorite

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491

Casting Rod

"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
9 p.m. Daily
Open9
o p .Smada
l p.m.at.mito.

Sale'Ends
_
h
DeC

Sale Good On.In Stare MerrhAnfitse_Uniy

.4

1
4
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SHOP EARLY ... USE OUR
CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN
,

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
YOUR SELECTION
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Frank 'N Burger
Grill
Great Gift Idea

747 JUMBO JET

A

Reg. $14.98

AM RADIO
9 VOLT BATTERY INCLUDED

\-A,

REG. 11198
-17.95 I 1

,

Now $99

.•••

_ 153-2541

Chestnut Street

4

a.

SHAGGY
Nee /1145

Cuddle Bear
32 inch
LORRIE WALKER

ASSORTED STYLES

REG.
6.79

.20,
429

MUSICAL

Plush Animal

Fast Fin Son
At Sig Discos

DOLL

blue

REGULAR 17.95

I

Atter

ASSORTED ANIMALS

REG.

P

1249

49

IT *7-.15.

201.3

G.E. DEEP FRYER

Waring 8 Puthbutton

REG.$14.88

r7
,791
'
•

- .
Z

PINBALL
_ Machin

REG. S22.95

Sunbeam Frank 'a sin
STEAMER 049
REG. 11.95 10

.•)'

11:1•1/2" longs 114/4"
- tall • 10-31"
Operates on 4"D"

IRON 27.9%. 1669

BLENDER'

$999

V.

G.E. "LIGHT 'N EASY"

3
VA•

General Electric

FOOD PROCESSOR

$16

,
iskl

Say Happy
Holidays
With

OUR PRICE 53.95 —
$11 REBATE from G.E.
YOUR PRICE WILL BE

4595

INCLUDING REBATE STARTING SEPT. 30

batteries.

i.

Olatt
lacetimwo
ri•s no:

.4fctumtaNit,

•35013

-rd 5ENV THE VERY BEST
#4\

Electronic
Organ or
Player Plan

1790
325689,

ocrw

EILDC)
ellS EMU RR
C:=3O L:JLJ
(t)(6
Lo.sir
•

t

#1024
#2515

Soradesign AM/FM-FA
Stereo Receiver

Campo Chron Digital
ALARM REG. 26.95

$1024

1 Group
Meeker
Men's

$1039

INS 8-Track Tape Record Changer

1949

CLOCK

REG.$13.95
YOUR CHOICE

$6526.70

REG. 188.95 14995
"eake"

WALLETS

$1;00
111, Pi.

Values to $12.00

Unisonic Deluxe Video
Game wIri 10 Sport Games
REG. 89.956695

2
$.1

$2600

Unisonic XL-101 Deluxe
Desk-Top CALCULATOR
REG. 32.95"'

2295-

Choose 61

izb
,
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s .

lzp
too
#
1:0

Y),
ullhealnAf
Electric RAZOR
for WOMEN
06.252

.

95

0141113'

BUDDY I.

SHAVEMASTElt

5-Piece COCA-COLA or
Texaco TRUCK SET
. REG. 12.95 888 -4:4":
t'r Your Choice

REIGIU
,
L5A R

filfro47

•

•

for MEN

1429.c.c

SET
t Lie
175•210

5-PIECE STRIPED SILVERSTONE

•

REGULAR 19.SS

.

COOKWARE SET
REG. la88
. 41.95 Am

A

ELECTRONIC

tub
• Up to

ma r

10/30
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•Chassis
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PURCHASE DISTRICT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

Police Dog's Life Ends
In Chase Of Burglar

rer

ST. LOUIS ( AP) — Caesar
7's life on the St. Louis force
began with a burglary case.
And his life ended- while apparently chasing a burglar
from his retirement home.
Charles Rosene, the 9yearold German shepherd's
present owner, rushed outside
one night recently when he
received an anonymous phone
call saying that Caesar 7 was
injured on the street in front of
his home. He had apparently
been hit by a car.
Rosene took the dog to an
animal hospital and called the
'dog's former partner, Officer
Edward Meyer. The dog died
in Meyer's arms.
Rosene,
a
local
businessman, later found a
screwdriver and marks on a
door, indicating someone had
tried to break in. He also found
a piece of torn blue denim
material, blood stains,
motorcycle tire tracks and
dents in a car that had been in
the driveway.
He was in the basement at
the time and didn't hear what

419South 4th

was going on outside.
"Whether the suspect ran
over Caesar or Caesar chased
him into the street and was
struck there (by another
vehicle), I gueas;will never be
known," Meyer said tearfully.

iCl

759-1825

Aerosol Fumes
Said Death Cause
PADUCAH,Icy4AP)—.The
death of a Paduca*teen-ager
has been attributa to, an
irregular heartbeat attsedby
inhaling fumes from '
a,
aerosol shortening psodUct. . .
Jerry Beyer, assistatii
McCracken County cishaner,
iaid Wednesday that Michael!
Ryan, 13, died at Lourdes
Hospital here Tuesday'clue to
inhaling or &Ming...the
shortening spray product."
Beyer said the incident occurred about 10 minutes
before the youth's death.
A spokesman for Coroner
John Barker said preliminary
findings from an autopsy,
performed
Wednesday,
showed death resulted from
cardiac arhythmia, or an
irregular heartbeat.

Emblem

00
'250

5 Piece
Living Room
CARRIER CONTEST WINNERS — Pictured are three contest winners from a recent Murray Ledger & Times circulation department promotion geared to getting new
subscriptions and-zenewals. Pictured (from left) is Mike
Sykes, who won a $130 gift certificate, Ray Outland, who
won a $77 certificate, Ted Delaney, newspaper circulation
manager, and Doug Story, who won a $37 gift certificate.
The contest was open to all carriers working for The
Murray Ledger & Times.

Murray Ledger & Times

FILM, FUSS CUES,
CAMERAS,FUMES,

Artoraft Studies
1356.126 1S341135
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SNOW TREADS
NEI

Suburbanite Polyester

ER.Y. BEST

RAS

Scorer
;95

SlicIwall
Size

Piss
.E .T. Per
Tire And
Olii Elm
1_878-13

E78-14
G78-14
I/78-14
G78-15
l478 15

$00110
570.:
$64
$76 OR

11 4
fG07
1
78- 1:
G78.15

NO

•••

Goodyear's
When You Buy On

SNOW TIRE
RETREADS

Fully inspected Goodyear
retreads are a super moneySaving value I

Deep-biting lugs
for traction wizen
you need it most

Chelsea 6.115.14,
6.90.13, A78.1I Of
_4
0
110.-XcbtacInvsli
111-404 F.E.T.
Per tire depending on
size No trade needed.
whitewails $2.50 more

$58.00
$67.00
471.50
$8111.00
$74.00

Plus
F.E.T.Per
Tire MR
Old Tires
$2 02
$2.42
$2.60
$2.45
$2.65

MAR
CH.
..
UNT
IL
PAYMENTS
Revolving Charge

)FF

RICES

1178.13 blackwalls plus $1.64
P.E.T. per tire and Ole tires

A78-13 or P155180013
blackwall plus $1 43 or $1 82
F.E.T. per tire and old ;ires

Illackwall
Size

078.14
•
G78-14
N78-I5

Choose 6.95.14, C78-14, or 074.14
tilsckwall plus 294 to 41C F.E.T. per
tircdepending on size, No trade
needed Whitewalls only $250 more

-Plus
DWI
F.E.T.
PRICE NoTraile
Needed
2 for
$40

51C
per tire

21w'
414

59C
per tire

tube & Oil Change
• Up to 5 quarts
10/30 major brand oil ,L
• Helps protect mov• Ing parts• Helps en- '
sure quiet operation
•Chassis lubrication,
and oil change • Includes light trucks •
Cell for an appointmem

TABLE

G711-15, 1178-15, 178.15 blackwall
plus 584 to 1114 F.E.T. per tire
depending on size. No trade needed
Whitewalls only $2.50 more.

Front-End Alignment
And 4 Tire Rotation
• Holps protect tires and
le performance • InNpet 1 and rotate all 4 tires,
tvspenslon and
steering system •Sat caStPt camber and toe-in to II
proper alignment
Most es. can s
twee isperb

'NW

Intlatai (084‘fsse

.U.

$34.111 - 4.cyl
$411.811 - 8-opt.

.Goodyear_Se
• rvice

Stirs Nevis: 7:30 a.m. until 100 p.m!.

/2rS:12-thlTrilif

10% on
Include% listitd parts
and labor..
$4 lust for
eleeltonle Ignition
No extra cher', for
air-conditioned cars

GOOD/YEAR

Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr..
"

End & Coffee Table

I'sr any il !hi-se
ways to bey Our Own Cusiomer Credil Plan
• Mailer thug.• VI.• Aanertren Expo,. Card ,• Carte Blanche
• lirn,e,( tub • Cala.
•

Confidence Starts Here

Store---1

lea.Fridl
ay Uh 1:051p.a.%

Ky.

Cat
Napper
Recliner
Storting At

• Electronic engine, starting and charging system
analysis • install new
points, plugs. condenser
and rotor • Set de.ell and
timing •*elitist carburetor
• Includes Volkswagen,
Datsun and light trucks.

Additional parts and
•reictis it needed.
Front wheel arm a
Cfrevettes excluded

Jut.Say'Charge le

COMPANY

15345116

Full Size
Bedding
2 Piece Set

20°°

$1100°
Queen Size
Bedding
2 Piece Set

85°°

-PASE-1-11 HI

Nine Members Added To College Of Business And Public Affairs I
Nine nevi faces are among
those making up the faculty in
the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University during the 1978-79
school year.
Included, according to Dr.
David L. Eldredge, dean of the
college, are an exchange
peofessor from England and a
visiting
professor
in
economics.
.•'On a one-year teaching
exchange is John Pallister,
who is teaching in the
Department of Marketing and
Business Administration. He
comes
from
Bristol
Polytechnic Institute in
Bristol, England.
Dr. Phil Niffenegger, a
member of the Marketing and
Administration
Business

faculty, is teaching at the
Bristol
institution
In
Pallister's place for the oneyear period:
The visiting lecturer in
economics
is
Thomas
Spillman, who holds an undergraduate degree from
Western Kentucky University
and who is in the process of
completing his doctorate at
Vanderbilt.
Also teaching in the
Department of Marketing and
Business Administration for
the first time is Lex Higgins,
who for the past three years
has been teaching at
Community
Hopkinsville
College. He earned both his

undergraduate and master's
degrees at Murray State.
There are three new

members of the Department
of Accounting and Finance
Larry Gum, who came to the

campus after four years at
Montana State University.
Joining the department as an

assistant professor of finance,
he holds two degrees from
Mississippi State University
and is in the procesp of
finishing his doctorate at the
same institution.
Richard LaNear, who is
finishing his dostorate at the
University of Mississippi. He
holds an undergraduate
degree in mathematics from
Pittsburg State University
and a master's degrei from
Memphis State.
S"
And Mrs. Jane Hall of
Murray, who for the past three
years has been teaching in the
department on a temporary
basis. She holds two degrees
from Murray State and has
accciiiiifing experience with
the Kentucky Toll Road

System.
Joining the Department of
Management is Miss Shelley
Tapp. A professor of computer
and equantitative methods,
she holds an undergraduate
degree in economics from
Agnes Scott College in
Decatur, Ga., and a master's
in industrial management
from Georgia Tech.
-Dr. A. C.(Buddy) Krizan,a
veteran of 12 years with the
U.S. Army, is the new
member of the Department of
Office Administration and
Business Education. He
earned his undergraduate
degree in mathematics at Sam
Houston State University and
a master's at the University of
Texas at El Paso.
Joining the Department of

Political Science and Public
Affairs has been Frank
Mosko. lie holds an undergraduate degree from the
College of Steubenville (Ohio)
and a master's in public administration from Kent State
University. He currently Is
completing his doctorate work
at Kept State.
Man-made fibers are one of
most
the
important
developments of the American
textile industry. Although
natural fibers — cotton and
wool — always were the staple
fibers used in most apparel
and a wide range of other
products, they are available_
only in the form in which
nature provides them, wool
from sheep and cotton from
plants.

.-Now for a limited time Ametica's finest and most comfortable
Reclina-Rocker is on sale: Specially designed for rocking and
- TV viewing ; .. it also reclines to full-bed position. The
ie in manx st les and new
Springfamily's home.
Come in kir a comfort demonstratiqn today and realize substantial savings on these La-Z-Boy Reclina-Rockers.

Settscresrl fiki bode
receiredAboit_lermedloored
copy of The Norm -Ledger &
Trees by 5:30 pm. IlleedeyFriday Sc by 31,30 p.a. se Satyrdills ere forged to od 753-1316
Nireeldry-friasy, er 3:30 Pa.
sod 4
lettrilows, to Imre
delivery if
irmosperor. Gas
nowt be pieced by 6p.. weekdeys Sc 4 p.a. Sotortiers to
georoirtee delivery.

*2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
*Regular Drink
only
Reg $2.19
Save 40
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FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
State legislators hope they can
help prevent the possible loss
to Kentucky of nearly $60
million in federal money for
remedial education.
The interun joint Committee on Education passed a
resolution Wednesday aimed
in that direction. It states that
money appropriated for next
year to gear up a state
remedial education program
A is not intended to conflic
t with
the federally funded programs
under Title I of the 1966
Education Act.
The resolution also states
the legislative intent that the

money cannot be spent by
local boards of education in
any manner that would endanger the federal money.
Randy Kimbrough, deputy
superintendent of education
for instruction, said federal
law and regulations prohibit
the use of federal funds on
state mandated programs.
She said there had been
some concern that the U.S.
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare would
hold that its money was being
spent on programs mandated
by
the
Education
Improvement Act passed by
the 1978 General Assembly.

That act requires a program
of competency testing in the
basic learning areas in grades
three, five, seven and ten this
school year, followed by a
remedial program next year
for students found deficient.
Mrs. Kimbrough said the
$1.7 million state appropriation for the next fiscal
year is meant only for
evaluating tests and' other
services to get the program
started.
She said the federal funds,
expected to be close to $60
million for the next fiscal
year, are used for remedial
programs for students testing

one grade or more blow their
grade level in math and
reading.
John Bruce, head of finance
and personnel services for the
Education Department, told
the committee the resolution
would not guarantee a
favorable ruling by HEW.
"We don't know from one
time to the next how the HEW
auditor will think," Bruce
said. "But based on previous
experienct, we think this will
get us in the clear."
Mrs. Kin:through said the
department notified HEW of
the possible conflict so the
matter could be resolved

al Education Funds

before local programs for next
year have to be approved.
She sai& she has talked by
phone with HEW officials, but
has heard nothing officially.
She said initial indications
are that the resolution, stating
the legislative intent, will
strengthen the state's case.
Several members of the
committee also expressed
reserarations about the way
the new Kentucky School
Building Authority is being
developed.
Rep. Steve Wilborn, I)Shelbyville, said he was under
the impression when he voted
that the authority would issue

bonds to help out school
districts that were facing
crises in building school

apparently moving toward
He said he was concerned providing debt service money
now that the authority is to fund almost all school
construction in the future.

Enters Ag Commission Race

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Another candidate has announced for the Democratic
primary next year for gine
agriculture commissioner. He
is Metcalfe County JudgeExecutive Woodrow Wilson.
Wilson, serving his fourth
consecutive term as Metcalfe
County judge, owns and
operates a 192-acre farm.

In atatement issued
Wednesday, Wilson said that
his experience as a farmer
gives hint knowledge of their
problems at the grass roots
level, while his administrative
experience as a county official
would be an added asset.
Wilson worked for the
Department of Agriculture for
eight years before becoming

judge and has also served on
the Metcalfe County Board of
Education.
Mancil Vinson, director of
alumni relations at Murray
State
University,
and
Christian County farmer Don
Kenady have previously said
they will seek the Democratic
nomination for agriculture
commissioner
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Bel-Air Decor
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Tips Given On Preparing Your
Car-For The Rigors Of Winter
The first snowflakes of tread left on your tires: if the
winter are a reminder that depth is less than 2-32 of an
time is running out on inch, you are not ready for
To check the
automobile owners who have winter.
been putting off preparing thickness, place the top edge
their cars for what looks like of a penny into the tread
groove. If you can see the4op
m another fierce winter.
The Insurance Information -of Lincoln's head, the tires
. Institute urges motorists to should be replaced.)
In addition to ,preparing
take the time now to ensureyour
car's equipment for cold
their
cars
5,000
that most of
moving parts do not fail them weather, the LII, also advises
in the middle of a January every motorists to anticipate
emergencies. A winter surblizzard.
Getting ready focanother vival kit in each car ought to
winter requires a thorough include:
— A pair of cheap gloves.
pre-winter auto check-up by
— Flares, matches and a
your neighborhood mechanic
or service station attendant — flashlight + with fresh batand preparation of a cold teries
weather survival kit.
A checklist of "things to do"
to put your car in first-rate
condition Should include:
— Tuning the engine by a
mechanic you
or your
friends) can trust.
— Check the•battery to be
certain it is fully charged and
Bizet's "Carmen," one of
ready for several weeks of the most popular operas in the
cold starts.
repertory, will be broadcast
— Consider an oil change live on WKMS-FM at Murray
before the snow hits and State University direct from
purchase a multi-grade oil the stage of the Metropolitan
such as 10W-40 for easier Opera House on Saturday,
starts and better fuel Dec. 9.
,
economy.
To begin at 12:30. p.m., the
heating
— Check the
program is part of the Texacosystem for adequate coolant in Metropolitan Opera Radio
:the radiator, look for loose fan ,Network
series for 1978-79 to
belts and cracked hoses. be carried on the
public radio
(Anti-freeze protection should
station of Murray State at 91.3
be maintained at a minimum
on the FM dial.
of -20-degrees Fahrenheit.
Soprano Regine Crespin will
— Brakes should be tested
be heard in the title role.
and front-end alignment
Others in the four-act
considered.
production will include tenor
-7 Snow tires should be
Guy Chauvet as Don Jose,
properly inflated and mounted
immediately. Make a close soprano. Leona Mitchell as
Micaela,- and Chicago-born
inspection of the amount of
baritone Michael Devlin in his
Met broadcast debut in the

adie$haek®"
!

he Nationwide Supermarket of Sound

SYSTEM SALE

— Battery jumper cables
know how to use them).
— Screwdriver and adjustable pliers.
-- Heavy wool blanket and
an ice scrapper.
-- Rock salt, sand or gavel
to add weight to the rear of
your car for traction and to
pour under the tires if you are
bogged down in snow).
Two final suggestions:
especially during the cold
siinter period, keep the gas
tank at least half full, and wax
your car once before the really
cold temperatures arrive in
order to protect the finish until
warm weather returns in the
Spring.

CRC

REALISTIC' BRAND...THE YEAR-'ROUND GIFT OF MUSIC FOR THE FAMILY
OR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE THIS CHRISTMAS WITH SIX SALE-PRICED SYSTEMS

ACROSS

1 European
country
6 Unsoiled
Ii Steady
12 Stay
11 Legend
15 Ostriches
17 Symbol tor
cerium
18 Mine yield
19 Whips
20 Footlike pat
21 Pronoun
22 Musty
23 Over
21 Straddling
26 Types
27 Maroons
28 Irishman
29 Threefold
31 Big
Bosses, si.
31 Peruse
35 Highways
36 Calif. city
37 Cloth meas.

Carmen' To Be Aired
On University Radio

I IJSI3
r
neys, likX;CLATE passage.
with gentle 8UC10E1S 3-labia-day treatment. Feel G000
again or your 69t beck fe 12
hours at any drug counter'
DOW CO
NOW at

Patane will conduct.
A special intermission
feature will be a tribute to the
first lady of opera, Mrs.
August Belmont, on the bc-

A LITTLE PUDGY
OVERWEIGHT-DOWNRIGHT FAT
Diets have not worked,the "yo-yo" effect Makes them
a waste of effort leaving the dieter with the same or
more weight than before.
YOU HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING?
—HAVE NOT TRIED BEHAVORIAL
MODTFICATION!
ANEW APPROACH!
A series of clasSes will be sponsored by HEALTH INDUSTRIES of Murray
For Mforination ea6 759-45311
or write

HALT*MINISTRIES
P.O. floz 653
Murray, Ky. 42071

-

'
•

36 Ransacks
e
39 Blink
10 Yes' Sp'
41 Animal
42 Pitch
43 Yell
45 Wipes out
17 Cares for
18 Bake

casion of her 100th Sirthday.
She is generally regarded as
the person to whom the
Metropolitan Opera owes its
existence more than anyone
else in the past two
generations.
Intermission features will
also include o ra news and
analysis and thç Opera Quiz
with Edward Do le:

DOWN

MINI-SIZE, MAXIMUM
SOUND WITH OUR "SYSTEM SEVEN"
Rog. Separate

3298°

.

Reg. Separate
Items Price

5098°

• STA-7 AM/FM Stereo Receiver, Only 3S4- High! 10 Watts per
- channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms4rom 20-20.000 Hz, with no more
than 0.5% total harmonic distortion
•
IMUS • - 7 Two- PAP)? SpaSjwi.ms
7
91VS-Akiffg-:e EtfelE5iureb

•LAB-53 Three Speed Changer with Base, Magnetic Cartridge and
Dust Cover

Reg. Separate
Items Price

$3

5-PC. SYSTEM WITH TUNER AND
AMPLIFIER

•

'

Reg Separ.te
Items Price

56975
-x

SAVE 7075.r-

Labs

News, S4
Sports
Retail • 0
vertising
Classifiec
ClassIfie
culation
Business
be reach
1916 ancl

SAVE
1308°

J.ZZ
'

kru Dolby

:--,-,'-

Phone
_Fot
Ledger
Depal
Are AI

5998°

•SCR-7800 AM FM Stereo Receiver/Cassette Recorder with Tape
and FM Dolby Noise Reduction-16 Watts per channel, minimum
RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total
harmonic distortion
• Two Nova-6 Speaker Systems
• LAB-55 Belt-Drive Changer with 317.95-Value Magnetic Cartridge

It

NOTICE

• STA-78 AM.'FM Stereo Receiver-22 Watts per channel, minimum
RMS at 8 ohms from*20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total
harmonic distortion
Watzitzt-,- Veneer 'Speaker
.4coOs5k Sua,,aas
•
SYsteins with Lattice-Work Grilles
• LAB-53 Atitomatic Changer

RECEIVER DOLBY* CASSETTE TAPE
SYSTEM

.01/[77-i\.I

1 Gapes
2 Wan
3 Man's nick
name
4 Negative
prefix,
Sea nymph

"DECORATOR" SYSTEM
WITH BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

27

Items Price

WHO'S WHO STUDENT —
Philip Edwin Mischke, son of
the Rev. W. E. Mischke Jr. of
300 N. 10th St., Murray, is one
of 26 Southwestern at Memphis students selected for
inclusion in the 19'78-79 edition
of "Who's Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities and Colleges."
Mischke is an English major.
Recipients of the honor are
selected by a campus
nominating committee on the
basis of academic excellence
and contributions to the
community and the institution; Southwestern is a •
college of liberal arts and —
sciences affiliated with the
Presbyterian Church of the
United States.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE, HIGH STYLE
SYSTEM

199

• SA-1001 Stereo Amplifier-35 Watts per channel, minimum RMS
at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.3% total harmoic
distortion
• TM-1001 AN/FM Stereo Tuner with Switchable FM Dolby-B
Do-Emphasis
• Two MC-1400 Bass Reflex Bookshelf Speakers
• LAB-53 Automatic Changer

OUR SUPER POWER QUALITY
HI-Fl SYSTEM

r

'1100

Ap
the poi
School
in the pi
:Amid
interest
so imm
obtainei
Educatii
Farm ro
Monday

DUE
SCHED
PERATI
PLICA
MEDIA'

411111111111111111

Reg. Separate
Items Price

12998°

94980

Reg. Separate,
items Price

SAVE
1508°

SAVE
1998°

GOOD
Bedroc
plus cc
beautif
for an 1.

Ui
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How big is alautie loan?
Try one ofOurs for size.
One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
Into categoties.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all Icinds of pebple. Fde all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really Ws amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
Much you still owe on it.
If you're.looking for a loan,

Annnont
t...red

Mcnethly %Soothe
?war*, T.Pay

62,500 $ 73.17

Total of
Psyynonta

"
Arit

48 $3,512.16 17.80%

• STA-20000 AM/PM Stereo Receiver with FM Dolby-78 Watts
per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.18% total harmonic distortion
• Two Opflmut • t-100 Floor-Size Walnut Veneer Speakers
• LAB-200 Belt-Dike Changer with $29.95-Value Mag Cartridge

63,000 $ .87 63 48 64.206 24 17,69%
- $3 500 $ 90 41

60 $5.424 60 18.80%

tarSA
IIIPSANN

$4,000 $103.23 60 $6.193 80 1876%
• Annual Pr, ontsee It.,.

"71ice-TEIOSE1OO-ra1 o"tirdTaff."
"You'll see we crty your six.
•

CHARGE It7
(MOST STORES)

• STA-2100 AM/FM Stereo Receiver-120 Watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1%
total harmonic distortion
• Two °Manus T-200 Floor-Size Walnut Veneer Speaker Systems-Our Finest
• LAB-65 Bult-Drivis Changer with $29 95-Value Diamond Magnetic
Cartridge

'V 2

ADD A DOIRY STEREO CASSETTE DECK-All NOW kr, OFF WITH SYSTEM PURCHASE!
Bel-Air Center
Ph.753-5573

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'Tit CHRIS TMASI

Olympic Plaza
---MorfayrKy,

MEOW got Year baa
ji

.

.04111.3.aDia.1:1C-1AbiLlY.CORP.Dirk4;4074 -
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Thru Christmas

Most items
11100.0voilabio At
•Ractoo Shack
Dealer%
Look for the
.01+941666"
'
'
— 44414
-616/1611610whoar1
-"-rotterTiwort--vmrr-irrywrylvroun

sroweg-

• Set yoi
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PUT IT IN THE
5,
2. NOTICE

6. HELP WANTED

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
_
ACROSS
I European
count,y
6 Unsoiled
11 Steady
12 Stay
14 Legend
15 Ostriches
17 Symbol tor

6 Greek island Answer to Wednesday s Puzzle
7 meadows
Pnnter's
3a0
measures
9 Lava
MO MOW OM
10 Keenest
TODU00 000000
11 Pore
13 Haunts
16 Detest
19- and
groom
20 Separates
22 Inclination
0013 00000
23 Europeans
00101000 DURUM
25 Test
OUU MEOW ULU
26 Sows
UOU UUUUW WUU
28 Idle talk
29 Lock
30 Widow
38 Conduct
Foreman
31 Dove cries
44 Note of
32 Kite
*41 Man s nickscale
13 Surfeits
46 Artificial tanname
35 Wanders
42 Chinese paguage

moan mu

Cerium

18 Mine yield
19 Whips
20 Footlike part
21 Pronoun
22 Musty
23 Over
21 Straddling
26 Types
27 Maroons
28 Irishman
29 Threefold
31 Big -.•
B036133, St.

34 Peruse
35 Highways
36 Calif. city
37 Cloth measure _
36 Ransacks
39 Blink
10 Yes- Sp'
11 Animal
42 Pitch
43 Yell
45 Wipes out
47 Cares for
48 Bake
DOWN
1 Gapes
2 Wan
3 Man's nickname
1 Negative
prehit
5 Sea nymphs
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NOTICE

ii

setup. Syndeaste. Inc

o22

2. NOTICE

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918.
Spbrts
Retail Display advertising 753-1919

041ay:
CirClassified;

Classified

culation and the
Business Office may
reached on 753916 and 753-1917.

SPECIAL REIRESENTATIVI
HIGH GALIN,PERSON
intensare training program given
Storting onfOrne to.5900 go., nhOn
th Thrf if 0 C0/0.1 p011hcon with
1!
.
frodnOgOrrharof oppotto.onthd
No
•orp•roolInt•

n•Clitlfen'y

Out

group insuronc• and
tiettrornent benethisasolleist•

Shandong

ri..z...ory

All Intorytenre strictly
confidential

tonnew. writ* lint
my L England P 0 los 701
Colveri City Ky 42029 goring
94, address_ phone ninn,
nernd. 6occupational
and
r
background I MO coatoct you to
cot
mterssew et ?tour
wrong* lot
ronr•n,irric•
Op•ninis
8
throughout Westorn Ky
Southern Illinois
Per golarlOnOi

POSITION OPEN

ektowAy coUNTY
MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL
--Applications are being accepted for
the position of Calloway County Middle
School principal. The Review Committee is
in the process of screening applications and
scheduling interviews. Any qualified person
interested in making application should do
so immediately. Application forms may be
obtained at the Calloway County Board of
Education office building, 2110 College
Farm road, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

DUE TO THE NEED TO FINALIZE THE
SCHEDULING OF INTERVIEWS, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ANY ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS BE SUBMITTED IMMEDIATELY.

For all your auction
needs. Call Chester's
Auction Service, 4354128, Lynn Grove, KY.
We offer more for your
money. Coatplete hoedung of merchandise,
lots of free advertising,
100eo
guaranteed

•

Wanted

Applications are now
being taken for Part
Time Stock Clerk. Can
develop into full time
positinn Apply In Per-

sort

SHERWIN
WILLIAMS
Soutlosiolo Shop*,Coates
An ?opal Opportunity Employer

24. MISCELLANEOUS
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Scnwinn boys
Ira
bike. Also leaf vacuum. call SALE SKILL ROUTER,
hp. M04101 54i, S29.99.-Wallin
753 588.5 after 5:30 pm.
Hardware in Paris, T.N.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
TARPS FOR Sale, 18 X 24,
table
ANTIQUE OAK oblong
S12016 X 20, $100 12 X 16,
7
excelient,
chairs,
and six
after-kUS. Call 753-5151.
condition. Call 7534419
26. TV-RADIO
4 pm.
ZENITH,"more
FOR SALE: Dinette set, for
our money" sale. Get
good condition, for in- one
year
free
service onn all
formation call 753-6259.
color t.v.'s Save at Sisson's.
19 miles west of Murray on
a trade
y,
e
Hwy. 94. Phone 382-2174.
Open
Fridays until 8.00.
Used Fernitere or Ap-

,,ssrs

36. RENT OR LEASE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
court square; on
space
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
available.
Space
Corner.
January 1, 1979 For details,
Don
Overby,
contact,
Murray,753-1292.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

111111
WILSON
Geo/trig
2 &mimeo from* with
boot WC Woo room sod
hitches. Located ea 2 its is
Itsonocky laito Dovolopsoso1.
For way $10,750. Coll 753-

UNUSUAL_ BUT true, a two
bedroom hOuSe at 412 N 5th
for only $9950. Good lot and
good location. Could be two
rent 1 units. Call C 0 Bon
durant Realty 753.9954 or 753
3460.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 195
75_3-5646

27. MOB.HOME SALES 3263.
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
Hodge & Son, Inc.
home. 12 X 60 with stove and
Ways* Wilson 753-506
refridgerator, central air.
Too Moroodos 153-0974
192 8840.
LICENSED REAL Estate
FOR RENT: Cleanup shop,
Worley Wilford 751-3043
brokers and salesmen. Full
gas,
BEDROOM,
1972,
2
641 South. Call 492-8413.
Early
MAPLE
FOUR
Al.. loictood 753-1575
time only need apply. American chairs, 560, 474- completely
furnished,
STORAGE-Bicycle, mowers,
1211 Wool
753-3213
Possible to move into
new
gold
appliances,
harvest'
after.
call
251,
extension
2211
mopeds, small
tillers,
management. Good corncarpet, drapes, large bath,
pm.
3:30
$3.00
month.
motorcycle,
mission split. Write giving
under pinning. $4700. Call
Large mowers, motorcycles, ANY OFFER will be conname, background, and GE ELECTRIC range, 30", 753-407/ or 753-1877.
month. Boats, campers, sidered on this 2 bedroom,
45.00
753-4849.
Call
gold.
harvest
in
experience. Replies held
1973 GUERDON V' X 40' 520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10 white frame house. Located
stricktest confidence. Write 17. VACUUM CLEANERS
mobile home. Set up in Coach
cents 59. ft.-up, 753-7400.
in town on nice street. Call
Box 32 Q, Ledger &
Featuring
ELECTROLUX Sales and Estates, under pinned with
after 3:30 pm.
753-9921
P.
37.
LIVESTOCK-SUP
KY.
Murray,
1Service in Paducah call
tie downs.$260. 753.3855.
GUN WOODS
SALE: 2 goats, OWNER SAYS SELL-1200
NOW TAKING applications 443-6469. In Murray call Tony MOBILE HOME FOR SALE. FOR
yearlings, for price of ad. seat amphitheatre between
From Paducah
for full-time, permanent Montgomery 753-6760.
.Profseasonal Services
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
Jonathan Creek and Aurora.
Call 753-2952.
position at The /*Wray 19.'FARM EQUIP.
With The Friendly Touch"
Friday I
furnished
comptetely
businesses
with
area
Tourist
Ledger 'A Times. Person
FERGUSON, Carpeted, includes washer FOR SALE: 50 large rolls of Ideal for music or theatre
Saturday Nights
hired will be trained in 135 MASSEY
tran- and dryer, central air, hay, hay is in Murray. 753- group. Good acoustice.
multipower
with
darkroom
and
pressroom
8th
BUILDING SITE Dec. 7111 and
One saddle mare, economical gas heat, deck 5595 or 753-5000.
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
work as well as composing smission.
This 14 acre building
with awning and storage LARGE ROUND BALES of
Call
mare.
breed
Highway /9 East
good
very
759-1707.
Center.
Uncle Jeff'e
maintenance.
room
good hay loaded on your
753-6132. area, underpinning and
site on Bailey Road
Mechanical and-or electrical 753-8533 days, nights
Paris, Tennessee
SMART START - If you're
anchors. Must be seen at B-12 truck. Call 247-2889.
with woods and creek,
starting out or slowing down,
experience or aptitude 20 SPORTS EQUIP
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
helpful Company offers good BATAVUS
MOPEDS Call 753-5163, after 5 pm on 311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
you'll enjoy the convenience
approximately 10 tenAKC GERMAN SHEPHERD and economy of this 2
starting wage and excellent
special, $399.50, weekdays.
dable acres all rolled
STILL HAVE Christmas fringes, including vacation, Christmas
cottage...located
free excessories. Murray 1969 TWO BEDROOM mobile pups. Solid black and solid bedroom
cards for sale. Also small hospitalization and medical $25,
into one. Less than 2
white. Call 502-554-2153, near
shop
•
St.,
4th
downtown
S
718
Marine,
&
Sport
753home for sale. Under pinned, Paducah.
round table, tool caddy.
in- 753-7400.
Persons
ping...lots of trees and
insurance.
miles from city. Better
100 amp meter pole and
1712 or see Gerald Waldrop.
terested should maiLor bring FOR SALE: Compound blocks included. In good
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD shrubs for private efHurry -ONLY 820,000.
Love
WE NOW HAVE THE
their resumes to Gene hunting bow with 2 sets of condition, less than $3500. pups, 4 weeks old. Great fect...yes, yours....for under
Boyd Majors Real
Studio negatives. If you had McCutcheon, The Murray
Christmas gifts and good $20,000. First time on the
.22 437-4742 or 753-1841.
pictures made at Love's Ledger & Times, P. 0. Box arrows, and Winchester
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
the home. market. LORETTA JOBS
for
protection
Also
scope.
with
automatic
1969 12 X 52 MARIOTT Choose yours now and 110 REALTORS,753-1492.
during the past 25 years, we 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
cassett deck. Paul Mobile home. 2 bedroom, 11
2 will hold till Christmas. 753/
can supply you with reprints. Resumes should include past Sanyo
753-8280.
bath, furnished, gas heat, 0315
Carter Photographic Studio, job and-or training ex- Blackwell,
-.WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
central air, washer and
753 8298 We copy and restore perience,
adequate 22. MUSICAL
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
under pinned. Nice,
dryer,
and
old photographs
PIANOS
exBALDWIN
references and wage
bath b ick located near
pectations. 'No phone calls, organs, used pianos. Lonardo 54700. 753-8780.
downt n area. 'Ideal for
Piano Co., across from Post 12 X 50 HOUSE TRAILER
please.
SUDSBURT
or
office
prof sional
TN.
Paris,
Office,
for
air,
and
heat
central
with
supervisor.
SHIFT
SECOND
apartments. Zoned business_
PARK
Hours 4 pm to 1 am. FOR SALE: Conn trumpet sale. 753-8171.
Let us show you how your
experience and cage. Excellent con- 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
Dog grooming by eppibilessIt
Supervisory
money can work for you.
Pension- dition. Would make nice TWO BEDROOM trailer in
necestary.
oily. Cal 159-4140 lloillOy
JOBS
LORETTA
other Christmas present. Priced Riveria Cts. Call Bob Morris,
hospitalizationthroe. Friday,9 5.
REALTORS,753-1492
and
753-0806.
resume,
low.
Mail
benefits.
759-4496, if no answer call
salary requirement to M. GIBSON MARAUDER,$250. back between 4 and 5 pm.
Co., PO Box Ventura 12 string.
and
Livingston
713$200.
,
'Portraits
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
29. HEATING &COOLING
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
0467, call after 4 pm.
• Professional Services
FOR SALE. Hound puppies.. 650 for male,
SECRETARIAL. HELP SPINET-CONSOLE
Piano FIREWOOD
With The Friendly Touch"
$40 for females. 489-2770.
we
kinds,
all
rick,
per
$17.00
wanted, typing, shorthand, for sale. Wanted: ResponA Y r it4
•"4
CANT:
S.1151r154irry Doberman • PhItther-7-C
resume to P.O. Box* 596, spinet piano.. Easy terms. F IRE WODD -FOR 'SALE.
pm, or
-after
554-0090
Concord.
GATESBORO RESIDMurray, KY.
Can be seen locally. Write: Cutting near New
anytime weekends.
Call 437-4238.
Box
ENTIAL LOT . .. 120'
P.O.
Manager,
Credit
12. INSURANCE
registered
UKC
SALE:
FOR
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
207, Carlyle, IL 62231.
wide 200' deep on
be
$40,
Terriers,
Fox
toy
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
23, EXTERMINATING
Circle.
Gatesborough
498
Christmas.
for
ready
lined, cast iron doors annd
Western Ky. Pools
We ore now arising bosawoosco
with 8231.
Complete
City water and sewers.
grates.
on mobile homes, with 3 dif•
LOVABLE CAIRN Terriers.
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Priced Right to Sell
ferent companies. For best
AKC registered. Call 753-0264
Hardware in Paris, TN.
.- Call Boyd$4T950Palkleak, Ky.
noes cornett Whim hiUSED DEO-THERM oil or 489-2310.
:arenas one Itool Estee, 302
Majors Real Estate MIXED GERMAN Shepherd
furnice,$50. Call 753.5127.
N 124 - 753-3263.
and Collie puppies. 1 male, 3
753-8080 for additional
We can help you buy, sell
30. BUS. RENTALS
females, had all shots and
Boyd
information.
Sr trade a home anyplace
SHOPPING CENTER next Wormed. Call 753-3762.
ASSOCIATES.
BENNETT
to Murray State University
Majors Real, Estate,
in the USA and Canada
Group Insurance Specialists
campus has building for rent, 41. PUBLIC SALES
N. 12th.
105
and
Kentucky
till
,Serving West
SALE
Equipped with gas heat and • CARPORT
Tennessee. Representing
Christmas, day or night, call
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
KOPREID
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.
437-4164. Oak wash stand,
after 5 pm.
CO. Phone 753-7273.
REALTY
bed, ctawfoot library table,
31. APTS. FOR RENT
INIS
tables and chairs, trunks, THE OUTCOME
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Is A Specialty At
duplex
1 BEDROOM duplex, parnice
Extra
machines,
COME.
baskets, quilts,
7S3-1222
A LITTLE PUDGY - over- iaaay Jurnished
I-chest, dresser, and lots of apartment. Each side has 2
Tot dboXirtght tat,- you month,753-4331.
living room,
bedrooms,
antiques.
other
have tried everything? You
12th & Poplar
bath. Modern
1 bedroom
MOVING SALE: Baby, kitchen and
have not tried behavorial FOR RENT:
here all built-in
753-1227
at Southside
ladies, and mens clothing, kitchens
modification! A new ap- apartment
just
Located
for
appliances.
apartments,
furniture, trinkets, sewing
FREE PARKING!
proach! For information call Manor
elderly persons only, unit is
tiller, outside the city limits, so you
ROTO
machine
759.4534taxes. A
based on income.
actor. Turn west only pay county practical.
garden tractor.
Southside Court Square :
COME SEE THE Country opportunity housing. 753way to be
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
South of Dexter and follow beautiful
Gibson
Tree,
Christmas
Ham
Murray, Kentucky
Priced at $43,500. Phone
8221.
signs.
the
help you. Call Bible Facts,
Ham Co, 107 'N 3rd Street,
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
FOR RENT,: Furnished'
759-4600.
ICY.'
estate
REAL.ESTATE--::
Murray,
*eat
vrerfetah-your
apartment,uusauoa
GOD IS COVE; 41' you would
needs.
CABIN
NEW
CHRISTMAS CLUBS, Full pets, $100 pea month. Call
BRAND
like to know anything about
Sam Smeed after(rpm 753-1203. •
2-9
irons,
set
Living room with beamed
24
the Bible, cal 759-4600.
length,
Signature, medium
ceiling, kitchen with stove
FURNISHED APART.
hour phone, not a tape. Bible
and refrigerator, breakfast
4fIex D-3 swing weight. $60.
ME NT,call 753-8333.
Facts.
753-7783.
bar, 2 bedrooms, bath, in IT
Wks vaua.5wed)
RENT: 3 bedroom
sulated and furnished for
CAR BATTERIES 24 month FOR
furpartially
apartment,
only $9,900. Call before its too
guaranteed, $22 88, 36 month
You don't have to be an engineer
:Or technical person'
nished. Call 753-0763 after 5
late. NELSON SHROAT CO.,
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
to enter a challenging and highly rewarding career
pm.
Uncle Jeff's Center. 759-1707.
and 60 month gauranteed,
selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
$31.99. Wallin Hardware, NICE FURNISHED apartment. Single only. Inquire at
Paris, Tn,
Bring your tool box and your
your community.
spon100S 13th St.
Would you like to
- imagination and take a look
FOR SALE: Pipe and ladder
Christmas
home
bedroom
2
-FURNISHED
this
at
SEMI
a
bate
sor
wheel
long
for
racks
near
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
APARTMENT,
located On 1 acre lot with tall
truck. $75. Call 753-6614.
bAsket for a needy
but
University. Phone 753-7618
pine trees. Small
and manufacturing) or a mechanical background
210E,
PRE-OWNED JEWELRY,
Main
family? If so, please
energy
pm._
with
economical
5
after
diamgpds and miscellaneous
Phone 753-0489
helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products,
for
Perfect
•
heat
saving
call 753-3812 or 753jewelry. Rogers Jewelry, 11. ROOMS FOR RENT
and applications in a thoroughly professional, cornyoung couple. See it today.
Christmas
6460,
North Court Squar-e, 14.5-101c, ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
14. WANT TO BUY
call
753-1492, LORETTA
pany.paid program. Field training follows, right in
from University, with living
Charities Coordinating
. T TO BUY good used Paris, TN..
WA2N
136
JOBS REALTORS.
room, kitchen, washer and
your territory.
502-527Call
homes.
moble
SAWS,
model
Murray
SALE:
SKILL
for
Program
included. IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch blade, dryer. All utilities
No investment except your full-time effort, and
country.. 5 acres fenced for
and Calloway County.
436-2411.
Call
$65.
$29.99, model 574, 114 hp, 71/4
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
bedreiom
horses...barn...3
you
get an exclusive, fully-protected territory with
RENT
FOR
HOUSES
34.
inch blade, 534.99, model 559
brick with well equipped
BOO'S BUTCHER block
hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
4 inch FOR RENT: 4 room house, kitchen
/
built-in range,
SOLID hard rock maple. ball bearing, 2 tip, 71
repeat, year after year. You represent a company
dishand
YOUR NEED is our concern. Expertly- crafted, square or blade, $49.99. Wallin Her- bath, couples only, no pets. refrigerator
Paris, TN.
Deposit. Call 492-8360.
a
to
washer Decorated
NEEDLINE.753-6333.
round to choose from. dware,
on the move; the quality leader in the lubricant field
you
to
like
would
bedroom
"T"...When
of
2
made
use
to
RENT:
FOR
Delightful
S. LOST & FOUND
for over a quarter century.
I house in city limits, deposit see it? LORETTA JOBS
Northern hard rock maple.
FEMALE BLACK and tan
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start
St.,
753-1492.
call
required:
Seth
REALTORS.
refrences
505
and
Logan's,
J.
$219.
German Shepherd, lost.
KY. Phone 247753-9921 after 3:30 pm.
building your lucrative career today, right in your
Custom Combining
Answers to th.e name Kristy. Mayfield,
5648.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,on
Call 753 7971 after 4:30 pm.
own area, and be.home nights with your family
Soybeans only
Sears
NEW
old Murray and Paris Road.
LOST: MALE -Minature BRAND
while doing it.
474-2384
exerciser.
No pets. Deposit.
Couple.
walking-jogging
of
vicinity
the
Schnauzer, in
than 2 miles. Phone 753$130 per month. Call after 6
Act now, while one of our choice territories isatill
Glendale Road and Dogwood Less
after 4 pm.
pm 753-1287.
Wood
open in your area. Send your resume, giving exDrive. Children's pet. 753 3295
all
THREE BEDROOM,
6862.
For Sale
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
perience and personal data. It'll get our prompt atelectric, partially furnished
2, 2, and 3 qt.
/
Aluminum, 1, 11
6. HELP WANTED
sick ap
$15
tention.
house, 1.5 miles from
covered
30
Saucepans,
inch
WANTED,
ADDRESSERSMurray. Deposit required.
Write:
$20 delivered
immediately. Work at home.. covered skillet, 41/2 cit.
Ideal for couples. 753-9829.
Jim Pruitt
no eKperfence neeessary.. tovered dutch oven,choice of
TIME
A
FOR
COMWrite coiors. Wallin Hardware in
pay.
excellent
Sales Personnel Manager
MERCIAL. Located at the
American Service, 8350 Park Paris, TN.
3rd
and
of
corner
Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
Main
TX
Dallas,
127,
GLOVES,
Suite
HELMETS,
Lane,
Streets and known as the
goggles, jerseys, all for
3851 Airport Freeway
75231.
Wallis
Grocery
Building, this
COMPUTER PROGRAMER Christmas lay away now at
F -irt Worth, Texas 76111
is an excellent location for
operator. R PG-II useful but Town and Country Yamaha.
any
retail
Priced
business.
753-8078.
necessary.
not
realistically at only $22,500.
Hospitalization, pension, NEW NATURAL Rabbit skin
Phone us today for more
other benefits, good op- fur coat, boot length, size 18,
details.
KOPPERUD
portunity for advancement, paid $150,' will take $75. Call
REALTY,7531222.
send resume with salary 435-4397to
r.eguirements
exSALE
CORELLE
M.Livingston & Co.. Inc.. pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
rain
the late
42001.
KY
Paducah,
Box 1039,
Set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
COOK WANTED. Apply at Indian Summer, April, or
Fern- Terrace Lodge, 1505 Blue Heather. Your choice
Staelium View Drive. Apply $339.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
in person only.
Will sell some nice furniture, small appliances,
Here's a unioue chance to join the management team
ware,
REVERE
HELP WANTED in city of SALE
antique items, glass, china, fancy quilts, linens,
of a dynomi( restaurant chain. Wendy's Old Fashion
Murray, dog warden ap- copper bottom, save 40
BOYD-MAJORS
2, 2, and 3
/
plications being taken, percent on 1, 11
Hamburgers are rapidly expanding and offers excellent
shop tools, World War One collector items, beds,
REAL ESTATE
salary $8300 per year, plus quart sauce pans Double
corner cabinet, heart shaped, round tier and drum
opportunity /or genuinely interested persons with
paid boilers, 11
2
1
2 and 2 quart, 4/
/
hospitalization,
753-8080
tables, antique bed, and coffee tables, rockers, odd
vacations, 12 sick days per qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
leadership aptitude. If you enjoy working with people,
year, retirement benefits. pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
' uiona I Se rv LCQS
'Frage
chairs, mirrors, picture frames, trunk, glass glove
if
and
challenge
a
appreciate
public,
the
like
meet
to
Truck furnished, Pick up Wallin Hardware, Paris. TN.
With The Friendly Touch"
lamps, brass lamp, Lincoln drapes, Alladin lamps,
applications at City Clerk's ESTEY ORGAN, M-101,
you ore willing to work hard to achieve success, then
desks, Seth Thomas 8 day clock, extra fancy, floor
office.
we would likr to discuss training you for a future with
double key, $100. Squirrel
40 Wooded Acres of
lamps, lots more goodies.. Shop and garden.tools,
HELP WANTED,stock man, cage fan, $30 Small roll top
US.
Complete Privacy .
carry out, and deli worker. desk with chair, 130. Small
lawn mower. 1970 Ford Fairlane, sharp, one owner,
Brood Fringe Benefits Program
Apply at Owens Food chest of drawers,$10, kitchen
Large Private Lake,
only 13,600 actual miles for information call
Market. No phone calls, table, 1.20. Toy chest with
Program
Paid Training
stocked with fish. This
please.
hinge led, $10, occasional
Starting Salary Range
property is not far
HELP WANTED. Desk table, $15. Bean bag, $10.
• Car sells at 12 noon
3150 5200 Per Week
from Hwy. #94 W. but
clerk, part time, evening Over rug,6' X 9', $10, call 753experiente 8361.
no
seclucl,ed.
shift,
totally
High school graduates and veterans will be given
necessary. Apply at Regal 8 FOR SALE
Used Singer
Beautiful building site,
required.
not
is
Experience
considerotion.
full
calls.
phone
no
Inn,
sewing machines. zig zag, all
house recently burned.
049i-348414314441F,
--,3643-541/441064.116
irhir/lowr
•
."
body
Man.
perfett, fully guaranteed,
experienced
for
Apply at Key .01113, 515 S 4th futt Cash artce, S34.30. Call
$25,000. Boyd Majors
435-4121
--Maailtsolokoppec 354.6591
- -S1-.41Aussaa.
Rea irstattr:-/05--tt
Lynn Grove,
WANTED: DEPENDABLE FOR SALE: Iron, security
12th.
'X 8', on roltera.with
2
1
woman to Clean house 1 dint a .gate,6/
track. Phone 753 0044 '
week. 753-9612.
collection service

pliances

weenimm
AM VETS
POST #45
DANCE

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings

fa

Kopperud Realty
-Areho Nationot

753-8298

Swimming
Pools

442-9141

II MURDER

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

StarksNardwaril

Kelley's Termite
& Pee control
14

.0

r

Whoftnèd
our new pick-up?

Purdom 1 Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

equal

MFA Insurance, .
that's who!

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

CHRISTMAS
BASKETS

Ronnie Rosr

RANDY LEE

e

I
1
6,11altor
..e
aSm7s3h.7
loh_criii

GOOD THINGS COME IN TWO'S!!! 2
Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 2 Decks, 2 Patios - All this
plus central heat,and air and a fireplace in this
beautiful secluded lakeview home. Call us today
for an appointment,

CAREER
JOB
OPPORTUNITY

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Set your sights on this beautiful 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath home setting on a professionally landscaped lot. Central heat and air and 3 car carport are only a few of the outstanding features of
this quality home. Don't delay - call us today!

Auction Sale

Sat., Dec. 9, 10 a.m.
or shine, at
Claude and Jewel Anderson home, 1 block
east of Hwy.641 in the center of Hazel, Ky.

---

_

111t_Cheanut
Murray

Otto Chester's
Auction Servicesty.
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--,Tbarsda;,Dee:N.61)er 7,197*
Irthle-S

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. REM.ESTATE
•
YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates
Outstanding four
bedroom home with den,
master bedroom with ad
toning
private
dressing
room and watt, in closet You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely French
Provincial home- Priced in
she 160's We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 153 1222
are
working hard to provide the
best possible Real Estate
service for you.

QUALITY
REAL
527.1468 753 9625
CAltiOtt

I

corq

South T2Th

at

Monte

44. LOTS FOR SADIE
LOTS FOR SALE Complete 47. MOTORCYCLES
with septic SySterna Water, HONDA MIR--50, excellent
electric and driveway for tittle bike fora big Christmas
mobile home or house Near present. 753 7104.
Kentucky Lake, $42 50 per LAY 'AWAY,
Yamaha
month with $1,000 down.(,MI
motorcycles or go-tarts at
502 474 271$
Town and Country Yamaha
4$. FARMS FOR SALE
Call 753807$.
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5 1972 SL.350 HONDA Has new
miles from Kentucky Lake. tires and
battery, good
Call weekdays after 6 30 pm. mechanical condition Call
Any time on Saturday or 492-1102.
Sunday. 753 72.14.
49 USE CARS
46. HOMES FOR SALE
A1..ITTLE Dodge Colt. $480.
BUY,DIRECT from builder Call 759.4974.
and save. Near completion, 2 1975 AMC HORNET. Air,.
new 3 bedroom brick homes. power
power t
steering.
located in K irksey, within brakes, snow tires, good gasil
walking distance of post mileage 753 2810
off ice, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 34 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors.
and well insulated wails and
room,
ceilings.
Living
bedrooms, and hall are
Kitchen,
carpeted
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,OM Sarni 121h Street
patio and large covered front
Pb...(502)753-7114
porch. Homes contain 1456
liontocky 42071
and 1560 sq ft and are priced
to sell: Call after 5 pm. 489
2387.
1977 BLAZER, white,4-wheel
BY OWNER. nice 2 bedroom,
large 'living room, dining drive, good condition..$6
loaded.
1-924-5632
area, kitchen, bath, garage.
CORVEIRE
CON
storage. Call 753-2770.
VERTIABLE, 1963, rough,
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
not running. S300
1960
acres, 2 bedroom frame
Dodge, Well almost, 4 door
house, 1680 sq ft. in house
only 6900 miles,
with sun, porch and 4 out pheonix,
Dodge today.
buildings. Located 3 miles better than new
firm.
See Bob Cook in
$3500
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Hazel.
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
1274 DODGE DART Sport, 6
days, or 753-3245 nights.FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3 cylinder, straight shift. In
BR. 2 - bath,large family excellent condition. $1250.
room, spliflevel entry. 1974 Hornet,4 door, small V -I3
Carpet throughout, well automatic with air. In good
Andersen condition. $950. Phone 1 -354insulated
with
windows, brick and wood. 6217.Approximately 16 acres, 8 FOR SALE: 1974 Buick
miles north of Murray. Nice Riveria, loaded. 38,000 miles.
quiet area. Widow leaving 435-4351.
state. Carl 753 28180
1973 HONDA, automatic,
1200 or best offer. Call 75316531 or 759.1155.
1973 HONDA CIVIC. $1000 or
best offer. 767-6649 after 5
pm,ask for Mr. Boyd.

Murray
Datsun Inc.

Swcaewor•

TELEPHONE 7s3.1ast

Located four miles
south of Murray we
- have just listed a three
bedroom brick, one
and a half bath home.
The house plus two
separate buildings to
be used for storage or

business are located
on one and a half acres
and
priced
at
$45 000.00.

72 HOUR-SEL1./3110N
a 1jFurtikg,3

FRi DIV
i.

• S.1. SERVICES OFFERED
*EXPERIENCED
CAR
PENTER will do carpentry
or looting. Free estimantes.
C419 1405 or 4374351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for
your
'needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
\
I Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
.specifications
Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
---.......... irepaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work.NAlso small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-inplace
urea
tormalehyde.
Free
estimates,
no
obligation.
Kentuck,yTennessee Insulation, Rt-L.
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
(502) 435.4527.
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437 4560 LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
and if no answer, 437-4670.
plumbing, heating and sewer
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
p7
foopL, efficient service,
steps, free estimates. 753
ca Ernest White, 753-0605.
5476_

(

NEED TREES tut? Landon
Tree Service. Call George
Landon,753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753 8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 7537149 after opens.
ROOFING,
excellent
references.
Call
753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WILL DO REPAIRS arounf
the
house, -carpentrey,
painting, concrete and
plumbing. Also hogs , and
wood for sale, Call 759.1531.

BOSTON
REGISTERED
Terrier, free to good home.
753-6050.

WANTED, JOB
during
Christmas,
babysitting,
household chores, related
work.'Call 753-8906.

57. WANTED
WANTED, USED Diamond
Jewelry. Highest trade in
allowances given. Rogers
Jewelers,
North
Court
Square, Paris, TN.

100 ACRE ROW trbtelfa
within 15 miles of Murray..
Good soil level. No realtors.
Call 753 5610.

NORNIHICKLE BARBER SHOP
:At/

1

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRKI WAVE $1.25

Me WISMAR a MISS Celli?NOW 753 4113 .

FOR YOUR
DRIVEWAY
WRITE ROCK,
RIP-RAP, LIME,
SAND, DECORATIVE
ROCK, OR SEPTIC
ROCK NEEDS.
Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6773.

'EVERYBODY IS BUYING JOGGING
SHOES,YOU BUY A COUN1RY
WALKING HAT."

CARPET CI_EANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-277.I.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759,1878. •

57 %VINT re-0

PRICE NIAR CUT $1.511

46rfo

53. SEMPICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1-362-4895.

SC FREE COLUMN

53. SERVICES OFFERED

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
oored end reedy. Up to 12 n 24. Also barn style, offices.
cottages,
*bile home ved-ons, sea patio's, or U.IlUILD, pro-cat completely
ready
o anembie rap to 24 tbO. buy the beat ter lam

WILL DO house cteaninno
everything except windows
outside. 753 1996.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Holmes Ellis,

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
'Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

need stumps
DO YOU
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumpf? We
can remove stumps up 10 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 43543-43.
SEWING
YOUR
DOES
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

-WWWIA"

Saturday, December 9, 1978
10:30 a.m. - Rain or Shine
Kentucky on Highway 280 Mnfleffente beta M the neighborhood of Blood River kea on Kennicky Lake. From Murray, take Highway 94 East 2 and one-isall
miles to *Owl, 280, COON 1 aid mit4teif miles to property. or take Highway 171 Snit to Highway 280. hint left mi 2111 id smile Perth approaletately 6 miles to property.

LOCATION: 10 milts

SPECIAL

4143,../CAY
0NA-

SOU*

Talive4V

11.IlL4-1641114114

in Mayfield
today.

Sh
east

of /4urray.

By IC
5
Some migl

sickness of t

this person a
what you will
same. This
number one

'78 COUGAR XR1

TuRbAY
.
ØfI'- 3DArs

TOBACCC
the first sak
Mayfield Th

and consume

Looks & drives brand new,
los miles. Wiled with es'as. c,info' .4.er... stiff
.n warranty. Will sell or
trade on.$SW

-

3O

holiday seaso

41.0 SOID1
-4

Millions of do
various retail

AUCTIOMUR

,person is the

PARKER
FORD

The sad cot

AUCTION

of thievery is

in inflated co

There is tic
Ford,
1930 MODEL A
(coupe), 327 engine, chrome
automatic,
turbot
itywo'headers,
I
/el'IC Butt e4"
Dynast WS TEEL - 4." rla S 114.1
P•Mt.
-•
Ste tilt wheel, button tuft inAs 3m.. CAM.LMJrAL a•AOrittil"kaTailltk SU I
keystone wheels, new
(
..k.
c
ir radial!, all metal, excellent
140.4.A. TOZE
condition,
$7000 or best offer.
trai.okr K9t.a4 sr2t fea.wwww 131CD
S 1-354-6206
C.4.ALS. $hVe
LaSaarlib (utiB
pc44.4.5,, _
STATION OPEL
1971
"WAGON, excellent running
cure.‘o c7ibm-t13% _
Cie,
s- TKIAL
cs,
2.-19 condition, good body, $550.
.4 r 4;Yvirino SIzs Kowa, ez• yarka..4.4.4 - -.
,
be seen at 509 Broartloy
4 49.s: May
ow :LH r watt.. Fre,.
idvqa- 4Ac • BED
Call 753-6090.
cH Af
ot." - _
. rw appointment.
4.414 so110"r7
CY-LINDER
1968
SIX
-KiS.P4rtIoNi"
,
Kayo
IliENS • FOalerlbelttakt - /13i.de Camaro, rough
condition,.
iv it s - I 1 lusqus puRc is LAN.) r
2tss.
has new tires. Asking $450.
-Call 759-1613.
714: S Tierk(001-4414R. %.-444.41) c‘1444oS -- 4 244 U
LAts, Rove.A,
3,
,
10„.„. so...Kt
. 4 4-4409.nfultift4 251.,Ire 1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
4.....1.Ay Rat..&.;.-4Elt
I '2 te Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
fitatlitif-aha
TRANS AM, brown, tan
3 .ex
u. s121 Plapv AuAto am! 4...01-11:44/301 4 I -/.5. if 1977
interior, T top, T-A 6.6, AMjjSt
mArttetS. Fou.-4144.criesug
04.6vi7ER,
FM, $6000 Call 753-1372 after
altar Pat. _
"
t
4A.V.e_T Sct.tA___Eakiks:44.k. EWA,cAiSt..4 ri- ul.err VERY RA E 1956 Chevrolet
o rt au sr
.11 Sedan Delivery, rough but
-4
kav Et
or-Jct. aoftS&.anls VEL-vi-r SoCA
original. Call 753-7365.
-re/60(1914a. sisapat_ 4.444 4 4 mak -4 SIS to
g.q s
50. USED TRUCKS
%Apr.. ... 4,711.0
Ail leesere Ls,aliPttle 4•4444•&pm&
1973 CHEVROLET pick-up,
M.**
kmal
Oltde.e. essie-owes•Pat *
real good condition, 52000,
.
0.,
ee',ANIL I
ere' btleretsedia•en.
24444it lots of extras. 436.2573 or 436-2240
filAwal 4 i4( FiwwT- p
43e *vein; S. Le OA ALS 13 ED
1972 DATSUN Pick-up,S800,
/
4. geostAwm ‘,4t„ 4 ii..30.40 also
mwr Reolt8tnaE7te,..1 no oar ^1
2000 new bricks, 753c nr....40%.4111:( 4 pc Pit^,-,T Ilefbotaxne. Ast, TM.diel 8_555
)aesim..woo (ZEN-Lek -ca.* PICK UP,
1971
DATSUN
e raiwerm,k
oto. veeka•-•%-,
50,000 miles. Call 436-2689
vw.mime - snit*. so Vim.. A,*&pc
LAIL611
after 4 pm.
Cdoltwelk Secrio von- - SLAW
FOR SALE: 1976 For
- - 235.8M Customized Van, nice, $61001.
d'A.! &Lots lbr true OP
.ta-awolk t•
0. 4 cke
vii kstj after 6 pm,7531203.
VA.r...a. , condoneEA AFT ured 13.8AL itii•V 2
-1.54„se 1967 FORD PICK-UP. 14_SCRevunu.
Deut.-1-r.
cylinder. Straight shift, with
u For 3 PC. OAK.
camper top. In good con_ 4,„swer.e
dition. $750. 436-5544.
231.8e FOR SALE: 1977 Chevrolet
^pout DRIna ef4ePtar- TA?0°42 PiE-SDEEJ
pick-up. 4.36 5524
no. A. Dlit Aut. L....0.TE Firkacey Loutrtic csesr
7 1 INTERNATIONAL
0. SALT PLLRA:Pebit ellJegL) z
"""L In-: 33441/!l-r9ravei all, air, power
brakes,
steering
and
automatic, good mechanical
condition. 5800. 753 4053.
STORE -tr.)i bE Set;i witeS suo71t,04 RESEitve)
51. CAMPERS
1970 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
dealer.
Starcraft
local
Complete line of parts and
Non toxic an
accessories
tifeeeze- $3.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
On 94 East. Call 753-0605
SA
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Saturday, December 9, 10:00 A.M.
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Commercial-REAL ESTATE-Investment

and this flow

"SECLUSAVAL"
Historic Home and 6 Acres

anitallnik

4

If

3.(5 es

!sr"

4 ie Ags

Excellent business opportunity ideally located on Highway 94
midway between Murray and Kentaite.-Nearly new commercial building and a log cabin on 1 6 acre corner lot with ap.proinatelf400 ft road frontage Cedar sided commercial building with concrete floor,

has 2 large bays with 12' overhead doors. 2 baths, stockroom and office area The
building has electric heat and water is supplied from a deep well Gas pumps and taliks
are included.
An 18x20' modern log cabin with fireplace and concrete floors is adyacent to main
building and would be:ideal for managers quarters.
The quality construction and convenient location provides an excellent opportunity
for !Nifty types of retail or service businesses.

OWNER: Alfred Duncan
TERMS: Contact selling agents-for-financial arrangements.
POSSESSION: Within 30 days from deed.

6.4t

Lye

Selling agents will be happy to show property by appointment
to sale day

Or aSsit

with financial Irrangementsany day poor

day of sale, balance on deliver-of deed within 30 days.
POSSESSION: With Deed
DEB/ Sellers will furnish Deed and Deed Tax.
TERNS: 20% down

OWNERS' Bill Burris and Salome Burris Wynn
LISTING 5110145

AUCTIONEER

4 1$8,8

GGS FURNITURE

MOOR% MOIL Ibis ha diviiim ado dal by Camay Civil Curt Tim is le resent win.Ibis d my Asia
odic

GERALD R. EASLEY

C746rikE 4 i scs.es

.

Ihis stately home built in 1838 by Peter Stainbace tannin is listed in the NATIONAL REGISTER Of HISTORIC
PLACES Seclusayirl s nine rooms include on the first floor a 10 s20' foyer. 20121' hying room, 20s21 dining
(00m 13418' kitchen. 18s20'. family room, utiiity room and one and one-half both The upper level has 3
bedrooms. 2 of which are 2041'. Me third being 14'o20. with separate stairway Mach rehabilitation has been
accomplished to restore this home to its prwenthrie_conditron.
Although the abundance of antiquity is preserved, many modern conveniences have been added Heat and iv
conditioning is supplied by a new Celia& electric unit and water is supplied by a 140' prniate well The kitchen is
Elkin:Med with built-in range, dishwasher, compactor. and disposal
The house is a 5 boy rectangular with a cortarirably wider central unit The rear ell is several steps oboe, the
main block The end walls have central chimneys that protect Only Slightly nom the surface A single almost square
room on each side flanks the central hall on both stories The stair with its tine rail of local apple wood rises to a
short flight. There are six opertble firwiaces with grooved mantles.
landing
chem
do
n e bacwkooentrach
k isandretu
o bne rns na
Furl
dark
---WiltIshder'frutuated ontts thtionkt Aro-10ra stogreteetkEllas4hnier3MIterildwroethe-hoth,
wooded hillside The elevated 11x.ation affords a beautiful yew.
This is an- unusual opportunity to own a rare chapter in history AND a solid investment for the 'future
Representatives will be on premises and have Property available for showing on the foilowieg dates Saturday.
November 25 9 00 a m to 12510 noon, Sunday November 26. 1-00 pm to 500 pm, Saturday. December 2, 9(X)
a.m to 12 00 noon, Sunday December 3 100 p m to 500 p m

302 E. Broadway

Mayfield, Ky.

247-7864
CO-BROKERS

Sale Connected by

TERRY CLYMER REAL ESTATE
Mayfield, Ky.

247-7864

302 E. Broadway

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main St.

753-1222

Mitrray, Ky.
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"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"
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If You Want A "SOLD" On Your Home
Dial 753-8080

.REA1 ESTATE
753-110$0

Sc;
opini
Localon
Sports ..
TV Page

•..
And see this attractive 4 BR.,2 bath B.V. home
within walking distance of downtown. Large
living-dining area has cozy fireplace, spacious
kitchen with 'C.F. quality appliances, wall-toss all carpeting, electlic heat. LOW 30's.

'

Lir 14.04.7$4.2311 •

A TOUCH OF COUNTRY...

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

A LOVE AFFAIR...

Yet within the City, this wooded acre tract has an

You'll have no delay ip putting your family in
this comfortable 3 or 4 P.R. home located on a
large lot in excellent neighborhood. Home has
I' baths, all appliances, large closets Ir many
other extras. PRICED TO WI I 'NOW!

When you see,this brand new 3 B.B.,2 bath B.V.
you'll be hooked. Enjoy the cozy den with
fireplace this winter. lovely decor with touches
of gold. Double garage and ready for immediate
occupancy. Don't Delay -Call Today.

immaculate 3 P.R. home, Aluminum siding,
electric heat, carpeting, tastefully decorated
throughout. Newly Listed at 832,590. Better
Hurry!
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